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Preface |

 
 

‘Student’ was the pseudonym which William Sealy Gosset used when pub-

lishing his scientific work. He was employed for the whole of his workinglife

as a Brewer with Arthur Guinness, Son & Co. Ltd., as the firm wasthencalled,
but his publications over thirty years during the early part of the twentieth
century, and his-friendship with other statistical pioneers, have had a pro-
foundeffect on thepractical use of statistics in industry and agriculture. The

accountof his work and correspondence which follows has been developed

from the writings of Egon Sharpe Pearson, who knew him well. After Gosset’s

death in 1937, Pearson published an essay on ‘Student’ as statistician, and

towards the end of hisownlife in 1980 he commented in typescript on his

correspondence with Gosset, aswell as on the earlier correspondence between
his father Karl Pearson and Gosset. We have attemptedto collate andedit all
this material with the objective of presenting a rounded biography of a

distinguished statistician, whose attractive personality shone out in every-

thing that hedid.
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1. Introduction

 

 

Egon Sharpe Pearson hasa secure place in any accountofthe development

ofstatistical methodology during the twentieth century. Between 1925 and

1938,his collaboration with Jerzy Neymanestablished the Neyman—Pearson

theory of testing hypotheses. The continuing importance of this feature of

statistical inference owes muchto his interests in the connection between

theory and practice, which are also shownby his work on editing statistical

tables. His enthusiasm for the use of quality control in industry led to the

Royal Statistical Society forming an Industrial and Agricultural Research

Section in 1933, and greatly assisted the introduction of control charts in

wartime. He was ManagingEditor of Biometrika from 1936 to 1966,in which

role the subject of statistics was immeasurably helped by his conscientious

editing and kindly advice to contributing authors. His many honoursattest .

to the esteem in which he was widely held.

However, Egon Pearson was notonly a distinguishedstatistician but also

an outstandinghistorian ofstatistics. His historical work was informed by a

lucid style free from polemics, imbued with a deep understandingof the flow

ofideas, and supported by knowledge and experience of exceptional range.

The historical aspect of his career began in 1938-9 when events led him to

compile biographies of his father Karl Pearson and ‘Student’ (William Sealy

Gosset). From 1955 onwards,a series of studies in the history of probability

and statistics appeared in Biometrika, where Egon Pearson and others exam-

ined a remarkable diversity of topics. A collection of these studies, together

with earlier historical papers by Karl Pearson, was published in 1970. After

relinquishing the post of Editor of Auxiliary Publications for Biometrika in

1975, Egon Pearson producedan edited version of his father’s lectures given

at University College London during the academic sessions 1921-33 on the

history of statistics in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. ,

‘When he died in 1980, Egon Pearson had been gathering material for

what hecalled his ‘magnum opus’. He started from the fact that he possessed

someforty letters exchanged between Gosset and himself, and also about the

same number written by Gosset to Karl Pearson. When putting the letters in

order for typing, he was inevitably led to comment on andto link up many

experiences. His correspondence with Gosset and related comments were

collected under thetitle
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THE GROWTH OF MODERN MATHEMATICALSTATISTICS
The part played by Student

He then hadthe idea of including muchelse of an autobiographical nature:
‘summervacations with his parents; memories of Yorkshire and Oxford farms
aroundthe turn of the century;sailing experiences with his Courtauld cousins
in the 1920s; his fascination with Italian art, particularly black and white
sculpture and church architecture; pencil drawing of the coast of Scotland:
and an accountof hisfive months’visit to the USA in 1931. Hecollected
such information as he could about Gosset’s family, the project grew with
time, and he pondered long about whattitle to give ‘this amorphous account
which I think no publisher would accept’. As a temporary measure, he decided
to callit

ALL THIS—AND STUDENT TOO

But he knewthatat 84 the project might never be completed, and his account
ends in April 1919. |

Wethink that only Egon Pearson could have broughtto a close the venture
on which he had embarked,butalso that nearly all the material which he
had assembledis of great value for biographical purposes. Accordingly, we
havebeenled to prepare an accountof Gosset'’slife and statistical work which
integrates what Egon Pearson published in 1939 with his ‘magnum opus’ and
other relevant material. We begin in Chapter 2 by describing the background
to Gosset’s statistical work, with particularemphasis on methods used in
astronomy and geodesy for the combination of observations, and on the
advances madein the Biometric School underthe direction of Karl Pearson.
Chapter 3 is an outline of Gosset’s life based on Launce McMullen’s account,
with additions from other personal recollections and Gosset’s letters. Chapter
4 is a much altered version of what Egon Pearson had written about his
father’s correspondence with Gosset, where changes have been madeso as
to identify and explain the principal topics considered. Theletters between
Gosset and Ronald A. Fisher (the Guinness collection) were privately cir-
culated by Launce McMullenin 1962, and were used by Joan Fisher Box in
her biography of Fisher. Chapter 5 presents and assesses the mainstatistical
aspects of this correspondence.
Egon Pearson divided the letters which he exchanged with Gosset into six

groups, and within each group they are arranged in chronological order, so
that an individualletter can be identified by group and number. He supplied
a historical introduction, a discussionfor each group, brief or discursive
comments on successive letters, closing remarks, and copiesofall the letters.
His method of approach for the letters to Karl Pearson, in which theclassi-
fication is by subject matter rather than ‘date’ order, has been preferred as
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giving a more readable version. Pearson had already associated some groups

with defined topics, and we have extendedthis process within groups. Chapter

6 retains his general commentary and division into six groups, but his

individual comments and the letters have been replaced by accounts of

the main topics in each groupillustrated by informative passages from the

correspondence. Finally, we have added in Chapter 7 an appreciation of

Gosset’s achievements, and a discussion of his personal outlook and pro-

fessional relationships.

~ Muchelse can be foundin the rich source which Pearson has bequeathed

to posterity. His autobiographical memories, although notas extensive as he

had planned, will doubtless be valuable for a future biography. Constance

Reid has already described the personal side of the Neyman-—Pearsonjoint

work in her biography of Neyman. The details of Gosset’s family and

colleagues, and the letters and notices writtenimmediately after his death,

addlittle to the 1939 biography. Most of Pearson’s material concerns Gosset

the statistician, and that is the topic on which we have chosen to concentrate.

 
 



2. Background
 
 

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Statistics is a scientific discipline concerned with thecollection, analysis, and
interpretation of data obtained from observation or experiment. The subject
has a coherent structure based on the theoryof probability, and includes

_ manydifferent procedures which contribute to research and development
throughout the whole of science and technology. Statisticians engage in
specialist activities worldwide, working for government, industry, higher
education, and research institutions. They are organized in professional
bodies, both national and international, and meet regularly to discuss
progress, in groups which rangein size from small seminars to large con-
ferences. Their interests extend from theoretical studies which examine meth- |
odology to practical applications in a wide variety of fields. Textbooks which
describe every aspect of the subject and journals which report on progress
over the spectrum ofactivities have both steadily built up into large collections
of scientific material.
The statistical world of a century ago was quite different. Assessment of

numerical data had long been the core of the subject, but the data were
almost exclusively concerned with social and economic questions.Statistical
methodology consisted of a set of techniques which would now be regarded
as fairly basic, but which nevertheless canstill yield useful conclusions:
counting andclassification, averages and index numbers, mapsand diagrams,
descriptive analysis, and numerical laws. Some of the professional bodies
which exist today had already been founded, but they were much smaller
in size, their active members were usually governmentstatisticians, and
publications associated with them reflected a narrow rangeofofficial interests.
The normallaw of error and the methodofleast squares had been established
for the analysis of data from astronomy and geodesy, and these techniques
were collected into books on the combination of observations. But such
activities were separate from the subject ofstatistics as generally perceived,
and nothing wasavailable from either source which could provide appropriate
procedures for the statistical study of heredity and evolution. However, a
small group of outstanding individuals, who workedon thesolution of these

practical problems, gradually emerged duringthelatter part of the nineteenth
century. When at last the main streams of technical advance were united,
there ensued a change in the scope and meaningofstatistics which has
continued ever since to enlarge and diversify the subject.
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2.2 COMBINATION OF OBSERVATIONS

By the middle of the eighteenth century, enough was knownaboutthe theory

of probability to permit the reconsideration of methods for the combination

of observations in astronomy and geodesy. During the following seventy

years, the methods were gradually endowed with a theoretical structure in

which three principal features can be distinguished. They consisted of a

procedure for calculating the probabilities of possible causes given an event,

a probability distribution for the errors of observation, and an algorithm for

estimating the unknownconstantsin linear relationships.

~ A theorem for calculating the probabilities of causes was proved by Bayes

in 1764, with little impact on contemporary thought. Laplacestated a similar

procedure in 1774, and his words were translated as follows by W.Stanley

Jevonsin The principles of science, published exactly one hundredyearslater.

If an event can be produced by any oneof a certain numberof different causes,all

equally probable a priori, the probabilities of the existence of these causes as inferred

from the event,are proportional to the probabilities of the event as derived from these

causes.

Early in the nineteenth century, this came to be known asthe inverse

application of the theory of probability, or briefly as inverse probability, and

would now bedescribed as Bayes’ theorem with a uniform prior distribution.

The first major application of inverse probability was made in 1809 when

Gaussdiscussed the combination of observationsin his Theoria motus corporum
coelestium. He proved that the normallaw is the uniquedistribution for which

the arithmetic mean of a random sample of observations is the value where

the posterior distribution of the population mean attains a maximum. When

there are several population means, all linear combinations of unknown

constants, an assumption of normality for the errors, together with an appli-

cation of inverse probability, led Gauss to conclude that the unknown con-

stants are best estimated by the method of least squares. Another approach

to the normallaw of errors appeared in 1810, when Laplace showedthat the

sum of a large numberoferrors is approximately normally distributed. This

extension of what de Moivre had proved for a binomial distribution was an

intermediate form of whatis now called the central limit theorem. In 1811,

Laplace pursued this asymptotic approach by showing that the method of

least squares could bejustified without an application of inverse probability,

because the mean absolute errors of the estimated constants are minimized

in large samples when the method of least squares is used. Finally, Gauss

established in 1823 that the method of least squares can be justified by a

criterion of minimizing the squared errors of the estimators, without any
reference to a normaldistribution, and for any samplesize.

This wasvirtually the end of the pioneering phase. Theprinciple of inverse
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probability had become a standard methodofinference, andin the hands of
Fourier and Cournot'led to statements closely resembling those derived much
later from the theory of confidenceintervals. Although several laws of errors
had passed underreview, enoughproperties of the normaldistribution were
knownto establish that formulation as clearly preferable. The methodofleast
squares was agreed to be a convenient estimation procedure, and by 1826
was complete in many importantparticulars. These included thesolution of
the equationsof estimation by triangular decomposition, the inversion of the
matrix of the equations to provide measuresofprecision, and the estimation
of the error variance from the sum of squaredresiduals.
From the middle of the eighteenth century until well into the nineteenth,

probability in Britain was chiefly applied to life insurance, and those who
wrote on the subject in English directed their attention towards practical
questions concerned with the valuation of annuities and reversionary pay-
ments. The second edition of Laplace’s Théorie analytique des probabilitiés,
published in 1814, was accompanied by a long introductory Essai, which
cameasa revelation and stimulatedgreat interest. Those whofirst responded
to the demandfor popular exposition and the challenge of rigorous interpret-
ation had mostly been trained in mathematics at Trinity College, Cambridge,
and were active in the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, an
organization which published cheap booklets to educate the workingclass.
In 1830, the Society published an anonymous work On probability, known
later to have been written by John William Lubbock and John Drinkwater
(afterwards Bethune). This book represents a transitional phasein the expo-
sition of the theory, where applicationsto life insurance, supported by tables
of annuities, are discussed side by side with the sections of Théorie analytique
des probabilitiés which originated in the eighteenth century. The method of
least squares is described only briefly and there is nothing about laws of
errors.
A much moreinfluential figure in this transitional phase of probability in

Britain was Augustus De Morgan,’ a logician who was Professor of Math-
ematics at University College London and author of a very large numberof
articles on mathematical topics for encyclopaedias. The Encyclopaedia metro-
politana published a treatise by De Morgan on Theory of probabilities, the
original edition in 1837 and another in 1845. He firmly supported the use
of inverse probability, gave a comprehensive review of Théorie analytique des
probabilitiés, and included a derivation of the normal distribution on thelines
adopted by Gauss in 1809. But De Morgan was not altogether successful in
his presentation of least squares, where the methodis justified on the assump-
tion that both the observations andthe coefficients in the linear relationships
are equally variable. His more popular Essay on probabilities appeared in 1838:
thefirst half effectively constitutes a statistical textbook at introductory level,
and the remainder is concerned with what De Morgan regards as the most
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common applications of the theory of probabilities, namely tto life con-

tingencies and insuranceoffices.

- For reasons both mathematical andlogical, these advances in the theory

and applications of probability did not meet with unquestioning acceptance.

Gauss had given two demonstrations of the method of least squares and

Laplace a third, so that the relations between the different modes of pres-

entation needed to be explained. Robert Leslie Ellis? scrutinized the dem-

onstrations, reduced the mathematicaldifficulties of Laplace’s analysis, and

warmly approved Gauss’s second demonstration, based on what are now

called linear estimates with minimum variance. However, Laplace’s expla-

nation of the normal law of errors continued to pose severe problems. His

line of approach could be sustained in terms of the accumulation of a large

numberof small errors, but ironically could only be madeintelligible for most

readers by a return to earlier arguments from a binomial distribution. This

simplification was adopted by Adolphe Quetelet, but when John F.W.Her-

schel? reviewed the poor English translation of Lettres ... sur la théorie des

probabilitiés in 1850, he introducedanother derivation of the normal law of

errors. This began from an assumedstatistical independence of errors in

any two orthogonaldirections, and since Herschel’s prestige was great, his

explanation of the law of errors became widely accepted, despite speedy and

cogent objections from Ellis. Some twenty yearslater, the field was reviewed

again by James W.L. Glaisher,* who was stimulated by a claim that the

American Robert Adrain had independently discovered the methodofleast

squares in 1808. Glaisher’s opinions generally supported those of Ellis, and

his main contribution to the combinationofobservationslay in giving lectures

at Cambridge which were described as critical, constructive, and com-

prehensive. Practitioners of the subject were confident that the normal law

of errors was appropriate, because of empirical support provided by frequency

distributions from sources as diverse as the chest sizes of Scottish soldiers and

observations on Polaris madeoverfive years.

The concept of inverse probability was challenged on logical grounds,

especially by George Boole in his Lawsof thought, published in 1854.

It has beensaid, that the principle involved in the above andin similar applications

is that of the equal distribution of our knowledge, or rather of our ignorance—the

assigningto different states of things of which we know nothing, and upon the very

ground that we know nothing, equal degrees of probability. I apprehend, however,

that this is an arbitrary method of procedure.

This is the origin of the phrase ‘equal distribution of ignorance’ which was

to resound downthe years. But Boole was cautious in opposing the viewsof

his fellow logician De Morgan, who

of English writers, has mostfully entered into thespirit and the methodsof Laplace.
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The question continued to receive careful attention, notably by John Venn,
whoraised strong objections to a famous consequenceofinverse probability—
the rule of succession—in his Logic of chance a dozen years later. However,
whenFrancis Y. Edgeworth turnedto statistical questions in the early 1880s,
he wasable to reconcile the differing views taken of inverse probability. His
article on ‘The philosophy of chance’ in Mind for 1884 cameto the following
conclusion.

The preceding examples, especially the first, may show that the assumptions
connected with ‘Inverse Probability’, far from being arbitrary, constitute a very good
working hypothesis. They suggest that the particular species of inverse probability
called the ‘Rule of Succession’ maynotbe so inane as Mr. Venn would have us believe.

Throughoutthe nineteenth century, the ideas of Laplace prevailed at the
foundationsof the theory of the combination of observations, so that thelaw
of error and the method of least squares cameto be inextricably linked. The
justifications of least squares offered by Gauss wereless influential: the first
was derived from a disputed principle, while the second was regarded as a
minor variation on Laplace which failed to show that the result was most
probable. AmongBritish mathematicians, Ellis was virtually alone in his
warm approvalof Gauss’s second demonstration. However, Gauss gave prac-
tical expressionto the use ofinverse probability, and the methodologyofleast
squares whichhe developedand used gained general acceptance in astronomy
and geodesy. The subject achieved maturity in about twenty years, and
thereafter refinements were steadily added, for example Benjamin Peirce’s
criterion for the rejection of doubtful observations and Peters’ formulagiving
an estimate of the probable error in terms of the absolute values of the
residuals. Meanwhile,statistics in Britain began to take a completely different
direction.

2.3 BIOMETRY

Thestatistical study of heredity began with Francis Galton, a Victorian
polymath. He was an extraordinary person, curious about everything,rich
in ideas, andtireless in pursuing them.His interests were catholic: psychology,
heredity, and anthropology are relevant here becausestatistical ideas were
derived from them, but he is also remembered for contributions to meteéor-
ology, decimalization, fingerprints, photography, and exploration. The
bibliography of Galton’s published work fills almost fifteen printed pages.
Muchofhis influence on statistics can be attributed to

a

fairly late statement
of his ideas, the book Natural inheritance, published in 1889 when Galton was
67, and to his discovery of correlation which came immediately afterwards.
Amongthefirst readers of Natural inheritance was Karl Pearson, another
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Victorian polymath. He wasat this time 32 and had for five years been
Goldsmid Professor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics at University

College London. Whereas Galton’s interests were essentially scientific,

Pearson had already displayed a professional competence in matters far

removed from mathematics, for example in philosophy, history, andliterature.

Along with Olive Schreiner, the famous novelist of Africa, and Maria Sharpe,
whomhe was later to marry, he was an active member of the ‘Men’s and
Women’s Club’, which was concerned with improvement of the relations

_ between men and women.Tothis society he read a paper on Natural inherit-

ance and although his initial reaction was somewhatcritical, his subsequent

career soon becameexclusively devoted to statistical matters. During the last

decade of the nineteenth century, a stream of papers appeared, by himself

or with collaborators, which put forward his work on frequency curves,

correlation, and regression analysis in the guise of contributions to the theory

of evolution.

The opening phase of Pearson’s statistical career was influenced by two

other readers of Natural inheritance: FrancisY. Edgeworth, who worked on
the quantification of economic science, and W.F. Raphael Weldon,a biologist
concerned to develop Darwin’s theory ofnatural selection. Edgeworth, twelve
years senior to Pearson,hadtrained himself to become an expert onstatistical

theory, and wasinspired by Galton’s work to publish a series.of papers on

correlation. His main result was expressed by Edgeworth’s theorem on the

multivariate normal distribution, an important element in some of Pearson’s

work during this period, and Edgeworth also gave sound advice to Pearson

by means of correspondence. But Edgeworth had a reserved and complex
personality, and was not the sort of man with whom others could havea
close working relationship. |

Weldon, three years younger than Pearson, joined the staff at University

College London in 1891 as Jodrell Professor of Zoology. He was convinced

that studies of animal and plant populations would provide support for

Darwin’s theory, and he turned to Pearsonfor help on thestatistical problems
involved. Pearson became deeply interested and a firm friendship developed,
as a result ofwhich the science ofbiometry was born, the Biometric School was

established, and the journal Biometrika was founded in 1901. The Biometric _

School was committed to Galton’s ‘law of ancestral heredity’, formulated in

termsof regression, and becameinvolved in controversy after Mendel’s work

on plant hybridization was rediscovered. William Bateson was the most
notable in Britain of the manybiologists who wereattracted by the simplicity

of Mendel’s hypothesis. But the possibility of cooperation between the Bio-

metric and Mendelian Schools, never strong, was removed by Weldon’s

sudden death in April 1906. It had been the custom of the Weldon and

Pearson families to take their Easter holidays together so that Weldon and

Pearson, along with helpers such as Alice Lee, could push forward their
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researches. Weldon went to Londonfor dental treatment, expecting to return
in a fewdays; but instead there came atelegram saying he was dead. In the
opinion of the younger Pearson, his father never fully recovered from the
shock.

_ During the early 1890s, Pearson gave public lectures on graphicalstatistics
and the laws of chance, with as much experimental evidence andaslittle
theory as possible. His first course on thetheory ofstatistics was given at
University College London for two hours per week in the session 1894-5,
and there werejust two students: Alice Lee and George Udny Yule. After that
session, the statistical course became annual, and the groupled by Pearson
was gradually enlarged. In 1903, he obtained thefirst of a long series of
annual grants from the Worshipful Company of Drapers which enabled him
to. fund and continue a Biometric Laboratory. Training and research in
mathematical statistics, and the computation of new mathematical tables
were associated with this laboratory. After Weldon’s death, Pearson’s chief
interest and research programmeshifted from pure biometry to eugenics, and
a gift from Galton led to the foundation of a Eugenics Laboratory in 1907.
The many memoirs andlecture series on social and eugenic problemsissued
beforethe First World War and to some extent afterwards were based on
research work carried out in the second laboratory. These laboratories
together formed the base of Pearson’s Biometric School, and were combined
in 1911 whenthe Departmentof Applied Statistics was established. Between
1894 and 1930, University College London wasthe only place in the UK for
advancedteachingin statistics, and from 1906 to 1936 Pearson wasthesole
editor of Biometrika, which for most of that period was the main outlet for
research work onstatistical theory. The reputation of the Biometric School
for teaching andresearchis the reason why Gosset made contact with Pearson
whenhefelt the need for statistical advice soon after the beginning ofhis
career, and whyvirtually all his papers were published in Biometrika.

2.4 BOOKS USED BY GOSSET

Whenwriting to Egon Pearson on 11 May 1936, Gosset recalled the time
before his first visit to Karl Pearson.

I had learned what I knew abouterrors ofobservations from Airy and was anxious
to know whatallowance was to be madefor thefact that a ‘modulus’ derived from
a few observations wasitself subjectto error. .

Thefirst English textbook on the combination of observations was written by
Sir George Biddell Airy, a memberof the Victorian scientific establishment.
He waschiefly notable for bringing order to British. astronomy during the
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nineteenth century, and his outlook was strongly practical. His book On the

algebraical and numerical theory of errors of observations and the combination of
observations was first published in 1861, and the third and lastedition of
1879 is a duodecimo volume of some120pages.

No novelty, I believe, of fundamentalcharacter, will be found in these pages ... the

work has been written without reference to, or distinct recollection of, any other

treatise (excepting only Laplace’s Théorie des probabilitiés); ...

There are four parts to the book. Part I concernsthe law of probability of
errors and various associated constants, such as the probable error and

modulus(i.e. J2 times the standard deviation). The law wasjustified in the

first edition by an argument which occupies eight of the 103 pages and

closely follows Laplace’s version of the central limit theorem. Airy later

substituted an alternative proof based on Herschel’s reasoning, because

Laplace’s ‘final steps are very obscure anddifficult’. Values of the mean error

and probable error of linear combinations are derived in Part II, and these

quantities are ‘determined’ from series of n observations. In particular,

Probable error of the mean
=().6745 [Sum of squares of apparent errors/n(n— 1)]'”,

wherethe apparenterror is the difference between an actual error and the

meanofthe actualerrors. Part III is a treatmentofthe methodofleast squares

for up to three unknown parameters. Airy translates ‘moindres carrés’ as

‘minimum squares’,° a term seldom used after 1825, and Laplace’s influence

is evident in the way that the methodis established. Thefinal part isentitled

‘On mixed errors of different classes, and constant errors’. Airy gives an

example of a series of observations made day afterday affected by a daily
‘constant error’ which follows a different law from the ordinary error. He

describes at length how to calculate the ‘mean discordance of each day’s

result’ and ‘probable error of mean discordance’. The two quantities are

compared ‘and nowit will rest entirely in the judgement of the computer’

whetheror not a constanterrorexists.
Thereviewerof Errors of observations in the American Journal of Science and

Arts® for November 1861 affected to find that Airy’s method of choosing the

linear combination with minimum probable error differed from the method

of least squares, used by most men ofscience. In so far as a judgement by

contemporary standards can be made more thana century after publication,
Airy’s book appears to be a soundintroduction to the analysis of observational
data, with a good balanceof topics clearly described. There is, however, too

much description. The theoryis illustrated by applications to problems in

astronomy and geodesy, but the results are always expressed in algebraic

terms.There are no numerical examples, except for an appendix addedin the

second edition, where the theoretical law for the frequencyoferrorsis verified
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by a comparison of observed and expected frequencies, in order to establish
_ ‘the validity of every investigation in this treatise’.

Gosset also used books byMerriman and Lupton.A textbook on themethod

of least squares by Mansfield Merriman was published in 1884, and ran to

eight editions, the last completed in 1911. Merriman was an Americancivil
engineer who explored the history of methods for combining observations.
His book reflects these interests and was evidently recognized as a useful
exposition of theory and practice. Two deductions are given for the law of
probability of error, the precision of quantities calculated from the obser-
vationsis judged by probable errors, and the uncertainty of the probable error
is considered. The methodofleast squaresis explained in detail, using many
examples from surveying. Topics such as propagation oferror, rejection of

doubtful observations, social statistics, and Galton’s median, all make brief

appearances. The section on ‘Uncertainty of the probable error’ outlines a

paper published by Gaussin 1816.

Gauss presented in 1809 an exposition of least squares based on the law

of error of observations defined by the formula

(h/x"/?) exp (— h?d?),

whered is an error and h is the measureof precision. In modern terms, the
distribution is normal with mean zero and variance 1/2h. Gauss proceeded
in 1816 to discuss the ‘determination’ of h from a sample of m errorsd,, d,

.. dq. He assumed a uniform prior distribution for h and showed that the
posterior distribution is then normal, with mean H=(m/2>"_,d?)'/2 and
variance H’/2m. For a standard normaldistribution, the probability is } that
the variate lies between +p,/2, where p=0.4769363. Gauss inferred that
the odds are one to one for the true value of h to lie inside the interval
H(1+p/m"), and that the correspondinginterval for the probable errorr is
R/(1 +p/m"), where R=p/H. He then extendedhis investigation toconsider
the interval estimation of r from the sum of the nth powersofthe errors taken

positively, and gave a table of the probable limits of r for n=1, 2, ..., 6
when m is large. Gauss denoted the corresponding formulae byI, II, ..., VI,
respectively, and remarked that formula II is the most advantageous: 100
errors of observation treated by this methodgive asreliable a result as 114
errors by formula I, 109 errors by formulaIII, ..., and 251 errors by formula
VI. But formulaI is easy to calculate and only slightly inferior to formula II.
The formulae corresponding to I and II using residuals instead of errors are

associated with the namesof Peters and Bessel, respectively.
Notes on observations by Sydney Lupton was published in 1898. Thisis a

slim volume containing twenty-two chapters, most of them only a few pages
in length. The subtitle describes the contents as ‘an outline of the methods
used for determining the meaningandvalue of quantitative observations and
experiments in physics and chemistry, and for reducing the results obtained’.
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Less. than half of the material is statistical in nature, and the treatment is

mostly superficial by the standards of 1898. However, there are over forty

references to assist the reader, and this guidance would have been the

main virtue of the book for ‘those who desire to pursue the subject more

thoroughly’. The list of writers who are cited includes Laplace, Bertrand,

Galton, Edgeworth, and Karl Pearson, as well as Airy, Chauvenet, and

- Merriman. 7

2.5 KARL PEARSON'S LECTURES

Glaisher tookan active interest in the combination of observations from 1870

to 1880, and lectured on the topic at Cambridge. But the only relevant

lectures attended by Gosset were those given byKarl Pearson. By the end of

1891, Pearson was conversant with the English schoolofpolitical arithmetic,

the Germanschoolof state science, and the French schoolof probability, the
last. represented by Déparcieux, Laplace, and Quetelet. The contents of his
popular lectures at Gresham College on ‘The geometryof statistics and the

laws of chance’ reflect his changing outlook on statistics between 1891

and 1894. He began by describing all kinds of diagrams, proceeded to an

elementary accountof the theory of probability, and finally gave a treatment

of questions arising from biometry. In particular, he discussed the problem of

a priori probabilities with reference to the principle of‘the equaldistribution

of ignorance’ and the contribution of Bayes, Laplace, Boole, Venn, and Edge-

worth.At least two of the lectureswere concerned with ‘normalcurves’, but,
as thetitle of the course suggests, there was noplace for the method ofleast

squares. The books andarticles to be consulted were described as follows in

November 1892.

For those of you who may havetime for reading I would strongly recommend a

comparison of Chaps. X—XII of Stanley Jevons’s Principles of science with Chaps. VI-

XI of Dr Venn’s Logic of chance and Prof. Edgeworth’s Philosophy of chance published
in Mind for 1884.... While dealing with the subject of books I mayalso referto:

De Morgan: Formallogic (1857). Here Chaps. IX—XI are closely connected with the

topics of ourfirst two lectures.

De Morgan: An essay on probabilities (1838). This is still a useful and suggestive

little book, although it requires some mathematical knowledge.

Whitworth: Choice and chance (3rd ed. 1878). An excellent book with which to

approachthe elements of the mathematical theory.
Westergaard: Die Grundztige der Theorie der Statistik (1890). By far the best textbook

on the relation ofstatistics and probability for those who read German.

Rapid developmentsin the theory ofstatistics ensured that lecture courses

on the subject changed considerably over the years. But Pearson’s emphasis
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after 1893 was always on techniqueslikely to be useful for the study of

heredity and evolution, in preference to those for other applications. The
material which he presented in his university courses is known fromlecture
notes taken by Yule for the sessions 1894-5 and 1895-6, Gosset for the
session 1906-7,Isserlis for 1913, and Egon Pearson for the first-year and

second-year coursesof the session 1920-1. Yule’s commentsoverforty years

later confirm Pearson’s awareness of the continentaldirection in statistics.

The first course opened with a brief outline sketch of history, leading up to a

‘Kollektivmass’ definition of statistics. Among the works bearing on theory to which

we werereferred those of Zeuner, Lexis, Edgeworth, Westergaard and Levasseur might
be expected: but would any other lecturer have thought of suggesting the study of

Marey’s La méthode graphique dans les sciences expérimentales (1878, 1885)? Karl

Pearson was an enthusiast for graphic representation and thought in graphic terms.

An answer to Yule’s question is that Edgeworth listed Marey’s book among

the references given for the second of his Newmarch lectures at University
College London in 1892. |
Some features remain throughoutall the syllabuses: Bayes’ theorem with

an ‘equaldistribution of ignorance’, the Pearson system of frequency curves,

binomial and normaldistributions, correlation, and multivariate normality.
Topics at first excluded or overlooked are subsequently inserted: the method
of least squares, polynomial regression, the Poisson distribution. Otherwise

the contents change with the progress of research or rediscovery, mainly in
the Biometric School, and to a lesser extent elsewhere: contingency tables,

the chi-squared test for goodness of fit, the variate difference correlation

method,the distribution of the standard deviation in normalsamples. Thet-
test only appeared after 1921, perhaps in response to submissions from

younger membersofstaff. —
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Gossets were an old Huguenot family wholeft France at the Revocation

of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, and became middle class with army and

clerical traditions. Among them wasFrederic Gosset, a Colonel in the Royal

Engineers, who in 1875 married Agnes Sealy Vidal. There werefive children,

the eldest being William Sealy Gosset, born on 13 June 1876 in Canterbury.

He was bright enough to win scholarships, which must have provided

welcome additions to the funding of his education, since the family had to
live frugally. Gosset was a Scholar of Winchester College from 1889 to 1895.

The school had been founded in 1382 by William of Wykeham, and towards

theend of the nineteenth century was with other public schools beginning

to go throughanintellectual renaissance. Unable to follow his father into the

Royal Engineers because of poor eyesight, Gosset took up a scholarship at

New College, Oxford, anotherWykehamite foundation. Here heobtained a
First in Mathematical Moderations in 1897 and left iin 1899 with a First Class
degree in Chemistry.

_ In October 1899, Gosset became a Brewer with Arthur Guinness, Son &

Co. Ltd, manufacturersof stout at the St James’s Gate Brewery in Dublin, and

he remained with the firm for the whole of his working life. Guinness had

recently decided to introducescientific methods into brewing, and the new
policy was effected by appointing men with First Class science degrees at

Oxford and Cambridge to positionsin junior management. The next Brewer

to be appointed after Gosset was Geoffrey S. Phillpotts, and the two young

men becameclose friends through their commoninterest in outdoor pursuits,
being keen on walking in the Wicklow mountains south of Dublin and
yachting along the coast between Carlingford and Wexford. As a result of

this friendship, Gosset met his future wife Marjory Surtees Phillpotts, sister

to Geoffrey, and the couple were married on 16 January 1906 in Tunbridge

Wells. They lived first in Dublin, and then rented a furnished house in

Wimbledon from September 1906 to the spring of 1907 while Gosset was

attending lectures and tutorials given by Karl Pearson at University College
London.A son was born during this period, two daughters followed, and after
1913 the family lived in a house with a large garden at Blackrock on Dublin
Bay. . | | | _
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3.2 EARLY STATISTICAL CAREER

Gosset was a practical man,and his statistical methods were developed in

response to the needs of the brewery. Research work at Guinness on the

selection, cultivation, and treatment of barley and hops led to an accumu-

lation of data affected by variability of materials, susceptibility to temperature

change, and necessarily short series ofexperiments. The problemsofinterpret-

ation posed by small samples in which the measurements were not inde-
pendent soon became apparent, and the Brewers found that Gosset was ready

to help in analysing the data. At this stage, his advice was based on consulting

books concerned with the theory oferrors, in particular Airy’s Theory oferrors

ofobservations and Merriman’s Method of least squares. Gosset’s advisory work
formed the backgroundto his report to the Board of Guinness in November
1904 on ‘The application of the “law of error” to the work of the brewery’.
Here, he set out the case for using statistical methods, discussed the error

curve,! applied results on the addition or subtraction of random variables,

and by comparing the difference between =(A+ B)? and X(A—B)*? showed
some awareness of the consequencesof correlation. The summary of the
report included a suggestion that questions concerning ‘the degree of prob-
ability to be accepted as proving various propositions’ should be referred to

a mathematician. Soon afterwards, the introduction of Gosset to Pearson was

effected througha letter from Vernon Harcourt, an Oxford chemistrylecturer,

and arrangements were made for Gosset and Pearson to meet.

The meeting took place on 12 July 1905, when Pearson wasspending his
long vacationin a houseatEast Isley in Berkshire, which he had rented from
July to September to be within cycling distance of Weldon in Oxford. Gosset

_ was on holiday in the house to which his father had retired at Watlington in

Oxfordshire, about twenty miles from EastIlsley, and he cycled overto discuss

a list of questions concerned with thecost effectiveness of experiments,limits

of error from repeated measurements, howto establish a relationship between
sets of observations, and what books would be useful. Pearson’s notes for the
interview include formulae for the variance of A+ B and the probable error

of a correlation coefficient, and references to papers on the theoryofstatistics.

After Pearson's death in 1936, Gosset wrote? about this interview to Egon

Pearson. |

He wasable in abouthalf an hourto put mein the wayof learning the practice of
nearly all the methods then in use before I came to Londona yearlater.

Immediate consequences of the visit were a supplement to the brewery

report of 1904, and a second report (1905) on correlation, both of which

reflect Pearson’s influence. However, the report on correlation notes that, by
contrast with the Biometric School, the brewery was working with small
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samples, and Gosset cameclose to appreciating the dangers of using large-
sample methods without adjustment. — 7

Guinness had a policy of sending staff away for specialized study, and

Gosset derived benefit from two suchvisits. He attended a course on brown

beers? at Birmingham University, where he learned how to use a haema-
cytometer and began to study the question of how many squares should be
counted in order to estimate the concentration of yeast cells with sufficient
accuracy. Later he spent the first two termsof the session 1906-7 in close

contact with the Biometric Laboratory, another consequence of the meeting

with Pearson, and herecalledhis time there after Pearson's death.

I am boundto say that I did not learn very much from his lectures; I never did

from anyone’s and my mathematics were inadequatefor the task. On the other hand
I gained a lot from his ‘rounds’: I rememberin particular his supplying the missing

link in the error ofthe mean paper—a paperfor which he disclaimed any responsibility.

For most of this period, Gosset worked on pieces of research in whichhe

derived and applied various sampling distributions, and his wife helped by

copying out measurements andtables. Hisfirst published paper, in which

counts of yeast cells are compared with the exponential limit of the binomial
distribution, had been in preparation before visiting Pearson and appearedin
the February 1907 issue of Biometrika. Publication had been agreed by

Guinness provided that a pseudonym wasused, and that noneoftheir data

appeared. This obsession with secrecy was no unusual whim; secrecy was

and is widely practised in industrial and commercialcircles in the UK. The

ban forbiddingstaff to use their own namewasnotlifted until just before the
Second World War. Thus, Gosset became ‘Student’ andlater colleagues were

similarly cloaked in pseudonymity.

3.3. CORRESPONDENCE —

Gosset had many correspondents, and muchofhis spare time was devoted
to writing letters, mainly to experimenters.* This book is concerned with his

contributions to the advance of statistical methods for industry and agri-

culture, which are greatly clarified by his correspondence with Karl Pearson,

R.A. Fisher, and Egon S. Pearson. These letters enable Gosset’s papers to be ~

connectedwith the gradual developmentofhis ideas, permit the establishment
of relationships within his published work, and show how hebothinfluenced
and wasinfluenced by the work of otherstatisticians. |

There are aboutforty letters from Gosset to Karl Pearson, but unfortunately

only three in the reverse direction are preserved. Launce McMullen, who

succeeded Gosset as head of the statistical section at the St. James’s Gate

Brewery, suggested that around 1934, when the Gossets were leaving Ireland
for England, there wasa ‘holocaust’ of much valuable material. This included
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letters from Pearson to Gosset, as well as the typewritten draft. of three or
four chapters of an elementary textbook on the useofstatistical methods in
experimentation. Theloss of this materialis,historically, a great pity. Gosset’s
letters show that here was a penetrating and objective critic, who, when his
interests were aroused, was prepared to explore scientific fields unconnected

with his duties as a Guinness Brewer. It would have beenilluminating to read
Pearson's reaction and see how far he accepted certain very mildly expressed
criticisms. |

In round figures, there are 150 letters from Gosset to Fisher, but only fifty
in the reverse direction. Thus, about a hundred ofthe letters from Fisher to
Gosset have been destroyed. Although the loss is much to be regretted, the

misfortune is not so great as with the letters from Karl Pearson to Gosset,
because other considerations apply. The letters from Fisher which survive
give a sufficient indication of the terms on which the correspondence was
conducted, and much canbeinferred about the questions to which Gosset
replied. Moreover, Fisher made a summary ofthe letters, perhaps when
writing his obituary notice of Student published in 1939. His brief comments
are sometimes informative, but they often overlook important issues and
must be consideredless reliable when in conflict with the letters themselves.
The letters from Egon S. Pearson to Gosset were filed at the brewery,

probably because many were showntohis assistant Edward Somerfield with
a request for comment. Consequently their correspondence survives largely
intact, andit is the subject of Chapter 6.

3.4 PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Gosset reported to Karl Pearson on 24 October 1907 that he had been
definitely put in charge of the Experimental Brewery,a job he was temporarily

at before, and that this involved him in a certain amountofstatistical work.
Pearson realized Gosset’s potentiality and in 1907 offered to look out for a
post which would do justice to a man of his training and ability. But Gosset
replied on 11 September 1909 that for a man with a growing family the pay
would haveto be very good for him to be able to afford to give up his present
job.

Please do not consider yourself bound to look out for anything for me: I am very
far from beingdisatisfied [sic] with my presentbillet (after all £800 per yearjobs are
none too common)butit is easy to imagine somebetter use being made of mytime.

The average annualsalary of a British university professor in 1910-11 was
£600, while thosefor a lecturer and assistant lecturer were £250 and £150,

respectively.” In any case, it was the experimental problemsarising at the
brewery which gave Gosset—mathematician, chemist, now with somestat-
istical knowledge—the appropriate field in which to exercise his talents.
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While in the course of discovering the pitfalls of experimental sampling

and how to avoid them, Gosset must have mentioned to Pearson, probably

on a visit, how he thought he should write a textbook on the subject. The
book appears to have been planned onthebasis ofjoint trials arranged with
the maltster Edwin S. Beaven, who was on commission to Guinness. Gosset

returned to the topic in his letter of 8 December 1910.

Re the text book for experimenters idea I am inclined to write an introduction, a

contents bill & a couple of chapters & forward them to you (typed!) for youropinion

as to whether the book is worth writing. It is certainly wanted, but by so few people,
I fear, that one could hardly expect a publisher. I expect that I am rather favourably
situated from the practical point of view, a greater number of correlation coefficients

(of sorts) etc. etc. must pass through my hands than through those of anyoneelse in

the wide world even including yourself. But it is mainly a question of time, & thatis

lackingto all of us.

He began his next letter on 6 February 1911 with comments on ‘the great
alcoholic controversy’, in which Pearson was then engaged for reasons
explained below in §4.5. The letter ends with brief comments on progress.

The text book is progressing, slowly as I am not at present on duties which leave

me with a typewriter during meal hours, but I hope to sendthefirst three chapters

in a month or two.
Do not trouble to reply to this. You must have quite enough to do to keep up your

correspondence with the teetotallers without having brewers on your handstoo!

This seems to be the last reference to the textbook, and the unfinished
typescript may have been destroyed in 1934. If Pearson had realized the

importance of the draft, he would have encouraged its completion, perhaps

publishing it among the Drapers’ Company Research Memoirs. But perhaps the
rather secretive Board of Directors of Guinness did not or would not allow
such publication. The forward-looking Managing Director La Touche who

had been largely responsible for the decision to appoint scientifically trained

brewers diedrather suddenly in 1914.
When war began in 1914, Gosset was quick to offer his services to Karl

Pearson. He wrote on 26 August to say that he could spare about three hours

per day and Sunday for any checking or computation work, and could

probably borrow a Brunsviga from the brewery without muchtrouble. By 1

September of the following year, he seemed resigned to the contribution he

could best make to the wareffort.

My own war workis obviously to brew Guinness stout in such a wayas to waste
as little labour and material as possible, and I am hoping to help to do something

fairly creditable in that way. All the same I wish government would double the tax

again, it’s such an obvious wasteof pig food now! .
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Duringmuch of 1916 the Biometric Laboratory was working on torsional
Strain in the blades of aeroplane propellers, and on 7 May Gosset had‘evidently
been discussing the matter with Pearson. |

It occurred to methatif your difficulty with the aeroplane propeller is that the
blade as a whole turns more at high speed than at low, both being required, some
system ofsliding the blade in a suitably rifled socket attaching to the hub by a spring
might work. Then centrifugal force might be made to twist the blade as a whole
forward when the increased resistance was twisting the working part back so as to
keep theangle of the working part constant.

This is a long letter, the statistical aspects of which are considered in §4.5.
Gosset concludes with a brief expression of disappointmentat his rejection
from the armedforces. .

The doctors at the War Office thought metoo short-sighted to serve.

In 1922, Gosset acquired his first regular statistical assistant Edward M.
Somerfield, and correspondence with Fisher in November is concerned with
arrangements for Somerfield to be a voluntary research worker at Rothamsted
for three months.Thefinancialside is set out in Gosset’s letter of 15 November.

_ I quite understand that there is no sort of charge or fee, but it seems to us thatif a
firm of our standing sends a manfor educational purposes we should pay forit. That
being so we thoughtan unofficial hint from you as to the amount and the particular
fund to which we could pay it would be a help. Would youlike to suggest £25? If
you think this toolittle I'll try to get some more. I don’t know the Board’s ideas and
can't guarantee even £25, but I should hopetogetit.

Similar arrangements were madein October 1930 for Somerfield’s assistant
A.L, Murray to visit Rothamsted for about six months, and the firm was then
prepared to give a donationof £50 for services rendered.

Gosset’s membership ofstatistical societies was influenced bythe Pearsons,
father and son. When Karl Pearson reorganized the programmeofthe Depart-
ment of Applied Statistics after the First World War, he foundedthe Society
of Biometricians and MathematicalStatisticians,®° a kind of seminar largely
devoted to discussions of departmental research. As is general nowadays,
outside authorities were asked to contribute. Gosset read papers on 13
December 1920 and 28 May 1923, concernedrespectively with Spearman’s
correlation coefficients and testing varieties of cereals, both later published
inBiometrika. The society wasdissolved in 1927, but Egon Pearson'sactivities
in the next few years led the Royal Statistical Society in 1933 to form an
Industrial and Agricultural Research Section. These were the fields with
which Gosset wasparticularly associated; he was elected to the Society in
1934, and contributed to meetingsof the Section. | |

_ In October 1934, Gosset begantogive all his attention to the new Guinness
Brewery at Park Royal in north-west London, and at the end of 1935 heleft
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Dublin to take up his appointment as Head Brewer, in charge of the more
scientific part of the production. He died from a heart attack on 16 October
1937, aged 61.

3.5 CHARACTER AND PERSONALITY

Gosset was a modest, kindly, and tolerant man,’ who disliked controversy
and was absolutely devoid of malice. His three children were brought up
rather frugally, as he had been, and he detested extravagance. But he did not

mind spending money on education, and wasoften generousto thosein need.

His knowledgeofworld affairs was considerable, and the range of his domestic

and sporting interests was exceptionally wide. He was a keen fruit-grower

whospecialized in pears, and an able gardener who enjoyed experimenting.

At one time, he crossed a raspberry with a loganberry and tried to market

the results—but the fruit did not catch on. His enthusiasm for walking,
cycling, fishing, skating, and skiing began when he wasstill at school. He

was a good carpenter and built a number of boats, including a collapsible

wooden puntfor fishing on lakes. An article in the Field of 28 March 1936

describes his boat for fly-fishermen, equipped with a rudder at each end by

_ meansof which the direction and speed of drift could be adjusted. He was a
sound though not spectacular shot. His thigh was broken when his Model T
Ford, known asthe ‘flying bedstead’, overturned in July 1934. Before the
accident, he was a regular golfer, using a remarkable collection of old clubs

dating at least from the beginning of the century. After the accident, he took

up bowls with great keenness. An appropriate last glimpse of Gosset is the

photograph taken in April 1936 which shows him clad in tweedjacket,
shorts, and boots, wearing a rucksack, carrying a walking stick anda fishing
rod, and gazing across a snowy Dartmoor. |

His daughter Bertha Gosset provided Egon Pearson with early personal

memories.

Like manyof his contemporaries he was devoted to Gilbert and Sullivan operas and

neverfailed to attend the performances of the D’Oyley Carte Company when he had

a chance—e.g. in Oxford and later in Dublin. He played the penny whistle and after
he was married sang us songs as children. It was a great joy to him when we had

our first wireless, made by my brother Harry about 1922. He constantly listened to

good music afterwards for the rest of his life and developed a knowledge and appreci-
ation, especially of Beethoven, his favourite composer, which weall shared.

The only ‘don’ I know he admired tremendously was Dr Spooner of New College;

lately I read his Life and realised that Dad was there just before Dr Spooner was
unanimously elected to be the Warden—obviously greatly respected by everyone. We

had a reproduction ofhis portrait in our sitting room—Ifeel sure Dad must have been

influenced by him because the two men had much in common,especially a deep

integrity, wide interests, humility, and a capacity for taking infinite trouble. In fact I
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enjoyed reading his Life mainly because he reminded me so much,in essentials, of
my father.

I find it difficult to answer about religion, for my father was very reticent; he

supported my mother whotook us to church; and attended himself when we were
young;butnotlater, explaining his absence by saying he had attended so often when
young(at Winchester?). He was extremely careful never to say anything which might
undermineourfaith, and weall grew upas practising Christians.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Nearly all Gosset’s papers originated in problemsarising from work at the St

James’s Gate Brewery onthe manufacture of stout and the production of
barley, so that his attentionwas directed to statistical methods for both
industry and agriculture. During the period from 1906 to 1919, he wasin
regular contact with Karl Pearson (hereafter also referred to by his initials)

by both personal meetings and correspondence, with the result that the

questions which attracted his interest were strongly connected with activities

of the Biometric School. The period accounts for about half of Gosset’s

published research, and for practically all his work on correlation,time series,

and discrete distributions. Gosset’s letters to K.P. contain not only the first
signs of future papers, often years before publication, but also his comments

and criticisms on a variety of matters which could be expectedto interest his

old teacher. |

4.2 CORRELATION

When Galton made knowntheidea of correlation, he also supplied a graphical

procedure based on medians and probable errors to derive a sample value of

the correlation coefficient. His method was reconsidered by Edgeworth, who

moved towardsthe definition now generally accepted, by how muchis not

altogether clear. Much of the theory of multivariate normal correlation was

developed in 1896 by K.P., and in particular he showedthat‘the best value’
r of the correlation coefficient in samples from a normalbivariate distribution

is given by the product-moment formula. He also obtained an incorrect

expression for the standard error of r, but this was corrected whenhis joint

paper with Louis Napoleon G. Filon appeared in 1898. At about this time,

Sheppard! published his method of estimating the correlation coefficient by
doubly classifying at the medians, and Yule established the connection
betweenthe theory of correlation and the methodofleast squares. Such were

the principal known results concerning normal bivariate correlation when

Gosset observed in his report of 1904 that therule for the probable error of

sumsor differences sometimes failed in practice.

- The results of Pearson and Filon seem to have been derived from an
asymptotic posterior distribution of the correlation coefficient based on
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uniform prior distributionsfor all the parameters. This standpointof inverse
probability is reflected in the main objective of Gosset’s paper ‘Probable error
of a correlation coefficient’, forwarded to Pearson on 24 October 1907, and
published in the issue of Biometrikafor September 1908.

Werequire the probability that R for the population from which the sample is

drawnshall be between any givenlimits. | |
It is clear that in order to solve this problem we must know twothings: (1) the

distribution of values of r derived from samples of a population which hasa given R,
and (2) the a priori probability that R for the populationlies between any givenlimits.
Now (2) can hardly ever be known,so that some arbitrary assumption must in general
be made; when we know (1) it will be time enough to discuss what will be the

best assumption to make, but meanwhile I maysuggest two moreor less obvious

distributions. Thefirst isthat any value is equally likely between +1 and —1, and

the second that the probability that x is the value is proportional to 1 — x2: this I think
is more in accordance with ordinary experience: the distribution of a priori probability
would then be expressed by the equation y = #1 — x2).

Gosset began with samples of 4, 8, and 30 from a large body of data in

which the true value R of the correlation coefficient was knownto be 0.66:

and using the same data, with x values taken from one sample and y values

taken from another, to economize arithmetic, he obtained sample valuesr
for the case whenR is zero. These, together with mathematical considerations
for samples of 2, led him to guess the Pearson type II curve with equation

y=Yo(1 — x7)"9?
for which he calculated the moments. Findingtheseto be in broad agreement

with his sample moments in the case R=O, he concluded that his equation -
‘probably represents the theoretical distribution of rwhen samples of n are

drawnfrom a normally distributed population with no correlation’. However,

he was unable to suggest an equation whenthere is correlation, and gave

reasonsfor saying that the distribution could not be represented by a Pearson

curve unless R= 0.Since the solution for (1) was obtained only for R=O, no
posterior distribution for R couldbe given at this stage.

Gosset had already used similar methods in his paper on ‘The probable

error of a mean’, published in Biometrika for March 1908, to suggest an

equation for the distribution of the sample standard deviation. He now sup-

plied the impulse which led Pearson to draft the lines of an investigation by
Herbert E. Soper? ‘On the probable error of the correlation coefficient to a
second approximation’, which appearedin Biometrika for March 1913. Earlier
approximations for the mean and standard deviation of r were improved by

the use of asymptotic expansions, theoretical values were compared with

observed, and Soper ‘hoped that further experiments would be carried out

which will ... showdefinitely ... whether the application of the standard
types of frequency curvesto the distributions of statistical constants in small
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samplesis justified’. This was the work: which drew Fisher’s attention to the
problem. His paper ‘Frequencydistribution of the values of the correlation
coefficient in samples from an indefinitely large population’ [CP4]* was sent

_ to Pearson in September 1914, and published in the issue of Biometrika for

May 1915.Fisher began with appreciative comments on the work of Gosset

and Soper, in the course of which he confirmed that Gosset’s predicted
distributions of the standard deviation andofthe correlation coefficient when
R=0O were indeed correct, and he found that Soper’s expressions were most

accurate for large samples when the exact formulae become most complicated.

Thedistribution of the correlation coefficient was then obtainedbya brilliant

piece of geometrical reasoning, and Fisher proceeded to. use his ‘absolute

criterion’ to derive an approximation for what he later termed the maximum-
likelihood estimate of the correlation coefficient, describing the estimate as

‘the most probable valueof the correlation of the whole population’.

Gosset acknowledgedthereceipt ofan offprint on 15 September 1915, and

went on to say that the question of a posterior distribution wasstill open. He

perhapsintended to write 1 — x7, and not 1 — x,in his suggested form of prior
distribution.

I am very glad that myproblem is astep nearer solution.(I never really liked
Soper’s approximation though of course it was colossal) but there still remains the
determination of the probability curve giving the probability of the real value (for
infinity population) when a sample of x has given r. Of course, this would have to be

worked out for two or three a priori probabilities and if otherwise convenient I would

try y=yo(1—x)'""*” (giving m the values 3, 4 and 6 in succession) as the a priori
distribution of the probability of x being the real valueofr.

The letter continues with a description of the background to his work on
correlation.

I don’t knowif it would interest you to hear how these things came to be of

importance to me but it happened that I was mixed up with a lot of large scale

experiments partly agriculture but chiefly in an Experimental Brewery. The agri-
cultural (and indeed almost any) Experiments naturally required a solution of the

mean/S.D. problem and the Experimental Brewery which concernssuchthings as the

connection betweenanalysis of malt or hops, andthe behaviour of the beer, and

whichtakes a day to each unit ofthe experiment, thus limiting the numbers, demanded

an answerto such questionsas ‘If with a small number. of cases I get a value r what

is the probability that there is really a positive correlation of greater value than (say)
25?’

When Pearson wrote to Fisher on 26 September 1914 provisionally accept-
ing CP4, he indicated that he would ‘like to see your paper extended with

graphs of some of the curves, and tracing as n increases the change of the

*For explanation of [CP4] etc., see p. 125.
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frequency form towards a normaldistribution’, and on 30 January 1915 he

declared his intention, although ‘quite aware that this will be very laborious’,
to tabulate the ordinates of the frequency curvesfor r, ‘as soon as opportunity
offers ... unless you want to do them yourself’. There were now further

reasons for Pearson to explore the connection between small-sample dis-

tributions and the large-sample expressions of the Biometric School. Thefirst

results were presented in aneditorial ‘On the distribution of the standard

deviation of small samples: Appendix I to papers by “Student” and R.A.

Fisher’, which immediately followed Fisher’s paper in the same issue of

Biometrika. Here, Pearson examined the rapidity with which the distribution

of the sample standard deviation approached normality, and he concluded

that the theory of probable errors could safely be applied for n> 25. He stated

that the most reasonable value for o, the population standard deviation,is

obtained when the observed value of s, the sample standard deviation as

defined on p. 46 below,is the modeof the frequencycurve, whence

&6=s[n/(n—2)])”?.

According to a footnote in the ‘Cooperative Study’ described below, Gosset

pointed out that the best value of o is obtained by maximizing the frequency
curve with respect to variation in o, whence

G=s[n/(n— 1)]!.

His proposal was evidently based on taking the mode of the posterior dis-

tribution of ¢ when theprior distribution is uniform, but Pearson regarded

the assumption of a uniform prior as not ‘in accordance with experience’.

Gosset’s letter to Pearson on 1 September 1915 showsthat they had continued
to differ on this question.

Butif I didn’t fear to waste yourtimeI'd fight you on the a priori probability & give

you choice of weapons!

But I don’t think the moveis with me; I put my case on paperlast time I wrote &

doubt I’ve much to addto it. It was roughly this:
If y= (x) be the distribution of the a priori probability that x is the S.D. then (I am

in bed remember) you can easily deduce the mode of the a postiori [sic] distribution

when s has been given in onetrial & in fact I wrote down what I supposed to be the

value thoughI forgetit for the present.

But it all depends on g(x) & my feeling is that y= (x) is generally a pretty flat

curve, if not then the value s which you have got doesn’t really carry much weight.

I should like to have a shot or two, giving g(x) different forms from c to (say)
e~ (x-s'¥/20” & see what it amountsto but I fear that my analysis wouldn’t be able for
it.

Of course I quite see that given a definite series you standto hit the mode most

often but the point is that there may be another series whose chance of being the
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author of the trouble is so much greater that some value not the mode may have a
better chance than the modeofthefirst.

But then,that’s all clear to you without my writing it over again.

As weshall see, Gosset reasserted his argumentfor the uniform prior in a
letter to Pearson of 6 July 1917, and again in a letter to Fisher dated 3 April
1922.

The extension of Fisher’s paper which Pearson had proposed was indeed

very laborious, and Pearson assembled a team? consisting of Herbert E. Soper,

Andrew W.Young,Beatrice M. Cave, Alice Lee, and himself to undertake the

task. Progress was reported to Fisher on 4 November 1915, and by 13 May

1916Pearson could write to him that ‘the whole of the correlation business
has comeout quite excellently’. After this tremendous amountof work, done
in the intervals of time that could be spared from assisting the wareffort,
publication was delayed byfinancial problemsaffecting Biometrika. However,
the results eventually appeared in the issue for May 1917 as a paper ‘On the

distribution of the correlation coefficient in small samples. Appendix II to the

papersof “Student” and R.A.Fisher. A Cooperative Study’. The introductory

section concludesas follows, in which equation (iv) is Fisher’s expression for
the frequency distribution ofr.

Clearly in order to determine the approach to Soper’s approximations, and ulti-

mately to the normal curve as n increases we require expressions for the moment
coefficients of (iv), and further for practical purposes we require to table the ordinates

of (iv) in the region for which n is too smallfor Soper’s formulae to provide adequate

approximations. These are the aimsof the present paper.

Section 8 is concerned to determine the ‘mostlikely’ value of the correlation

in the sampled population, identified as the mode of a posterior distribution.

But the authors argued that a uniform prior distribution is not valid for

correlations, and this was the aspect of the paper which Gosset addressed
whenhe wrote to Pearson on 6 July 1917.

Just a line to say that Biometrika has come & to convey myrespectful admiration
of the cooperative paper: what a landslide of work I did start when I began to play
with my small numbers! I am not altogether sure that I quite agree with all you say
about Bayes & would like to put up three points.

(1) As to your note on p.353, it’s all very well to poke fun at infinity & zero butas

a matter of fact they don’t comeintoit atall. In finding the maximum the only parts
of the scale which are practically considered are thoselikely to give a maximum’all
of which obviously lie quite close to = unless of course n is 2: & by the way what
happens to your formula when is 2!

Observe too that although you talk about your previous knowledge you make no

“All you really require to give this result is a curve of distribution of ignorancevery platykurtic
with its mode around 2.
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use of this knowledge when you take o = [n/(n— 2)]'/2Z. I don’t see what philosophical

basis you haveat all for inverting the thing.

(2) What you say about the a priori probability of getting low correlation rather
than highis first class but I am not sure that it is easy to make use of knowledge of

similar correlations without destroying the independence of the result in question

(vide infra). But would it not be possible to compare variousa priori distributions of

ignorance not equal. I take it we would all rule out U curves butpossibly if wewrote

for g(p) 1—p? or (1—p’)? or even (1—p*)* we should get distributions of ignorance

more appropriate for correlations in generali.e. of ignorance concerningthe particular

subject but notof correlations in general.
(3) The disadvantage of using actual knowledge concerning similar work is that

you destroy the independence of the work before you. When you havetheresult what

does it mean? & what do you want it to mean? Surely it is better to be able to say

‘From our general experience of the correlation coefficient the population of which

this is a sample probably had correlation coefficient of .58 but this is much higher

than that found from similar populations which have a meanof about .40’ than to
say ‘Combining our knowledgeof similar populations with the actualresult before us

the population in question probably hada correlation coefficient of about .45’. In the

latter case you allow soverylittle to the work which youareparticularly investigating

& so muchto the body of work whichis not before you.

Unfortunately, the authors ofthe ‘Cooperative Study’ misunderstood Fisher's _
method of deriving an approximate ‘absolute criterion’ estimate of the cor-
relation coefficient. They wrongly asserted that his equation was deduced

from Bayes’ theorem with a uniform prior distribution, and they criticized

this choice of prior. The mistake could have arisen from their conviction that

the most reasonable value of a parameter is the mode of a posterior distri-
bution, or because of the wording employed by Fisher. He described his
estimate as ‘the most probable value’, and when he responded to arguments |
by Kirstine Smith against the maximization of probability densities, the Draft

of Note* which he sent to Pearson in June 1916 described his ‘absolute

criterion’ as ‘derived from the Principle of Inverse Probability’. Whatever the

reason, Fisher madehis position quite clear in 1921 [CP 14], when hestated

that his method of estimation involved no assumption whatsoeveras to the
probability distribution of the true value of the correlation coefficient’. One
of the illustrations in the ‘Cooperative Study’ had concerned a sample of 25

with a product-momentestimate of 0.6, reduced to 0.59194 by a uniform

prior distribution, and reduced further to 0.46225 by a prior considered to

be more appropriate. Fisher usedthe samedata toillustrate his transformation

r=tanh z, and remarked that 0.462 exceeded the prior mean by only 0.002.

Gosset wrote on 3 April 1922 to acknowledgethereceiptof offprints of CP 14
and CP 19, and to argue once more against non-uniform prior distributions.

WhenI wasin the lab. in 1907 I tried to work out variants of Bayes with a priori

probabilities other than G=C but I soon convinced myself that with ordinary sized
samples one’s a priori hypothesis madea fool of the actual sample (as the co-operators
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found) and since then have refused to use any other hypothesis than the one which

leads to yourlikelihood (where I could deal with theMathematics). Then each piece

of evidence can be considered on its ownmerit. |

It is typical of Gosset’s insight that he should have seen that independent

likelihoods can, but independent posteriors cannot, be combined, unless the
latter are equal to the former. |

Gosset’s letter of 6 February 1911 refers to the value to him of coefficients

of rank correlation, suggested byCharles Spearman in 1904, andwhich K.P.

described as a ‘method of assay’ in the Drapers’ Company Research Memoir,

IV, of 1907.

I have been doing a lot of work with the ‘Rank’ correlation method. My samples are
small (8 cases) but fairly numerous (12) so that the averagesgivefirst approximation

answers. The characters are of varying degrees of preciseness from percentages given

totwo placesof decimals to the difference between two estimatesof stickiness in hops

or two sets of opinions on the bitterness of beers. Some of the results (averages) are

very good compared with results obtained from larger samples properly so that one

can trust the others pretty well. I have 17 characters but am not working outall the

combinations andIfind the great advantage of the methodis not that you save time
on the individual correlations but having once set out a few characters one can add

columnafter column of new characters doingall the difference and squaring on other

pieces of paper. Perhaps the ideal would be to havelittle slips with the rank numbers |

on them & then theslips could be set against one anotherfor correlation.

I find that when there. are many‘ties’ the formula requires modification as the S.D.

of a set of ranks with a tie is lower than the ranks without a tie. The following

correction may notbe right butatall events it gives the sameresult if you reverse
the orderof one ofthe characters. |

This correction appeared in a brewery report of 1911, and eventually led to

his substantial paper concerned with ‘An experimental determination of the

probableerror ofDr Spearman’s correlation coefficients’, where the material

of his sampling experimentof 1907 is used again. The paper wasread to the

Society of Biometricians and Mathematical Statisticians on 13 December
1920 and publishedin the issue of Biometrika for July 1921.

4.3 TIME SERIES

The problem of relating the simultaneous movements of two timeseries
emerged towards the close of the nineteenth century, andafter thediscovery

of correlationprecise methods of analysis could be developed. Two papers on

the subject byReginald H. Hooker, which appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Statistical Society for 1901, each foreshadow oneof the principal methods

subsequently used. In thefirst paper,Hooker related marriage rate and trade
by correlating their deviations from trends established by averages of nine
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years. His second paper contains the suggestion of correlating differences

between prices on consecutive days, and the same idea was put forward in

connection with barometric readings by Frances E. Cave-Browne-Cave in
Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A, for 1904. This approach, which
became knownasthe variate difference correlation method,° was studied by

Hookerin the Journalofthe Royal Statistical Society for 1905, and he concluded

that the correlation of differences was useful when investigating the similarity

of rapid changes with no apparent periodicity.

Gosset visited Pearson at East Ilsley in July 1905, and after returning to
the Guinness Brewery armed with references on the subject of correlation,

he proceeded to examine the connection between analysis of malts and acidity

of beer, taking first differences to eliminate temperature effects. During his

sabbatical leave at the Biometric Laboratory, Gosset discussed the correlation

of first differences with Pearson, who argued that the method was only

appropriate forlinear relationships. Further details of Gosset’s relevantactivi-
ties at this time are given in the autobiographical section of his letter to Fisher

on 15 December 1918.

2. Whenthe vagaries of laboratory determinations and of large scale experiments

drove meinto investigating the theory of errors and so to Karl Pearson, there was a

period of about a year during which I was in charge of our Experimental Brewery

when I worked on what I could pick up from a study of various papers to which K.P.
referred me. Now it happened that one of the points to be investigated was the

connection between the Laboratory Analysis of malts and the length of time the

resulting beer remained potable as measured by acidity (if you have ever drunk

Guinness in England you will understand why). But oneof the chief factors in acidity

production is the temperature (both at brewing and during storage) and at that time

our arrangementsfor stabilising temperature in the Experimental Brewery wererather |
primitive. Hence I was forced to take first differences between successive brewings
(i.e. days, for the plant would only produce one a day) to eliminate thelarge tem-

peratureeffect.

3. After that the firm sent me to Gower Street for a year during which I went
through Pearson’s usual course and also madethosetentative efforts to solve my own
little problems of small numbers which you subsequently tackled so successfully.
During that time I talked to K.P. about thefirst difference method and he showed me
that with random observations r,_,,=1,, but denied that you could eliminate time

effect as if you have anything but a linear relation with the time youstill have time

effect in the 1st Differences.

Gosset hadrealizedfrom the study of field plot observations and laboratory
determinations how in practice there tended to be a correlation between
observations madenear together in space or time. The elimination of secular

changes was a topic which continued to engagehis attention for about seven

years after his return to Dublin. His letter to Pearson on 9 November 1908
describes what he has been doing.
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The first way of dealing with the difficulty was to take time as a third variable &
having correlated it with such of my variables to take the partial

12 = (Ty2 — Fy3%23)/[1. — rf3)(1 — r33)}?.

But as mycorrelations with time are rarely linear & can certainly never be considered
random I don’t always get very useful results.

Next I tried Hooker’s way (or mine as far as that goes) of correlating successive

differences between the variables finding in fact Ryne)" This very nearly gives

you the partial whenthe regression is linear though of course anyprogressive change

must comeinto the correlation. Thedifficulty is rather in manipulation. I have all my
results on cards & it’s very easy to make mistakes when takingdifferences. (Also the
prob: erroris rather large). |
Athird way I havetried: it is easy to carry out & gives what may some times be

wanted, if I am not mistaken, but it always gives a lower value than the partial. The

wayis this.... I fear I am not very clear. In any case Hooker’s methodis the best for
me but I would like to knowif I’m right about the other.

On 8 December 1910, another approach to the problem is suggested.

Nowin general the correlation weakensas the unit of time or space growslarger

& I can’t help thinking that it would be a great thing to work out the law according

to which thecorrelation is likely to weaken with increase of unit. Of course some

arbitrary assumptions must be madeasto the distribution of correlation so to speak

& I can’t get hold of any reasonable supposition. .

The effect of spatial correlation is then explored using figures collected by
A.D.Hall’ of Rothamsted ‘an agricultural experimenter of some notoriety’.

Towards the end of 1912, Gosset’s activities in this area intensified, and

his letters of 12 September, 18 September, and 13 October record the results. |

Here the variate difference method is applied to studythe correlations of

tuberculosis death rate with infantile mortality, marriage rate with average
wages, and bankers’ clearing house returns per head with Sauerbeck’s index
numbers. The letters display a natural pleasure in the progress made, and

explain Gosset’s search for illustrations in the economic field, where the

figures were supplied by his colleague Edward G. Peake.®

If one now took 2nd differences & correlated them, one would have criterion of

whetherthe first differences had achieved their object. They should in that case give
the sameresult. I will try. That’s rather a find!.
You will recollect that the method wasfirst published by Hookerin the Journal of

the Statistical Society [sic]. He called it correlating differences from the ‘instantaneous’

mean.It is rather an obvious method,I used it, off my own bat, within six weeks of

yourfirst telling me about correlation. Anyhow I have to use something of the sort

over and over again.... The elimination of secular changesin experimental workis

_ of course the point that interests me, but apart from changes from point to point in
a field none ofmy work could be published: that is why I am attacking these economic

figures.
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Pearson’sfriendly letter of 17 September1912 contains thoughtful comments

on spurious correlation, and poses questions intended to clarify Gosset’s
analyses of the data on tuberculosis and phthisis, but his other replies have

gone forever. A further indication of Pearson’s views can be gleaned from

Gosset’s letter to Fisher on 15 December 1918, which passes quickly over

this period but shows Gosset taking an independentline.

4. ThereI left it for some years, using the method when necessary in a qualitative

_ kind of way until the publication of Peake’s paper in the Banker’s Magazine, for the
methods of which I was distantly responsible, led me to investigate the matter more
fully so as to be able to defend the method against K.P. and the result was the paper

in Biometrika to which yourefer. |

Gosset’s short paper on ‘The elimination of spurious correlation due to

position in time or space’ wassent to Pearson with a covering letter on 26
January 1914 and published as Miscellanea(iv) in the issue of Biometrika for
April 1914. The letter contains a tantalizing comment on Pearson’srole.

Also note thatit is really Hooker: my part has merely been to be the anvil on which

-you have hammered Hooker.

Gosset showedthatif {X,} and {Y,} are time series which each consist of the

sum of (a) a polynomial in time with constant coefficients and (b) a random

error independentof time, then the correlation of the random errors can be

estimated by differencing both series until a steady value for the correlation

of the differences is obtained. Publication was delayed because ‘n+ 1 other

things haveinterfered’. |

_ Meanwhile Oskar J.V. Anderson, a pupil of Chuprov at St Petersburg
(Leningrad), had in 1911 submitted his diploma thesis on the correlation

analysis of time series, which independently established the variate difference
methodin its general form. His paper, using mathematical expectation to

determine the variances of differences and correlation coefficients, wassent
to Pearson on 9 June 1914. Although Anderson,with the assistance of his
brother, had compiled the covering letter in English, Pearson replied in
German,andincidentally made the following assessment of Gosset.

‘Student’ ist nicht ein Fachmann, doch glaub’ ich daB Sie zu vieles Gewicht an

seine Worterliegen ... |

Anderson’s paper appeared in the issue of Biometrika for November 1914,

together with a paper by Beatrice M. Cave and Pearson, which gave numerical
illustrations relating to ten economicindicesof Italian prosperity for the years

1885 to 1912. All this activity attracted Fisher’s attention, and in 1916 he

wrote a review article [CP 7] appreciative of Student, where he opined that

‘the Variate Difference Correlation Method has evidently a great future’.
However, the methodas then used took no accountofthe difficulties arising
from the existence of lag correlations, and was for that reason criticized by
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Warren M.Persons in Publications of the American Statistical Association for
1916-17.Late in 1918, Fisher sent Gosset a letter which seems to have been
concerned with these difficulties. Gosset replied on 15 December with the

autobiographical details already quoted, and went on to express his doubts

about the use of the method when appliedto vital or economicstatistics.

When K.P. produced his Italian paper I was, I confess, a little uneasy, he seemed

to me to soundrather too high a note; and when subsequently he sent me two papers

attacking the method to review for Biometrika,I felt that the thing had got beyond
me and would haverefused to do so even had my anonymity permitted me to indulge
in controversy. |
One of these papers is I think apropos. Thestatistics in question concerned, if I

rememberright, the death rates of infants during the 1st 2nd ... years after birth and

thissportsman maintained that owing to epidemic diseases there was a two year

period in the death rates at all low ages and went on to talk about sine curves and

amplitudes and other things of which I have had no adequate experience. Anyhow I

wroteto K.P. and told him that I didn’t see how you getrid of a two year period by

taking differences andleft it at that.

Since yourletter cameI’ve been thinkingabout it and there seem to me to be two

weak points in the application of the difference method to ordinary vital statistics

so that I doubt myself whetherit will ever be used except for the obvious 1st difference

which I believe to be both legitimate and useful.
They both depend on the assumption which is made that May byby Vayby "aby

negligible or zero.
Clearly yearly (or even monthly) vital or economicstatistics are not like laboratory

observations (where also there are usually time effects) for the former are the result

of summingperiods while the latter are individual results.
' Nowthevariation in such sumscan only be due to ‘causes’ operating to a greater

or lesser extent over the period in question and it would only be by chance that they
would alter suddenly at the end of such a period. Hence successive periods (years) are

correlated quite apart from the general trend which the difference method was

invented to dispose of. Hence r,, r,,, are in general by no meansnegligible nor
are r,,, etc.

etc. are

He continued with suggestions for the analysis of time series which had wave

form, and his brief commentsin a letter to Fisher a fortnight later markthe

point at which the variate difference correlation method disappears from his

correspondence. —
~ At a meeting of the RoyalStatistical Societyiin 1921, G. Udny Yule read a
paper in which hecriticized the contributions made by Gosset and Anderson,
and favoured a return to Hooker’s method of correlating deviations from

trend. Although Major Greenwoodsupported Gosset’s workin the discussion

on the paper, Fisher pointed out the complications that followed when lag

correlations exist. When in 1924 Fisher examined ‘Theinfluenceof rainfall
on the yield of wheat at Rothamsted’ [CP 37], he argued that correlating the
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residuals of time series was besteffected byfirst fitting polynomials, and that
wasthe advice he gave in §37 of Statistical methods for research workers.

4.4 DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS

Gosset’s list of publications begins with his paper ‘On the error of counting -
with a haemacytometer’, which appeared in the issue of Biometrika for Feb-
ruary 1907. Thepaper is concerned with the distribution of yeast cells or
blood corpuscles when a liquid containing such particles is spread in a thin
layer over a grid, and the numberofparticles per unit area is counted. Gosset
obtained what he termed the exponential series as a limit of the binomial
distribution when the numberof unit areas is large. He compared the two
distributions, and showed that the exponential series approached normality
as the numberofparticles per unit area becameinfinite. The theoretical work
wastested on four frequencydistributions derived from counts over the whole
400 squares of the haemacytometer, and the agreement was found to be
satisfactory. Gosset noted that binomials fitted better than exponentials, and
he pointed out that this was only to be expected because there was one more

constant to estimate; his observation was made long before the chi-squared
test was modified by the introduction of ‘degrees of freedom’. But he: was
unaware that his exponential series was in fact a Poisson distribution, and
that thetheory and application of this distribution had a history extending
over the previous seventy years.’

Gosset’s interest in discrete distributions was renewed following a discovery

madein the laboratory of Sir Almroth Wright that the power of white blood

cells to ingest foreign organisms dependson the presence of opsonin in blood
plasma. Opsonic power wasdetermined by the numberofbacilli per leucocyte,
_and theratio of the value for the patient’s serum to the corresponding value
for normal serum defined the opsonic index. The estimation of opsonic indices
wasfirst discussed from a statistical viewpoint by Greenwood and White in

Biometrika for March 1909. They presented several frequency distributions
of the numberofbacilli in phagocytic cells, and derived distributions of the
meansof small samples. Pearson curves of types I and V were fitted, and led
to the conclusion that not only were the populations skew, but that the
meansalso had skewdistributions. Gosset found the skewness of the means
surprising, and he attempted in his paper on ‘The distribution of means of

samples which are not drawn at random’, published in the same volume of
Biometrika, to explain the form ofthe distribution on the basis of homotyposis.
This hypothesis, according to whichthe individuals composing the sample
are morelike each other thantherest of the population, had been put forward
by Pearson in 1901 to explain aspects of inheritance. Consider a sample of
size n when each value hasvariance o? and the correlation coefficient between
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each pair of.values is p. Denotee by M, the variance of the sample mean.
Gosset showed that ,

o7[1+(n—1)p\/n.

He concluded from thevalues of the third and fourth moments that the

distribution of the sample mean would tend to normality less rapidlythan

when p=0.
‘A second paper by Greenwood and White appeared in Biometrika for

October 1910, and was mainly concerned to study the distributions of the
meansfor subsamples of 25, 50, and 100 taken consecutively from a sample

of 20000 phagocytic cells. The distributions were markedly skew, but the

authors considered that this skewness could not be due entirely to homo-
typosis. Their view was rejected by Gosset when writing to Pearson on 8
December 1910 aboutthe problem ofcorrelation between individuals which

aresuccessive in time or adjacent in space.

The same sort of problem occurs in the opsonic index work where, pace Greenwood,
the eccentricity of the distribution of the means of 25, 50 & 100 must be dueto
correlation of some kind in space or time or both. It is not of course the simplekind —
of correlation which I assumed in my paper but you cannot account for the facts
except by somesort of correlation between the members of a sample.It is curious and

noteworthythat it is some kind of correlation which affects the skewness & kurtosis
more than thevariability. Sudden lumpsof similar phagocytes on theslides, or half

hours of observation: at the microscope might havethis sort of effect perhaps.

Around 1912, the work of Poisson and von Bortkiewicz!® became known
in the Biometric School. Inthe issue of Biometrika for April 1914, HerbertE.

Soper published a table giving the terms ofthe series

e-™1+m+m?/2!+m?/3!+---),

and Lucy Whitaker explored thefitting of binomials (positive and negative)

and Poisson series to manysets of data. Miss Whitaker thanked Pearson ‘for

his aid at various stages’, and her trenchant style proclaims his influence.
Previous approximations of the Poisson distribution werecriticized, andin

particular Whitaker found that some of the material which Gosset used

for illustration in 1907 is consistent with negative values of the binomial

parameterq. His letter of 26 August 1914 showsthat since April there must

have been somediscussion (verbal orby letter) between Gosset and Pearson

arising outof her paper.

Whatyou say aboutthe Poisson distribution is of course right enough bibut a Poisson
distribution which doesn’t start at zero is a queer bird & I don’t quite see howit’s to

arise: anywayit doesn’t get up out of a haemacytometer. Of course I had no business

to call the negative q a criterion yet actually the majority are negative &positive ones

are to some extent natural for you get them whenn is not ‘large’ froman unmixed

population. |
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In the November 1915 issue of Biometrika, Pearson published his paper

‘On certain types of compoundfrequency distributions in which the com-
ponents can be individually described by binomial series.’ He began with a
discrete mixture of binomialdistributions Bi(n, q,) for s=1, 2, ..., u, fitted the
binomial Bi(x, Q) by equating moments, and gave expressionsfor Q and x in

the limit as q,>0 with nq,=m,, finding that Q<0.

Thus, if two or more Poisson’s series be combined term by termfrom the first, then

the compoundwill always be a negative binomial. This theorem wasfirst pointed out

to me by ‘Student’ and suggested by him as a possible explanation ofnegative

binomials occurring in material which theoretically should obey the Law of Small
Numberse.g. ‘Student’s’ own Haemacytometer counts.

However, Pearson seems to haverealized that Gosset’s contribution had not
been fully presented, and must have written to apologize for the omission.

Gosset’s letter of 15 February 1916 refers to this and says in a typical Gosset
mannerthat he had not been hurt in any way,only interested in seeing the
job ‘properly done’. The letter continues with brief comments on his 1907
formula 0.67449N'/?, and proceeds to discuss Pearson’s paperin relation to
Gosset’s exploration of various forms y=/f(m) for the probability distribution
ofthe Poisson parameter.

All I wanted to say wasthat there is a large class of people, to whom I belonged at
one time & even now do to some extent, who wouldn’t be bothered with point
binomials but who mightfind it very useful to know that if they had counted N
individuals, a rough measureof their prob error is given by 2/N, & that it might be

worth while putting this out again for their benefit. |

Next though I have quite good reasons for supposing that a type III curve is

generally what you might expect for a distribution of that character, yet I’m. bound
to confess thatI’ve also tried V & VI without success, the integrals soon getting out
of hand. Anyhowit is quite beside the point, for you showed that the form of f(m)

doesn’t matter before I took it up atall. |
But what I was chuckling at, & in fancy I saw you sharing my amusement, was

that I hadbeen toiling awayat a particular form of y=f(m) whenall the while you

had donethething for all forms of y=f(m), to wit your Q ... which comes down to

~@ 7/Min mynotation. .
And now I'm notsure that you did quiteseeit after all, or at least the full significance

- ofit. For if you allow, as you say in yourletter that ‘an indefinitely large number of
perfectly mixed Poisson populations following any law of frequency mightpractically
be used to describe any frequency whatever’, it follows absolutely that when you take

uniform samples in space or time from any population of the kind, you must get

negative binomials, which was what I wanted to show,exceptinthe rare case when
o of the y=f(m) is 0, when you get the Poisson.

You will probably tell me that in fact you have got positive binomials, which of
course would showthat the sentence I quoted in inverted commasis not universally

true, but I don’t think significantly positive binomials are at all common.

Nowif you consider how mixturesarise either in flasks or (shall we say) towns,it
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is by gradual thinning of strata (you have observed the striae in a syrup whichis

being thinned with water), & as they thin they gradually approach mixture, but I

take it that the image of a mixture of mixed populations is not inapt & I think one

has thus a very good explanation of negative binomials: if you prefer to put it that

way, negative binomials are what we ought to expect, the Poisson being a limiting
case of the negative binomial & the —Q being a measure of the lack of perfection of
mixture of the population in question—imperfection of techniqueif you prefer it. We

are, I think, altogether at one—except perhaps that I regard the negative binomial as

being a necessity & you a convenience—but naturally my wayof putting it gives me

a better idea of things just as yours gives you the best idea.

- Someof Gosset’s ideas on.the subject eventually took shape in his paper
on ‘An explanation of deviations from Poisson’s law in practice’. This was
published in Biometrika for November 1919, but seems to have been sentto
Pearson at the end of 1918: in Gosset’s letter of 1 February 1919, the proofs

are awaited, and with his letter of 28 February they are returned. Several |

key assumptionsare listed for the Poisson distribution to hold, and Gosset
pointed out that‘if the different divisions have different chances of containing

individuals’, or ‘if the presence of oneindividualin a division increases the
chanceofotherindividuals falling into that division’, then a negative binomial
will fit the figures best. There is nothing in the paper about a continuous
mixture ofPoisson distributions, buthis letter to Fisher on 30 December 1918
showsthatGosset was investigating the choice of a Pearson type I curve for

fim).

Briefly I've been bringing Poisson’s Law of small numbersup to date. Miss Whitaker

wasthelast I think, and she showedthatall the statistics (including even Student’s —
yeast cells!) were hopelessly unpoissonic and had a pesky way of giving negative

binomials. Well, the thing depends on either mixture or correlation. Mixture in the

individuals,i.e. that the chance of the individual reaching a particulardivision is not

always the same doesn’t matter much unless someindividuals have a really appreci-

able chance when youget of course a positive binomial. On the other hand mixture

of the divisions, i.e. that the chance of a division absorbing individuals varies,is of
importance and gives you a negative binomial. The figures are, using the notation

m= ngfor each division and v, 4, momentsof the frequency distribution of divisions

with O, 1, 2 ... individuals.

vy=m

2=m+a j,etc.

Correlation will of course give you positive or negative binomials according as it

reducesor increases the spread.

- Havinggotso far it occurred tome to see whether you can explain the distribution

of the phagocytesof the opsonists by supposing that the phagocytesare divisions with

an unequal chanceof wolfing bacteria.
I therefore took the monumental work of Greenwood and somebody who counted

20,000 phagocytes and from the moments of their distribution worked out thefirst

four moments of the ‘m’s which might be supposed to lead to their results. These
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moments are so far reasonable that they give a f, of about .9 and Pa of about 3.2 and

a range with no negative m in it (type I).

Then I cometo reconstruct their phagocyte count from my m curve andat onceI
fetch up to an integral which is beyond methoughI fancythatit is something pretty

in I’ functionsit is

9.4572 |

| —  e-"™(m+ 1.5676)'(1 + m/.1991)°492(1 — m/9.4592)?3383dm
0.1991

r is integral and thething, multiplied by a suitable constant which I can get out of a

book, should give the numberofphagocytes in the original distribution which contain

r bacteria. Could you tell me whether the thing has a reasonable solution and if so

what? It would be somesatisfaction to me evenif it could only be done for r=0.

Gosset’s letter to Pearson on 1 February 1919 presents a further analysis
of the Greenwood—White data, but reports a lack of progress with the theory.

Since I wrote last Ihave been having a shot at that 20,000 leucocyte distribution

of Greenwood’s. You will recollect that he tried to fit a continuous curveto it & didn’t
succeed too well y” being 83 & P a very small zero. He thereupon proceeded to

‘explain’ his want of success which always seemed to me an odd thing to do: all he
hadtried to do wasto get a curve with the same momentsashis observed distribution
& even apart from the fact that he wasfitting a continuous curve to discontinuous

observations there was no reason whyheshould crab his observations as hedid.

I assume that the distribution is obtained by a mixture of leucocytes having

different ‘m’s pointing either to different capacity for absorbing bacteria or to different
opportunities for absorption or to both.

I then found thefirst four moments of the ‘m’s, constructed the (type I) curve, read
off the frequencies in .3 groups & by meansof the Poisson tables (Soper’s I think) in

Biometrika reconstructed the original leucocyte distribution. It was not too good, y?

only dropping 10 to 73, but it occurred to me at once (I had been reading the

literature) that as my curve, which wasjust not a J, rose sharply at about 1.7 there
was nopossibility of dead leucocytes which were elsewhere stated to occur though
no numbers weregiven. I then assumed 500 dead, subtracted from the zero group &
repeated the performance whereupon 7?fell to 27 and P rose to .04. No doubt there

would have been a similar improvementin the continuous curve. I made two further

efforts assuming 350 & 400 to be dead & screwed down 7? to 25.3 in the last one
giving a P of .065 butas over 9 of the y? wasin one group & as rises rather rapidly
just aboutthere I feel sure that somewhere between 400& 450 dead leucocytes would
give a very fair fit. The twolater ‘m’ curves were clubfooted Js a type I had not known
of before with the infinite part just a little over 2 & the ‘toe’ at about 8 & it
seemed to me consistent with the supposition that during the preliminary circulation

all the leucocytes which were alive got a chanceofcollecting bacteria represented by

an m ofjust over 2 but that those which settled at once got no more while thelater
chaps which came downon top ran up to an m of 8.

It would be much simpler if one could integrate
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a a |
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ay

but I understand from Fisher to whom I mentioned the matterin the courseofa letter

on his difference correlations that the thing won't integrate. I should have hoped

myself for something natty in I functions. .

The matter is discussed again in Gosset’s letter to Pearson on 28 February

1919, which comments on the practical details of experimentation, but adds

nothing with regard to the statistical aspects. It was left to Greenwood and

Yule to round off this particular problem in the Journal of the Royal Statistical

Society for 1920 by using a Pearson type III curve to represent f(m), and

giving an exact derivation of the negative binomial distribution.

4.5 COMMENT ANDCRITICISM

Gosset becameinvolved with agricultural experiments in about 1905, when

he was approachedfor advice by the maltster Edwin S. Beaven, who was on

commission to Guinness, and whocarried out breeding experimentsin ‘cages’

at a barley growing nursery near Warminster in Wiltshire. This was the

beginningofa lifelong friendship between Gosset and Beaven, who met and

corresponded regularly over the next thirty years, mainly on mattersarising

from the design and analysis of barley experiments.

WhenGosset returned to Dublin in the spring of 1907, he could hardly

fail to carry back with him an interest in biometry, which his work gave

ample opportunity to extend. His letter of 20 September 1908 describes at

some length a recent visit to Beaven’s nursery. The visit was primarily

undertaken in connection with brewery work, but Gosset had in mind the

possibility that Beaven might be persuaded to undertake somebarley crossing

experiments for K.P. Gosset also thought that he himself might get some

insight from Beaven’s data into ‘pure line’ inheritance, and if so he hoped

that K.P. would accept a paper for Biometrika.
The controversy between biometricians and Mendelians which occurred

at the British Association meeting in Cambridge in 1904 quietened down ©
somewhat after Weldon’s death in 1906. Gosset attended someof the talks

on the mechanism of heredity given at the Dublin B.A. meeting in 1908.

Here, he met K.P.’s Irish assistant, Miss Amy Barrington, whom he knew

from his University College visit. William Bateson spoke on Mendelian genetics

more than once, but both Gosset and Miss Barrington thought that Bateson’s

data were not consistent with the simple Mendelian theory so far enunciated.

Gosset’s letter of 20 September 1908 gives his reasonsfor rejecting Bateson’s

views on colourblindness, and hewrote again on 9 Novemberwith details of

his colourblind pedigree.
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Anotherinterest of the biometricians was in wasps and bees. Thesolitary
Edgeworth had published two papers on wasps in the Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society for 1885 and 1897. He wastrying by an original method to
estimate the distribution of the length of absence from their nestof individual
insects and how this varied with the time of day, using observations made
in Edgeworthstown (Ireland), Oxford, and Hampstead (on the golf links).
Edgeworth was perhaps encouraged by Pearson to submit material on this
topic for Biometrika. The issue for June 1907 contains two papers on wasps
and bees, one by Edgeworth and the other by Alexandra Wright, Alice Lee,
and Karl Pearson. Gosset’s letter of 11 September 1909 refers to sending
‘more wasps’ to K.P. At the endofhis letter of 24 April1910, he discusses
the habits of bees, andfinally, with his letter of 16 June 1911, he reports the
despatchof ‘a small sample of wasps to University College’.

After Weldon’s death, K.P.’s chief interest and research programmeshifted
from pure biometry to the work of the Eugenics Laboratory, financially
supported by Francis Galton. Gosset received copies of the memoirs published
from University College and read of the controversies which spread into the
Press. His letter of 24 April 1910 refers to the paper by Ethel M. Elderton!!
and K.P. ‘On the measure of resemblanceoffirst cousins’, published in 1907
asEugenics Laboratory Memoir, IV. They comparedcoefficients of resemblance
for characters based on continuousvariables with those based on data classi-
fied only in ‘broad categories’. K.P. dealt with the latter by introducing. a
variety of coefficients, e.g. based on a correlation ratio 7? and on the coefficient
C, of mean-square contingency. Gosset pointed out that it was doubtful
whetherthe degrees of relationship given by these measures could be easily
compared in tables with different numbersof categories and different sample
sizes. He continuedfor several pages to discuss probableerrors, with reference
to the paper by John Blakemanand K.P. published in Biometrika for October
1906.
Much controversy was aroused by the publication in 1910 of Eugenics

Laboratory Memoir, X: ‘A first study of the influence of parental alcoholism
on the physique andability of the offspring’ by Ethel M. Elderton with the
assistance of K.P. They found no marked relation between the intelligence,
physique, or disease of the offspring and parental alcoholism in any of the
categories investigated. This conclusion wasa blow for temperancereformers,
who were advised to replace energetic but untrained philanthropy by real
knowledge, while economists and medical men were likewise displeased. A
review by J.M. Keynesin Vol. 73 of the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society
wasfollowed by an exchange between Keynes and Pearsonin Vol. 74 under
thetitle ‘Influence of parental alcoholism’. Letters also appearedin The British

| Medical Journal and Archiv fiir Rassen- und Gesellschafts-Biologie. Gosset told
K.P. on 6 February 1911 that he had ‘been reading a small fraction of the
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great alcoholic controversy’, and he suggested further points on which the

data might provide answers.

In the first place it seems possible that drinkers who haveinsane, tubercular or
other tendencies may come to an end before they produce many children so that
drinking parents may be to that extent selected healthy parents. Is this possible? The

second point concerns the teetotal thesis that ‘one very frequently sees the elder

members of a family who were born before the parents took to drink, quite healthy
while their younger brothers& sisters are progressively degenerate’.

Would your material furnish an answerto the question is this fact or imagination.
For it seems to me that althoughtheteetotallers have no right to use the argument
that the children were some of them born before the drinking began (in view of their

own poorrecord in the matter) yet in view of the fact that your ‘drinkers’ children

are on the wholeslightly older than the ‘sobers’ children it would seem possible that

there is some, probably not much, weightin the criticism.

I do not forget your argumentthatthe ‘drinkers’ children are as numerous between

11 & 12 as between 5 & 6 butit seems to me that the drinking & the prolificacy may
be results of the same set of circumstances, temperament etc. & that possibly the
prolificacy may precede the drinking. In any case a priori one would expect thatif it

is true that the placenta is permeable to alcohol, drinking by the mother mightaffect

her children for the worse, & also in such cases as the mothersuckling her children:

& it would be interesting to see whether the correlation between place in family &
mentality & health is of the same sign in sober & drinking families.

Tuberculosis was another social problem of the time, and the relevant
statistics were examined by the Eugenics Laboratory. Gosset’s letter of 12

September 1912 comments onthis issue. |

About the tuberculosis I find that the English rural counties also have their death

rate from phthisis at its maximum at an earlier age than the English urban counties
just as Ireland whichis mainly rural has its maximum earlier than England. Herewith

the figures from the Registrar General’s report for 1907. I suppose this would support

your provisionaltheory, for infection must be less prevalent in countrydistricts.

Deaths per 100,000 1902-1906

Urban Rural Urban Rural

male male female female

O- 437 265 367 241 ©

5- 158 113 209 164

10- 174 149 384 445

15- 758 776 916 1,171

20- 1406 1,874 £421,130 1,617

25- 2,024 2,238 1,479 1,712

35- 2,953 2,051 1,812 1,481

45- 3,627 1,951 1,572 1,155

55- 3,030. 1,730 £1,195 1,000

65-— 1,682 928 735 626
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I daresay this is quitefamiliar to you, but it seems to bear on theIrish case.

The letter then proceeds to discuss the connection between tuberculosis
deaths and infantile mortality, one of the examples which Gosset used to

illustrate thevariate difference correlation method.
With the advent of war, biometry and eugenics disappear from the cor-

respondence between Gosset and Pearson. Oneof the letters to survive from

this period, when the burden of work on K.P. was greater than at any other

time in his career, shows that he wasstill capable of opening up a new

_ field of enquiry. Kirstine Smith’? was a graduate student in the Biometric
Laboratory during the winter of 1915, when she completed her paper ‘On

the ‘‘best’’ values of the constants in frequency distributions’, published
in Biometrika for May 1916. She then began work on ‘the distribution of

experiments problem’, and Pearson must have mentioned the project to |

Gosset, who wrote as follows on 7 May 1916.

(1) It depends on the kind of equation which you are goingto fit to your obser-

vations.

-_E.g.if you have reason to believe that an equation of the form y= ax"is to fit your

observations then a single point determined as accurately as possible where x is as

large as possible will give you the best value of a. This follows, I think, from your

assumption that the error of observation of y remains constant throughout the range

consequently theerroris relatively smallest when x is largest. Actually in most cases

the error would probably increase with x & have a ‘horn’distribution.

(2) I propose as a working hypothesis that the proper way is to divide your
experiments over as manypoints as there are unknownsin the equation you propose
to fit. Less points you obviously cannotfit but more means that you do notput the

weight in the important places. E.g. in a simple parabola y=a+ bx +cx? it looks at

all events as if the two ends andthemiddle are the important points & that points

between would not help much.

The weaknessof this is of course that you don’t 1very often know whatsort of

equation you are going to get.

Gosset’s anticipation of some features of optimal design is noteworthy, but

the algebraic details which follow are inconclusive because ‘whenI tried the

method with more than two constantsthesilly thing seemed to give the same

result which was absurd so I can’t vouchforit’. Kirstine Smith’s pioneering
paper of 85 pages ‘On the standard deviation of adjusted and interpolated

values of an observed polynomial function and its constants...’ was published

in Biometrika for November 1918, and there was a gap of over thirty years

before the resurgence of interest in optimal regression designs during the

1950s.

Gosset was now forty yearsold, a friend who could gently chide K.P. when
he observed bearish behaviour in his former teacher. Pearson hadcriticized
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an article by Leonard Darwin in Eugenics Review for July 1913, not only

privately and in that journal, but also in a paper ‘On certain errors with

regard to multiple correlation occasionally made by those who have not

adequately studied the subject’,published in Biometrikafor April 1914.Fisher
supported Darwin's position,’? but neither of them challenged Pearson.
However, Gosset took an opportunity to express his viewsto K.P.

I waslooking upthepartial correlation paper* for another purpose the other day
& cameacross a sentence about half way down p.29 which seemsto show that before

& up to the writing of that paper your use of the word ‘correlation’ was not very

different to Major Darwin’s useofit at present, & I thought perhaps it might incline

you to take a more lenient view of Major Darwin's paper if you were to read that
page. | 7

I believe that I was so rude as to omit to write a ‘roofer’ (hospitable roof etc.) after

my stay with you:please let this atone.... I hope you got that finished up without

further excitements. I worked away for a time with the hope that I might get some

trick for smoothing third differences but without any success.

*Math. Cont. XI.

This letter, written from St James’s Gate, Dublin, on 26 September 1916, was
answered by Pearson from 7 Well Road, Hampstead, on the same day. While

appreciative of Gosset’s visit—and taking his help for granted—Pearson’s

views on Darwin's statements were unchanged.

I have been the person who should have written—notindeed to thank you for your

aid as it seems absurd to thank a manfor helping in whatis national work—butto
show you that I had not just let you come and go without leaving an impress on my

mind. But up to the present I have been continuing the work—about 10 hoursdaily

& there isstill more to be done....

I have looked at the passage to which yourefer and I should agree with every word

of it now! I have certainly never held the view that selection does notaffect correlation,

in fact I thinkI first gave the formulae for determining its influence, but Major Darwin

originally never said a word aboutselection. He baldly stated that when environment
was uniform then the correlation between environment & a character must be zero.

As I said then & say now you cannot possibly determine the correlation from such

data. If he had said you are determining a partial correlation in your environment

coefficients with zero variability the absurdity of his statement would have been

obvious because the variability is all practically available variability.

After February 1919, when Gossetreturned the proofs of his second paper
on Poisson’s distribution, there is a gap of almost six years in what is preserved

of his letters to Pearson, which never again commentonstatistical work at

University College. When the correspondence resumeslate in 1924, K.P. had

evidently been making enquiries aboutthe availability ofbrewery data. Gosset

replied on 30 November.
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I am sorry to say that I could not let you have such figures as you ask for, even if

they would suit your purpose, without the leave ofthe board.

A monthlater, however, he enclosed the issue of the Journal of the Institute
ofBrewing for March 1924, containing a lengthy paper on barley experiments.

Another gap from 1927 to 1931 leads to the final phase of the cor-

respondence between Gosset and Pearson, most of which is concerned with

the design of experiments andcriticism of the t-test. These matters fall more

appropriately into Chapters 5 and6,respectively.



5. Ronald A. Fisher
 

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Although Gosset’s work on the probable error of a mean appeared at the
beginning of his career, and when his association with Karl Pearson was

close, that line of research was far more influential for R.A. Fisher and is
therefore thefirst of the topics to be considered here. Gosset’s relationship
with Fisher developed strongly after 1919, when Fisher went to Rothamsted.
About half of the letters which passed between them date from the next ten
years, and duringthis period much of Gosset’s published research is concerned
with experimental design, to which Fisher was then contributing new and

fundamental ideas. Another great statistical event of the 1920s was the

publication of Statistical methods for research workers, and Gosset’s assistance
to Fisher can be examined with the aid of correspondence. Much attention
has been given to the finaldifference of opinion between them with regard
to experimental design, but in fact other differences had already occurred,
and were interspersed with friendly advice on both sides.

5.2 PROBABILITY INTEGRAL OFt

Gosset’s paper on ‘The probable error of a mean’, published in Biometrika for
March 1908, examinesthe following problem.

The usual method of determining the probability that the mean of the population
lies within a given distance of the mean of the sample is to assume a normal
distribution about the mean of the sample with a standard deviation equalto s/Jn,
wheres isthe standard deviation of the sample, andto use thetables of the probability
integral.

But as we decrease the numberof experiments, the value of the standard deviation
found from the sample of experiments becomesitself subject to an increasingerror,
until judgements reached in this way may becomealtogether misleading.

... The aim ofthe present paper is to determine the point at which we mayuse the
tables of the probability integral in judging of the significance of the mean of a
series of experiments, and to furnish alternative tables for use when the numberof
experimentsis too few.

Denoteby x),x2, ..., x, the values of a random sample ofsize n from a normal
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation a. Write x for the sample
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mean. In accordance with thepractice of the Biometric School, Gosset defined

the sample standard deviation by |

y (x,—x)?/n | m

He obtained thefirst four momentsof s*, showed that they correspond with

a Pearson type III curve and, assuming that a Pearson curvedid indeedfit,

derived the distribution of s. After noting that the symmetryofthe distribution

of x implied that its correlation with s was zero, he went on to show that the

correlation of x? with s? wasalso zero. Inferring on this basis that x and s
arestatistically independent, he found the distribution of z=x/s. He inves-

tigated the properties of the distributions of s and z, confirmed the theoretical

results for n= 4 by a sampling experiment, and showedthatthe z-distribution

tends to normality with variance 1/(n— 3) when n becomeslarge. The solution

of the problem was completed by thecalculation of a table of the probability

integral of z for values of n from 4 to 10 inclusive, thus complementing the
standard normaltables to which the introductionrefers.

Weseethenthatif the distribution is approximately normal our theory gives us a

satisfactory measure of the certainty to be derived from a small sample in both the

cases wehavetested; but we have anindication that a fine grouping is an advantage.

If the distribution is not normal, the mean and the standard deviation of a sample

will be positively correlated, so that although both will have greater variability, yet

they will tend to counteract each other, a mean deviating largely from the general
mean tending to be divided by a larger standard deviation. Consequently I believe

that the table given in Section VII below may be used in estimating the degree of

certainty arrived at by the mean of a few experiments,in the case of most laboratory

or biological work wherethedistributionsare of a ‘cocked hat’ type andsosufficiently
nearly normal.

Gosset gavefour illustrations, the first concerned with the different effects

of optical isomers in producing sleep, and the others with experiments pub-

lished in the Journal of the Agricultural Society. His first data set gave the

additional hoursof sleep obtained with a treatment(1) as compared with (2).
The mean of 10 observations was +0.75 and the standard deviation was

1.70, giving z= 0.44. From his table, he found the probability P=0.887 for

z to be less thanthis anddeduced that

the odds are 0.887 to 0.113 that the mean is positive. That is about 8 to 1, and would

correspondinthe normal curve to about 1.8 times theprobableerror.It is then very

likely that (1) gives an increase of sleep, but wouldoccasion no surprise if the results
were reversed by future experiments.

By expressing his ideas within a framework of inverse probability, and by

translating his probability into the then traditional termsof a ‘probable error’,

Gosset was following standard practice. But he differed from the Biometric

Schoolin using different symbols to denote population parameters and sample
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estimates; their custom had beento use identical symbols, leading to much

confusion. The paper is also notablefor what is perhapsthe first use of

empirical sampling. |
Gosset’s friend Beaven was in touch with agricultural work at Cambridge,

and his report of Gosset’s keen interest explains how Gosset came to make

_ contact with Frederick J.M. Stratton, an astronomer wholectured on the
combination of observations. A paper by Thomas B. Wood andStratton on

‘The interpretation of experimental results’ was published in the Journal of

Agricultural Science for 1910, in circumstances which Gosset described when
writing to Pearson on 18 September1912.

If I’m the only person that you've come across that works with too small samples
you are very singular. It was on this subject that I came to have dealings with ©
Stratton, for in a paper setting up to teach agriculturalists how to experiment he had

taken as anillustration a sample of 4! I heard about it, wrote to the man whom I
supposed to be writing the paper with him and he forwarded myletter to the guilty

pair. They sent me their papers to correct the day before the proofs were sent inand

I mitigated someof it! A high handed proceeding,butall for the good of the cause.

Stratton took great pleasure in giving encouragement to younger men, and

so Fisher was fortunate to have him astutor at Caius. When hewasstill an

undergraduate, Fisher wrote his paper ‘On an absolute criterion forfitting

frequency curves’ [CP 1], in which he applied whathe later termed maximum-
likelihood to estimate the mean andvarianceofa normalpopulation. Stratton

made him send a copy of the paper to Gosset, who queried with Fisher

his expression [X(x—m)?/n]!”? for the estimated standard deviation, on the
groundsthat [2(x — m)?/(n— 1)]'”? was long established within the theory of
errors. Fisher replied ‘with two foolscap pages covered with mathematicsof
the deepest dye in which he proved, by using n dimensionsthat the formula
was, after all [2(x—m)?/(n—1)]'? ...’, as Gosset reported to Pearson on 12
September 1912 when sending him Fisher’s nextletter.

I am enclosing a letter which gives a proof of my formulae for the frequency

distribution of z (=x/s), where x is the distance of the mean of n observations from

the general mean ands is the S.D. of the n observations. Would you mind looking at
it for me: I don’t feel at home in more than three dimensions evenif I couldunderstand
it otherwise.

. It seemed to methatif it's all right perhaps you might like to put the proofiina

note. It’s so nice and mathematical thatit might appeal to some people. Inany case

I should be glad of your opinion ofit.

Pearsonreplied five days later from North Yorkshire(‘home on Sept. 234d)
to say with some repetition that Fisher's proof baffled him.

I do not follow Mr Fisher’s proof & it is not the kind of proof which appeals to me.

His paper on ‘A newcriterion etc.’ he sent to me and asked me something about

reprintingin Biometrika. I did not think it of any importance at the time & had some
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communication with him on the subject. Of his tutor Straton [sic] I saw a good deal
at one time. He was puzzledif I recollect rightly because if x & y were independent &
z=x—y so that ¢?=o2+a? then surely x=y+z and o?=0j+ 6? and not o?7—a;1 I

- don’t understand Fisher’s proof, for I see no reference anywherein it to the Gaussian

distribution which he starts by assuming. I should not have thought that any such

relation as mean (x — m)?/u? = 1/(n— 3) was true generally, but I do not see what the

writer is doing at all. My failure mayvery likely only be evidence ofmy density. What
is 4 in his geometry, the radius of his sphere or what? He never condescendsto tell
you, nor show the links between each stage in his thought. Whether the proper

formulafor the S.D. is [S(x — m)?/n]'/2 or [S(x— m)?/(n— 1)]'/2 seemsto be ofvery little

practical importance, because only naughty brewerstake n so small that the difference

is not of the order of the probable error of the summation! Of course, if Mr Fisher will

write a proof, in which each line flows from the preceding one & define his termsI
will gladly consider its publication. Of his present proof I can make no sense. _

Nothing further on the frequencydistribution of z was published until 1915

when Fisher confirmed, in his paper on the distribution of the correlation

coefficient, that Gosset’s formula wascorrect.
By this time, an interest in small samples had becomeestablished within

the Biometric School. A table of the distribution of the standard deviation in
normal samples was calculated by Andrew W. Young and appeared in

Biometrika for May 1916. He made comments on the occasional occurrence

of samples of two and three which persuaded Gosset to enlarge his original

table of the probability integral of z. The extended version, in which the

sample sizes range from 2 to 30, was published in Biometrika for May 1917,
after which z again disappears from view for a few years.

On 3 April 1922, Gosset enquired of Fisher about the distribution of a

regression coefficient.

But seriously I want to know whatis the frequency distribution of ro,/¢, for small

samples, in my work I want that more thanther distribution now happily solved.If

you cared for it I could run out my old samples of 4 on theslide rule to give an
illustration to yoursolution. :

Just over a weeklater, he asked aboutthe probable errors of partial correlation

and partial regression coefficients for small samples, and reported on the

conflicting views of leading authorities of the time.

I know that Yule has provedthat they are the sameasthe ordinary‘total’ coefficients
for large numbers, but in conversation with meProf. Edgeworth oncesaid that though

he could understandcorrelation coefficients being useful to the likes of us, he doubted

whether we should get much practical use from partials. He then expressed a feeling

which I have ‘in my bones’ that the prob:error of a partial derived from small numbers

is of a higher order almost than that of the corresponding‘total’.

Fisher’s replies have been lost, but they must have contained tests of sig-
nificance for the difference between two means as well as for regression,
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partial regression, and partial correlationcoefficients,all expressed in terms

of z, because Gosset wrote as follows on 5 May 1922.

Anyhow asto the regression factor the net result seems to be that if you use the
accepted formula for S.D. you must do so exactly as you use the accepted S.D. of a

mean, and with small numbers should use Student’s Tables: which is of course very

satisfactory for Student!

The ordinary formula must have been deduced on the supposition that the S.D. for

the given values of xwas required:it is obvious that thatis so whenit is pointed out

to one.

It had not occurred to me to test the significanceof two meansof different sized

samples by my Type VII Curve, nor have I had time(andinclination together)to try

and find out how,since your letter came, but I could probably get the work of
tabulating your integral done easily enough though whether I should be allowed to
publish the work of the man I’d get to do it is another matter.

Iam surprised that the effect of taking a partial correlation or regression is only to

diminish the weight byonecase, but I see thatit is in line with other phenomenaof

thekind.

The referencehere to ‘tabulating yourintegral’ suggests that a change from
z to t was indicated, where oe

t=2v}/2

is the now standardcriterion defined using the number of degrees of freedom

v appropriate to the problem considered.

Gosset visited Rothamsted in September 1922 and metFisher for thefirst

time, afterwards sending him a copy of Student’s tables ‘as you are the only

manthat’severlikely to use them!’ On 12 October, Gosset accorded the type

VII a few lines in a letter mostly concerned with answering an enquiry about

his use of Macdonell’s data to find empirical sampling distributions of the

correlation coefficient.

_Thaven’t yet had time to do anything with the type VIL, apples at home andbusiness

in the Brewery but hopeto geton toit soon.

The hope wasfulfilled and his letter of 7 Novembergives the details, together

with two columnsof probabilities calculated by Gosset, one using his tri-

gonometrical series, and the other using Fisher’s expansion formula [CP44].

I have recently been workinga little at the Type VII and in the absence of my wife

in England,I put the office Baby Triumphator in my rucksack and have been messing
about with it at home,partly in the hope of understanding Tract II for computers.

In the course of that study I calculated all the values for t= 1 from n=2 to n= 30

to seven places (accurate to 6 places) .. |

Last night I checked your values for x=1 (discovering a slight slip) from your
correction formulae and calculated the same values to seven places. As I used the

sum of at least four numbers of 7 places they also havean error in the seventh place
due to approximations, but the correspondence is quite wonderfully close down to
about n= 10. Then your formulae go high, either because the omitted later terms are
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not negligible or because the fourth correction should be less than you makeit or of

opposite size or indeed from a mixture of these causes. I hope to get some light on

this from an examination ofthe figures.

Gosset worked hard on the tables throughout the winter of 1922-3, but then

the pace slowed downfor reasons given in his letter of 6 February 1923.

I will work away now, as opportunity offers at the remaining values of C, and C,,

but people are getting querulous about the machine andI really cannot spare daylight

to work on at the Brewery so I fear that I shan’t do much moretill next winter. Don’t
hesitate to put someoneelse onit if you are in a hurry.

Work on Statisticalmethods for research workers began in the summer of

1923, and this could be the reason why Fisher enquired whenthe table of t

would be completed and whether he could quote the table of z already

published. Gosset replied on 12 July.

I think you haveall the completed work on the table, but I expect to finish it

sometime next winter. I should say thatit is certainly in course of preparation. As to

‘quoting’ the table in Biometrika it depends just what you mean by quoting.I imagine

that they have the copyright and would be inclined to enforce it against anyone. The

journal doesn’t now pay its way thoughit did before the war and they are bound to

make people buyit if they possibly can. I don’t think, if I were Editor, that I would
allow much morethana reference!

After an absence from calculation of over six months, he resumed work on

15 October using the asymptotic series, and was under the impression that

the results were intended for Fisher’s book.

_ The tabulating season having now commenced I took a calculating machine home

on Saturday and began worklast nighton it. It took me practically the entire evening

to pick up the threads andfinally I only computed -1 for all values between n= 5 and

n=21!... I will finish C, and run out that part of the table which can be computed
from your coefficients ... I take it that this table is, if it gets finished in time, to be

published in your book. I’m not sure that I have any other method of publication

open to me.

However, when Fisher made his summary ofletter 34, he said he did not

believe he ever seriously contemplated the reproduction of Gosset’s table oft.

Both the tables of z, and all but one of Gosset’s publications, had appeared

in Biometrika, and loyalty to his old Professor is evident in his letter of 2
November. |

Re publishing the table I’ve been thinking about it and have’cometo the conclusion

that I must offer it to K.P.first. I rather doubt his wanting to publish a third table on

the samesubject especially as you would have to write the explanatory notes. Have

you any objection to my offering him a table on our behalf on these lines? If he were

to accept it would be all to the good andif he refuses it won’t do much harm.
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Gosset broached the subject on a visit to London soon afterwards, when his
discussions with K.P. revealed errors in the tables of z and thus raised doubts
about whether the table of t would be acceptable. He assessed the position

on 23 November.

Whetherhe will have anything to do with our table I don’t know,I rather doubt

it, but personally I feel I could hardly put it before him unless you are prepared to do

quite a lot of checking either yourself or per Miss McKenzie. Just as well you didn’t

take that table from Biometrika!

A fortnight later, Pearson had warmed to the proposal, but Fisher was

resistant about checking, doubtless busy with his book.

K.P. again wrote that he would be glad to consider ourtable, for the second volume
of Tables for Biometers and therefore presumably for Biometrika on the way. The

same plates would be used.
It seems rather a shame to burden you with checking after what you say, butI

think I may fairly put your owntables up to you.

Notwithstanding the decision to offer the table to Biometrika, Fisher remained
keen to retain the right of publishing elsewhere. Gosset agreed on 20

December to makethis point clear to K.P., while also stressing the difficulties

that K.P. had experienced from breachesof copyright.

Re yourpostscript about publication, I quite agree: when the thing is put together
I will either send it or take it to K.P. and will makeit clear that you wishto have the
right of publication in case you wish to include it in any book you maybe bringing

out.

Perhaps I may have been wrong in whatI said to you:if I recollect right it was
that you should not take the table without K.P.’s permission. I do know that K.P.
made meget permission to reprint the table from Beaven’s paper not only from E.S.B.
butalso of the Ministry of Agriculture and he himself is very sore with the Americans

whohavepirated both from Biometrika and from the Tables for Biometricians. The

fact is that these things are either printed at a loss or at so small a profit that every

effort has to be madeto sell copies in order to make both ends meet.

Thetables were ‘long ago finished’ when Gosset sent a copy on 20 May
1924 with a request for Fisher’s account of them. He gave a description of

the methods used, and added a P.S. |

If you could let me have your account quite early next month I can probably take

it to K.P. whenI next get over. I'll get it typed as heis finding itit more and more

difficult to read manuscript.

Fisher was unable to complete his notes on the uses of the table and on his

approximation formula until 17 July, so that Gosset would have only the

table to take to K.P. in June, and he admitted on 31 May 1925 thatit was
left at his father’s house when hevisited University College. /
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I have at last taken the table to K.P. together with your explanatory notes: I am

not at all sure that he won't publish it. On the other hand I gave him every chance
not to and it may comeonto youyet. I have I fear been very slack aboutit,Ibrought

it over last year but unfortunatelyleft it at home when I went up to the laboratory.

By the middle of 1924, Statistical methods for research workers was almost

complete, and since Fisher was going to be away in Canada from the endof

July to the beginning of September, he asked Gossetto read the proofs of the

-book.' A longlist of notes and corrections accompanied Gosset’s letter of 20

October. Oneof his suggestions wasthat the tables could be folded out of the

book whenin use, and this idea was implementedin earlier editions. The

table of y? had presented a problem to Fisher because Elderton’s table in
the first volume of Biometrika could not be reproduced without infringing

copyright restrictions. Fisher therefore prepared ‘a new table (Table III, ...)

in a form which experience has shown to be more convenient’. He gave the

values of xy? for selected values of P, the complement of the distribution
function, instead of P for arbitrary y?, andthus introduced the concept of

nominallevels of significance. The footnote to Table III, giving the rule that
(27)? —(2n—1)'? has a unit normal distribution for large values of n,
follows another of Gosset’s suggestions. Fisher used the same method of

presentation for Table [V—thetableoft.

The necessary distributions were given by ‘Student’ in 1908; fuller tables have
since been given by the same author, and at the end of this chapter ... we give the

distributions in a similar form to that used for our Table ofy7..

Presumably much of Table IV was derived by inverse interpolation, either

from ‘Student 1917’, which appears nextto ‘Table IV’ in Gosset’s notes on the

proofs, or from the table finished in May 1924 and referenced in subsequent
editions of Statistical methods for research workers.

Work on the proofs continued until March 1925, at which time Gosset’s

assistant Somerfield was engaged in preparing an index. The project con-
cerning the probability integral of t surfaced again in Gosset’s letter of 31

Mayalready mentioned, and he disclosed on 12 June that Pearson hadliked

only one of Fisher's two contributions.

K.P. is very anxious to publish your note about the use of the table, but doesn’t

like the binomial approximation which he considers requires a proof of convergence.
It was in vain that I pointed out that converging or diverging the proof of the pudding

lies (to me, doubtless not to you) in the fact that you get about seven places the same

with n= 21 up to t= 6.

Anyhow hereturns both and I send them herewith,his idea being I think thatif

you can prove convergence he wouldlike to publish both and that if you can’t you

might prefer not to let him have the other though as I say he wouldlike to publishit.

I hope you will send it back to me however, whether the other consents or dissents
as I’m sure that K.P. meansto be conciliatory and in any caseit ought to go into

Biometrika. | |
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Although Pearson wasstill expecting Fisher’s explanatory notes at the end
of September, the decision to submit tables, notes and formulae to Metron had |

been taken when Gosset and Fisher agreed early in October on howtheir

work wasto be presented. Gosset read the proofs in January 1926, returned

them to Fisher early in February, and received offprints in June. Jack W.

Dunlop wrote to Fisher from Stanford University on 5 July 1927 with list
of corrections, but they seem to have been misprints because Gosset was
‘pretty sure the proofs left me corrected’.

5.3. ‘STATISTICAL METHODS FOR RESEARCH WORKERS’

Gosset received his copy ofthefirst edition in June 1925, anda yearlater he

gave an exposition of the art of reviewing. |

I sent on an attempt at a review of Statistical Methods to the Sec. Eugenics Society

and have hadnoreply I supposeit arrived all right. I found it very difficult to write,

in fact if I hadn’t happened to have a train journey, which somehow facilitates

composition, in the middle I’d have beenatit yet.

He noted on 22 October 1927, with his usual disregard for proper names,

that the book ‘gets a very good review in the Journal of AmericanStatistical

Society’.?

The comments which Gosset and Somerfield made on the proofs of the first

edition in October 1924 included the following.

‘Suggest that to start off with such a technical example as Ex. 1 is a bit heavy. The
non biologist is faced in the very first example with the following undefined jargon

‘heterozygous, linked factors, dominance, viable, allelomorphs, genes, crossover

ratios, gametes’, besides having to take a certain amount of mathematics on trust ...

In any caseI should reduce the question to one of plants only as thatis all you really

deal with. But is there no problem of more generalinterest?

Whenthe second edition came out in 1928, there was a new chapterIX,

superseding Section 6 and Example 1 of the first edition. Gosset wrote on 1

April to express thanks ‘for letting us see the additions to the book’, and
Fisher replied in 4 April.

I had rather hoped that you would haveliked Chapter IX; it was in fact partly your
suggestion, and I thought I had maderather moreofit than you would have expected.

I imagine the first sentence is my best reply to the question of what the practical

research man wantsit for. Do you notlike the way y* behaves? I was delighted with

it, and I had fancied that the various formulae might save even you sometime.

EgonPearson reviewedthe secondedition in Nature on 8 June 1929,andhis
remarks led to an exchangeofletters over the next fourmonths which forms
the subject of §6.5.
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On 31 December 1934, Fisher received a letter from Isidor Greenwald of

the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York University.

On pages 112-114 of the fourth edition of your book Statistical methods for
research workers, I found a discussion of the results of some experiments by Cushny

and Peebles. I was curious to see just what conclusions Cushny and Peebles had

drawnfrom their observations and examined their paper (Journal of Physiology, 32,

501). I found that they stated that the levo- and racemic (not dextro-) forms of

hyoscine (not hyoscyamine) had about the same influence in inducing sleep. The

figuresin their table justify this conclusion, the differences between the lengthof sleep

after the levo and racemic forms of hyoscine being positive in 6 cases and negative

_in 4 and the meanbeing 0-05 hour. What ‘Student’ and you have done, apparently,

is to misread their column ‘L-hyoscyamine’ as ‘D-hyoscyamine’ and their column

‘L-hyoscine’ as ‘L-hyoscyamine’. I am greatly surprised that this error should not

have been corrected long ago.

Somerfield found that all these statements were true, and Gosset confirmed

the mistakes on 7 January 1935.

That blighter is of course perfectly right and of course it doesn’t really matter two

straws. The rummything aboutit is that I have no recollection at all of having

selected two columnsoutof a four columntable and if I had not such a genius for

makingslips I should be inclined to think that I had taken the figures from a notice

of the paper. I fear you will have to alter the headings in your next edition and I give
you full leave to slang me as muchasyoupleasein a footnote.

P.S. I remember I had a good dealofdifficulty in getting any figuresto illustrate with
but I haven't the faintest recollection of how I managed to run across Cushny and

Peebles. Of course it is not surprising that no one discovered the blunder foriin the
pre Fisher days no one paid the slightest attention to the paper.

Fisher decided that the drugs would be unnamedin future editions, although

this was a matter of someregret, as he explained to Greenwald on 10January.

I am rather sorry, as physiological differences between optical isomers have a

certain interest in themselves, and I am at the moment engaged in testing some of
their taste differences.

5.4 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

5.4.1 Introduction

The scientific revolution of the seventeenth century was founded on planned
experiments, repeated measurements, and the analysis of data by math-

ematical models. An agricultural revolution followed in the eighteenth

century, and this section is concerned only with the design and analysis
of agricultural field experiments. The four-volume study of experimental
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agriculture published by Arthur Young in 1771 stressed the need for com-

parative experiments as a means of allowing for differences in climate and

soil fertility, and introduced replicated trials in order to minimize the effects
of environmental variation. James Johnston recommended in 1849 that the
replications of each treatment should be as far removed from each other as
was convenient. Thusthe positions of different replicates could be related by

systematic use of the knight’s move in chess. Healso proposed that two
fertilizers should always be tested not merely alone but in combination.

During the 1890s, Edwin S. Beaven began his experiments on barley at
Warminster, and he developed two other systematic designs. One was the
chessboard, an extension of the knight’s move described by Egon Pearson
(1939). The other wasthe half-drill strip method for comparing twovarieties,

which is considered in detail below.
Statistical methods werefirst applied to agricultural field experiments in

two papers published early this century. Both made extensive use of data

from uniformity trials, in which all the plots are treated alike. Wood and

Stratton (1910) gave frequency distributions, calculated probable errors,
applied tests of significance, and estimated the numberofreplications for a

specified treatment to have a significant effect. Mercer and Hall (1911) made

recommendationsonplotsize, numberofreplications, and experimentalplan.

An appendix to the second paper by Student gave a systematic layout for

comparing two varieties, with the property that the standard error of the

estimated difference between varieties was reduced by the correlation between
half-plots. Both papers passed through Gosset’s handsbefore publication, and

the contact between Gosset and Fisher waseffected by Stratton in his capacity

as Fisher’s tutor at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.

5.4.2 Chessboard plans

In 1923, there was an exchange ofletters between Gosset on the one hand

and Beaven, Fisher, and Yule on the other, concerned with the standard

error of an estimated difference between varieties in a chessboard plan. The

correspondence between Gosset and Beaven is reviewed by Egon Pearson
(1939), and that between Gosset and Fisher is now interleaved. Gosset wrote

to Beaven on 29 March with a note ontheerror, also to Fisher on the same

day enclosing the memorandum reproduced by Pearson. Beaven told Gosset

that he thought Yule was working at chessboards, whereupon Gosset thought

what Yule would be likely to do, and sent him another note on theerror.
Gosset reported this action to Beaven on 9 April and to Fisher on 16 April.
His letter to Beaven on 20 April summarizedthereplies from Fisher and Yule,

and his letter to Fisher on 27 April gave the information that he had discovered
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the mistake in the memorandumarising from the omission of — o2/mn.Fisher
replied on 2 May. |

I am glad the error estimate is straight now. A great beauty of splitting the sum

of squares into fragments is that each fragment has independent sampling errors

appropriate to the number of degreesof freedom. This greatly simplifies tests of

significance; for instead of calculating say intraclass correlations, with some mis-

givings as tocross relationships and performing my transformations and corrections
appropriate to such correlations one only has to make a direct comparison.

The remainderof this letter foreshadowedthe distribution of F andits con-

nections with the normal, t-, and y? distributions. Letters from Gosset on 21

and 27 June concluded the interchangeon thechessboardplan error formula,

and his 1923 paper in Biometrika acknowledged Fisher's help in a lengthy
footnote giving two derivationsof the residual sum of squares. :

5.4.3 Half-drill strip method

In the course of writing this paper, Gossetspotted a fallacy in work on the
half-drill strip method which he had allowed Beaven to publish. The method
compared twovarieties, say A andC, by replicating the ‘sandwich’ ACCA,

with the consequence that local linear trends in fertility were eliminated.
Whenthestrips were divided into sub-plots, the experimental plan was as
follows:

AAA-::
CCC---
CCC.:-:
AAA-:-

AAA-:

CCC:::
CCC.-::

AAA-::

-
>
A
a
s
B
d
a
0
D

Here, the strips correspond to rows, andpairsof strips were sown together
as either AC or CA in singledrill.

Gosset stated the problem on 21 June.

Thefact is that the sub-plots making upa halfdrill strip are correlated and therefore

cannot be used to give you an estimate of the prob: error of a numberofhalfdrill

strips. I think however that you can get a minimumerrorin that way:i.e. if by chance

the (necessarily few) halfdrill strips give an error below that which would be calculated
on a random basis from the sub-plots the latter should be taken.
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He discussed the matter at length in four letters written in July, the contents
of which are closely related to the second part of his 1923 paper. Gosset

realized that yields from the sub-plots of a strip were positively correlated,
partly because of faulty technique, but also because of changesin the rate of

changeoffertility. As a result, the standard error of (A-C) estimated from a

pair of strips was greater than the same quantity estimated from sub-plot

differences. |

By the way, can you imagine a case where you could really gain in knowledge by

dividing up your units into parts? Myillustration to Beaven, not a very good oneis
that if you have a yellow and a green banana and wish totell whether yellow or

green bananasare sweetest (and have a goodpalate!) you don’t gain much bycutting

each into six pieces and tasting six pairs rather than eating two bananas!

He proposed to overcomethis difficulty by taking as a unit the sandwich

ACCA,estimating the correlation coefficient r,, between adjacent pairs of

‘subsandwiches’ along the rows, and assuming that the correlation fell off in

accordance with rng = 1424. However,further difficulties then arose.

All the same I don’t seem to have muchluckin any attemptto get the correlation

from a consideration of adjacent subsandwiches and an apriori theory of diminution

in correlation for in fact, probably owing to technical difficulties such as you pointed

out, the adjacent sub sandwiches are barely correlated while the next but one’s are
quite respectably so.

(average correlation adjacent +0.06)
(average correlation next but one +0.27)

Fisher replied with comments which appear to have concerned the existence

of correlation in all directions, the underestimation and the exaggeration of
errors, and the possibility of waves offertility. Gosset ended his account of
the problem by taking up the question of whether correlation along strips

was compensatory.

Of course there is theoretically a length of subplot compared with the length ofdrill
strip, where the positive and negative correlation will cancel and give you values for
the S.D.s of the subplots and of the sandwiches which will give you the samep.e.
[probable error] for your result, but in generalI feel that to hit it off would be a queer
coincidence; obviously it would vary not only with every field, but with the direction

of yourdrill strips in the field and I'd lay long odds that even with thesefixed it would

vary from year to year.

5.4.4 Canons of experimentation

WhenGosset was making his enquiries about the error formula for a chess-

board plan, Fisher and Mackenzie had just completed their paper in Journal

of Agricultural Science ,[CP32].* They analysed the results from a factorial

experiment on potatoes, where twelve varieties were ‘planted in triplicate on
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the ‘‘chessboard”’ system’ and treated with combinations ofdung and potash.
This paper is sometimes described as thefirst with an analysis of variance,*

but the claim has been disputed.

Gosset wrote on 25 July, soon after publication.

I have come across the July J.A.S. [Journal of Agricultural Science] and read your
paper.I fear that some people will be misled into thinking that because you have
found nosignificant difference in the response of different varieties to manures that

there isn’t any. The experiment seems to me to be quite badly planned, you should

give them a handin that; you probably do now.

He proceeded to give his views on what the experiment could tell, and
respondedat length on 30 July after an enquiry from Fisher.

(3) How would I have designed the exp? Well at the risk of giving you too many

‘glimpses of the obvious’ I will expand on the subject; you have broughtit on yourself!

Theprinciples of large scale experiments are four.
(a) There must be essential similarity to ordinary practice and whenI sayessential I

mean any departure whatever from ordinary practice which hasn’t been proved to
be inessential.
(b) Experiments must be so arrangedas to obtain the maximum possible correlation

between figures which are to be compared.

(c) Repetitions should be so arranged as to have the minimum possible correlation

between repetitions (or the highest possible negative correlation).

(d) There should be economyofeffort; i.e. all the experimental material should be

concentrated on the decision point and no more experiment should be madethanis
certain to be enoughto give a decision.

Gosset then examined whether each of these four canons was obeyed or

violated in the potato experiment, and he found that (a) was violated, (b)

obeyed, (c) not altogether obeyed, while with (d) the category depended on

the object of the experiment. His remarks closed with general advice based
on experience.

Youwill probably think manyofmy objectionstrivial and that experiments planned

by me must be very stodgy. So they are, but my experience is that very often the

silliest objections turn out to have enough in them to spoil your experiment. If I’m

planning an experiment now I am carefulto fit it symmetrically into the days of the

week and hours of the day and every blessed thing I can think of: I’ve been had too

often by ‘trivialities’.
Lastly when you have planned your experiment show the plan to someone that

you haven't said anything about it to and let him pull it to bits: things that seemed

quite certain and obvious when you were planning maynotbe so to him andit will

perhapsput you on your guard. Don’t necessarily do what hesays, but see that your

reasonsare better than his before you turn him down. Thefact that he doesn’t know

whatheis talking about is sometimes an advantage,heis in a better position than

you to apply general principles whereas you are unconsciously biassed by feasibility,

practice and even opportunity.
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Within the next year, Fisher began to develop his own canonsof exper-
imentation, and the first results appeared in 1925 at the end of Statistical

methods for research workers. In §48, he rejected systematic arrangements,

stated the principle of allocating treatments to plots at random, and showed

that increased accuracy could be obtained by blocking. The Latin square was

introduced in §49 and illustrated by an artificial example based on the

uniformity trial data of Mercer and Hall. When Gosset returned the proofs of
the book on 20 October 1924, he pointed out that the later pages showed

less notes and corrections than the earlier, possibly because of his under-

standing less of the subject matter, but nevertheless he expressed firm views

on Latin squares.

(2) I don't expect to convince you but I don’t agree with your controlled random-
ness. You would wanta large lunatic asylum for the operators who are apt to make

_ mistakes enough evenat present.

I quite agree that such an experimentas the 6 x 6 of the Irish plots is not at all

good when systematically arranged but when you replicate the sets of six often

enoughthe thing becomes random again.If you say anything about Student in your

preface you should I think makea note of his disagreement with the practical part of
the thing: of course he agrees in theory.

The same point was made when Gosset wrote on 30 November 1925 to say

that he had taken someof the classical crop figures, from Mercer and Hall
and others, and arranged them in five-sided squares divided into ‘varieties’

(a) by controlled randomness4 la Fisher and (b) by a diagonal system similar

to the Ballinacurra plots.

Then I have found hitherto that the variance of the meansofthe ‘varieties’ is much

the same whether they are chosen on the A or the B system,at the present time the

B varianceis I believe slightly less than the A variance and I don’t expect that there

will be any appreciable difference between them.

I am going toinfer that though the Latin Square has obvioustheoretical advantages,

yet for those whoare apt to make mistakes in practice the other system haspractical
advantages which do not carry any great danger of actually departing from practical

randomness. _

In 1926,Fisher explained his canonsofexperimentation in a keynote paper

[CP 48]. However, Gosset continued to regard the new designsas an extension

of systematic arrangements, and from that viewpoint he preferred the Latin
square to the randomized block as a device for regularizing the distribution

of fertility. The paper by Eden and Fisher on winter oats in Journal of Agri-

cultural Science for 1927 [CP57] gave him an opportunity to test this view by

reference to their experiment, which was the subject of two letters in April

1928.
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[13 April] |

I have been looking into the winter oats paper and it appears that there is such a

markedfertility slope from left to right in your diagram that your error is quite

perceptibly larger than it would have been had you regularised the distribution, as
you might have done without loss of randomnessif not by Latin squaring at least by

including one of each treatment in each column.In addition to a smaller error you

would, apparently, have had a rather more consistent set of results, though there
would not have been many moresignificant differences.

As this question of regularising has been a question on which ourpoints of view

have not entirely coincided I should like, if you have no objection, to defend the Latin

Square against the Randomised block with your experimentas a test either in a note
in the J.A.S. [ Journal of Agricultural Science| or as part of a paper which I have in mind

on the lack of randomnessin things in general.

[18 April]

Thefact is that there are two principles involved in the Latin Square of which I attach

the greater importance to the balancing of the error and you to the randomisation.

It is my opinion that in the great majority of cases the randomisation is supplied to

any properly balanced experimentby thesoil itself though of course where the ground
has been used for experimenting before or for any other reason has met with a

‘straight edged’ lack of uniformity in recent years it is better to supply it artificially.

(I don’t consider the arrangementin the Irish chessboards a properly balanced exper-

iment.) ...
Lastly why do I propose to defend the Latin square against the randomised block?

Because I cannotcall to mind that you have published any results from Latin Squares

and to my mind that is a much more damaging attack on it than any that have been

made from other quarters.

Eight years later, what had been a private difference of opinion about

the relative merits of experimental plans became a public controversy’ on

randomized versus systematic designs. The course of events is considered in
§6.7. |

5.4.5 Lanarkshire milk experiment

A report on Milk consumption and the growth of schoolchildren by Gerald
Leighton and Peter L. McKinlay was published in 1930, and concerned a
nutritional experiment involving 20 000children in 67 Lanarkshire schools.

For four months, 5000 children received i pint daily of raw milk, 5000 the

same amountofpasteurized milk, and 10 000 acted as controls. Some schools
were provided with raw milk, and others with pasteurized milk, butno school

got both. The selection of children was madein certain cases by ballot and
in others on an alphabetical system, but modified as follows.

In any particular school where there was any group to which these methods had

given an undue proportion of well-fed or ill-nourishedchildren, others were sub-

stituted in order to obtain a morelevelselection.
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At the beginning and end of the experiment, all the children were weighed.
and their height was measured. Controversy ensued from thefinal conclusion
of the report. |

_ In so far as the conditions of this investigation are concernedtheeffects of raw and

pasteurized milk on growth in weight and heightare, so far as wecan judge, equal.

This conclusion was challenged by Stephen Bartlett (1931), and on 18

April 1931 by Fisher and Bartlett [CP92], who argued that pasteurized milk
has less value than raw milk for both boys andgirls, although the doubt
introduced by providing schools with either rawor pasteurized milk could.
not be wholly eliminated. Gosset reported to K.P. on 14 July 1931 that he

was presently engaged in criticism of the experiment, and of the note in

Nature by Fisher and ‘a manat Reading’. Nine dayslater he sent K.P. a draft

of his paper on the Lanarkshire milkexperiment.

L hope you will find it interesting, though its chief merit to the likes of me (that
there is no d----- mathematicsin it) will hardly commendit to you.

K.P.’s reply of 26 July is reproduced in full to show his detailed remarks on

Gosset’s criticisms and proposals.

Your paper to hand. You seem to prove thatlittle can be deduced from a very

elaborate and expensive experiment! Sofar, so good,or ratherso bad.
I donot know whetheranystatistical advice was given before the experiments

werestarted, but at least one factor of growth seems omitted by you all. Namely that

when you have a child, which by circumstances of birth or early environmentis

deficient in growth it tends to ‘pick up’ in later years. If your ‘controls’ consisted of
age for age heavier and stouterchildren than the ‘feeders’ then I should anticipate

that the older children ofboth groups would be closer together without any differential

feeding. Does that bear on these results? |
Now yourpractical proposals are (1) either to repeat the experiments on the same

scale with more safeguards and more nutritional observations or (2) to experiment
on identical twins. .

With regard to (1), I see no need for a second experiment. The original schedules
muststill be accessible and what is more the School Medical Officers’ cards with the
several data as to nutrition, teeth, etc., of the whole or at least the bulk of these
children. Now there is nothing to prevent anyone having access to that information,
making a selection of pairs equal in age, and very closely in weight and height. It
would clearly mean throwing out a certain numberof the ‘controls’ and ‘feeders’ at
each age, but enough would beleft at ages 6 to 11 to get reasonable results. If the

' School MedicalOfficers’ cards for nutrition, etc., were available, as they probably are
at least for ‘entrants’ and ‘leavers’, someidea ofthe stateof the three groups could
beascertained. Ithink, therefore, itwould be well to point somethingof this kind out,
rather than suggesta repetition of the experiment.If the selection were really random,
then probably someof the children in all groups were getting adequate milk at home,
and additions to this or even withoutthis in the ‘feeder’ group might produce increased
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weight without that weight being an advantagereally to the child. The growth in
weight, withoutit is in proportion to size, does not necessarily meana gain in physical
fitness. A simple muscular test applied to both ‘controls’ and ‘feeders’ might be of
greater value than a weighttest.
Next as to your (2) method—‘Identical’ twins. How are you going to determine

them to be sure they are ‘identical’? Quite a variety of methods have been suggested,
but none appearvery conclusive, or indeed satisfactory to me. Furthermore(a)is it
possible to argue from twins to non-twins? The average weight of twins at birth is

very considerably less than that of normal children and it may remain so a good way

into the school age, but the principle I have referred to of accelerated growth comes

into play, and they may largely approach normal non-twins.* To be sure of‘identical’

twins you can onlyget information from those with adequate knowledge presentat

their birth. To choose them from apparent likeness and then demonstrate that such

twins have higher correlation than unlike twins and are therefore like twins is
somewhatcircular.

(b) However let us suppose you have got yourfifty, are you going to break them

up into sex and age groups, and whatwill the probable errors be with or without

such grouping? If you don’t group them on what are you going to calculate your

probable errors? On some other observations giving the standard deviation of other

children at that age, and this although twins probably do not grow asother children?
and doing so, how will you get a combined probable error for all your twins to

ascertain whether the differences of your groups are significant? Or do you mean to

assumethat your like twins would have no differences in growth except for the milk?

I think that is an assumption which needsproof and I don’t think you will find it easy

to establish. Let us suppose youridentical twins startwith somewhat unequal weights,

that may mean unequal growthrates, andif the milk brings A up to B are you going
to attribute it to unequal growth rate or to milk? With large numbers As and Bs
would possibly be equally distributed among ‘controls’ and ‘feeders’ but I cannot

imagine that this would necessarily be the case in any numberof ‘identical’ twins

you can get hold of. I am only making suggestions, but your constructive proposals

seem to me opento criticism.

*Whenmice arekilled at the ‘same age’ and whenthey aretreated as adults,it is still found
that the size of their bonesis correlated with the size of the litter in which they were born!

WhenGosset wrote next on 30 July, his response waslikewise careful and

detailed, and he concluded with a suggestion which wasshortly to bearfruit,
although not perhapsof the variety he intended.

(1) As you say, neither the authors of the Report, nor I, mentioned the fact that
children deficient in growth ‘pick up’ but, though I was not awareof it as a fact, I

think we both hadthe possibility in mind.

They tested the correlation between the weight (and height) before the experiment

and thegain for all the 42 groups and foundthecoefficients small though some were

significant: Boys’ weight and girls’ height negative on the whole, I think, and Girls’

weight positive for higher ages.
I, on the other hand, considered that the difference between ‘controls’ and ‘feeders’

at the beginning was not due to a selection by height and weight as such, but by
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selection of ‘feeders’ by poverty, and I certainly thoughtit probable that under-size
due to such a cause would be made up whenthe chanceof getting more, or better,

food came. But what you have written certainly strengthens my argument.
(2) That I am not in sympathy with a large scale repetition of the experimentI

intended to be inferred by the use of the word ‘spectacular’ in reference to it. Yet I
did wish to point out that in my opinion they would have been well advised to choose

pairs of children and toss for ‘feeder’.

It had not occurred to me that even now they could do anything of the sort with

the existing records, excepting only, as I suggested, by sorting out the ‘controls’

appropriate to the Raws and the Pasteuriseds. But of course this should be done, and,

if you see your way to put in my paper, I suggest that Editorial footnotes should be

made onboth these points (1) and (2). Obviously they might be persuaded to go over
their records by you while they probably wouldn't pay muchattention to anythingI

might say. But are they to be trusted to makea properselection after the event?

(3) I expect I should have developed my twin proposal at somewhatgreater length.

In thefirst place I had in mind taking as manypairs of twins of the samesex as I

could get, and really hope that Lanarkshire might produce 200-300 pairs between

5 and 11.

_ These I should divide before the experiment into pairs likely to be identical and those
not likely to be identical. The Medical Officer would doubtless give an opinion on
appearance.
The first group would probably contain 90 per cent identicals and the second

practically none.

The diluents of non-identicals would put up theerror, but not by very much because

they would anyhow be very similar brothers orsisters; the effect of the identicals in
the second group would benegligible.

(a) While admitting a theoretical possibility of not being able to argue from twins

to other children,it is a little difficult for me to see the practical form of the disability

in this particular case. If Raw milk is better for twins than is Pasteurised milk, what

can prevent its being so with other children? |

Of course I see that in some cases neither might have any effect, but, given that
milk of sorts is a good thing for children, and I rather gather that there is a good deal

of evidence in favour of this (nothing to do with Lanarkshire), you will differentiate

most easily between the Raw and the Pasteurised by experimenting on thoselikely

to benefit most by it, and twins would, according to you, be favourable subjects.

(b) I am going to compare the difference (in weight, height and any muscular

exercise which you may suggest) between the two halves of a pair of twins. Such
differences will give their own probable error. Of course sex and agewill be tested to
see how theyaffect it, and it may be well to group them in four groups by sex and

age or we mayfind that thereis no significant difference in the effects in the groups.

If we put them all together we shall at the worst increase the error beyond whatit

would be if we were able to split them up into groups and deal separately with them.

A similar consideration would apply to grouping by social standing, under-nour-
ished appearance at the beginning of the experiment, or any other relevant infor-

mation.

Of course I don’t mean to assume anythingso foolish as thatall the differences are

due to the kind of milk that the child imbibes but, having tossed for which shall be
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Raw and which Pasteurised, everything else (except of course the extent* of the

influence of the kind of milk) becomes a random error and can, therefore, be dealt
with statistically. -

The numbersare small from yourpoint of view, but these nutrition experimentalists

would give their eyes to get (say) 20 pairs of twins to experiment with and I should

hope to get ten times as manyinthe two groups together.

If what the Reading people tell me is true there really is quite a considerable

difference in favour of Raw milk, enough to show quite clearly in such an experiment.

But besides this ostensible object of the experiment one might hope to get quite a
lot of very useful information on the Nature and Nurture question if details of the

environment and parentage of the various pairs of twins were collected at the same

time. Would it not be worth the while of the Galton Laboratory to father the scheme?

and so get it done properly.

*so can this, given information.

_ The corrected proofs of Gosset’s paper on the Lanarkshire milk experiment

were sent to K.P. on 18 August, and the paper appeared in the issue of

Biometrika for December 1931. Gosset was very chary of drawing conclusions

from an experiment in which the groups ofchildren taking raw and paste-
urized milk were not random samplesfrom the samepopulation,but selected

samples from populations which may have been different. He recommended

that, in any repetition of the experiment on a large scale, the children should

be formedinto pairs of two, balanced with respect to age, sex, height, weight,

and physical condition. The pairs should then be divided into ‘controls’ and
‘feeders’ by tossing a coin for each pair. He also suggested that 50pairs of
identical twins, divided in the same way, would give morereliable results for

small fractions of the expenditure and trouble.Each design would now be

described as randomized blocks for two treatments, but that terminology was

not used.

In view of Gosset’s rejection of the Fisher—Bartlett conclusion, some reply
from Fisher might have been expected, but none seems to have come.
However,other forces were at work. K.P. had been taken by Gosset’s sugges-
tion of an experiment with identical twins, and in their absence he suggested

to Ethel M. Eldertonthat children be paired from the original cards. She

submitted a paper to Annals of Eugenics, now edited by Fisher in succession

to K.P., and Fisher asked Gosset to act as referee. He reported on 2 May 1934.

Here is my review of Dr Elderton’s attempt on the Lanarkshire Milk Experiment.I

doubt whether youwill find muchto disagree with init.

There were 67 schools: I do not know how they were divided but if they were

selected at random they should give you the evidence you want. I should not expect

them to be so selected, for it seems to melikely that pasteurised milk would be

delivered most easily in the town and raw in the country. Such evidence as thereis

(Elderton’s difference between the twosets of controls not significant) is consistent
with this hypothesis which would also tend to explain why the difference in favour
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of raw milk is so small. I would not put any work into the experiment,if I were you,
until satisfied as to the geographical distribution of the schools.

I have looked at my diagrams and it would seem that the loss of clothes amounts

to about ¢ of the real gain in weight, anyhow in the case of the controlgirls.

Fisher was unable to see that the paper had throwntheleast new light on the

difference between pasteurised and raw milk, and he disagreed with Gosset’s

remarks about town and country, but notwithstanding these doubts Elder-

ton’s paper was published.

5.5 ADVICE AND ARGUMENT

Soon after Fisher’s appointment in 1919 to study the records at Rothamsted —

ExperimentalStation, he applied to Gosset for advice on calculating machines.

Gosset wrote on 19 September to recommendthe Triumphator ‘which is an
improved Brunsviga’, and the Millionaire ‘which anotheroffice favours’. He
continued in typical Gossetstyle.

Personally I mostly use slide rule being very rarely able to accumulate enough

figures to make it worth while to use a machine, but I always use a Brunswiga[sic]

when dealing with logs.

This practical approach to his calculating needs was extended a few years

later when he told K.P. on 10 December 1924 that he wasthinking ofmaking

a multislide rule for dealing with multiple regression equations,or in fact any

equation without product terms. He wrote to Fisher on the same topic two

days later, andillustrated his remarks by a ‘finger-drawncircle’ with scales
for the dependent variable y and explanatory variables x, z, cos v, and sin w.

The circle represents a wooden disc say 1’ or 18” in diameter, to which a paper or

cardboard cover canbe attached by paste or preferably some system ofclipping.
It is free to revolve in a fixed frame, being pivoted on a central axis on which is

also pivoted a transparentcelluloid cursor. The whole screwed up with the necessary

washersso that either disc or cursor can revolve without moving the other and will
stay whereit is left unless deliberately moved.

Thefixed frame is made so as to form a level table with the disc and round the edge

is the scale of y the variable to be predicted. (say)

y=atbx+cx*+dz+k log vt+p sin w.

Then setting a pointer on the edge of the disc to a on the scale you movethe cursor

to the zero of x on a suitable scale of x suitably placed on a circle concentric with the
disc. Then you movethedisctill the particular value of x comes under the cursor and

so on. Finally the pointer shows you the answeron the y scale. The covers could have

the circles printed on them and would only require scaling and whennotin use could

be kept in a gramaphone[sic] record cabinet!
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While preparing his talk on ‘Errors of routine analysis’ to the Society of
Biometricians and MathematicalStatisticians, Gosset had anotherbrightidea,

essentially a practical aspect of the emergence during the 1920s of quality

control charts for the inspection of manufactured product. He gave Fisher

somedetails on 6 December 1926.

In the course of getting things ready I struck a method of producing a lecture

diagram which is new to me andseemseffective for its purpose. I wished to show

how routine analyses are not random in time by putting spots on a time diagram

with a straight line to show the mean.Not being a tidy draughtsmanI funked putting

100 spots at }” intervals by inking in circles but a brainwave told me to get black
stickybacked paper;it is used to edge photos andbyselecting a cork borer of suitable
size I found I could cut through three thicknesses of paper at a time and get perfect
circles which I could stick on at leisure and which would comeoff if misplaced without

leaving much mark.Thestraightline wascut off the paper with a photo trimmer and

the short lengths pieced together. Quite successful.

Muchhas been madeof the sharp disagreement between Gosset and Fisher
concerning balance and randomization which becamepublic at a professional
meeting in 1936.In fact, differences of opinion had occurredprivately for ten

years or more; while usually in a low key, the dispute could for a brief period

be expressed fortemente. The first volume of The balance of births and deaths by

R.R. Kuczynski was published in 1928. Fisher accorded the book a friendly

review in Nature for 9 March 1929, but he was astoundedto find in Eugenics

Review that Gosset was muchless favourablyinclined, and in consequence
Fisher ‘had to blow off steam’ with a rejoinder. The dispute arising from Egon
Pearson’s review ofStatistical methods for research workers (see §6.5) was just

drawingto a close with the publication of Gosset’s letter in Nature on 4 July,

and Gosset had this event in mind when hefollowed Fisher’s example on 1

August.

If you really feel called upon to give that tripe another puff there is that in my
recent record which prevents my objectingto your method of doing it. But you
mustn't supposeI did anything inadvertently. The man hasdiscovered oneinteresting

and novel fact, not one of any very great importance, by which I mean that unless

economic conditions changeit is bound to become obvious soonerorlater.

If you or I had spotted it we should have been tremendously excited, worked away

at it (I daresay mine would have been quite superficial work but some I'd have done)

and written a short scientific paper for one of the scientific magazines. That doesn’t
suit him, perhaps he can’t help himself, he must write a book. And a bookof that

sort won'tsell if you are merely scientific; you must be sensational. You may publish

tables of crude birth rates, it shows how the effete Europeans are going to the dogs

but tables of crude death rates, no it would weaken the case so you must change

them into mortality tables which people won't notice compare rather too favourably

with our own magnificent American record. When you haveto say that at present
the English birth rate is such that it is not enough to prevent a decline in population

you say that the population of Englandiis boundto die outetc. etc.
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The blast continued for several more paragraphs,and, although Gosset ended

by declaring ‘I've blown off steam now,write what you will, I've said all 1 am

going to say about the book’, he nevertheless returned to the subject in two

furtherletters. By this time, Fisher had regained his composure, and heclosed

this correspondence on 13 August, prefacing his remarks with | a candid

assessment of Gosset’s stance:

You are the most persistent man alive, and write quite as though your original

ebullition was as calm, considered and rational as could be, instead of being so

fervently indignant and prejudiced as anIrish bishop.

After further correspondence touching on fertility contoursin field trials,
electrically driven calculating machines, and other matters, there is a gap
during Fisher’s visit to the USA in 1931. Correspondence resumedat the end

of 1931. Early in 1932, after Fisher had visited Gosset at Blackrock, he
enclosed with his ‘thank you’letter of 26 January 1932 a paper (presumably —

CP 93) on the evolution of dominance. This suggests that their conversation

during Fisher's visit had turned to evolutionary genetics. Gosset’s nextletter

(16 July) begins:

It may be merely my ignorancebutI get the idea from thelittle I read about genetics

that quite a numberofits exponents believe that our various hereditary troubles are

conditioned by quite a limited number of ‘genes’ a piece. That being so it may be

worth while to draw attention to a case whereit maybedifficult to find so simple an

explanation.

Would you mind vetting this for me?

Gosset’s enclosure drew attention to a paper by Floyd L. Winter on ‘Con-

tinuousselection for composition in corn’, published in the Journal of Agri-

cultural Research for 1929. Winter’s experiments extended continuously from

1896 to 1924. Selecting for oil content from a foundation stock, Winter

produced two strains, one with a mean percentageofoil about twelve times

the standard deviation of the original population above the original mean,
the other about seven times below. At the sametime, the variance of theoil

content waslittle changed. Gosset concluded:

It does not appear that such steady progress could be obtained with less than

hundredsof genes affecting oil content and it seems not unlikely that there may be

thousands..
And so wereach the conception of a species patiently accumulating a store of

genes, of no value under existing conditions and for the most part neutralised by

other genes of opposite sign. When, however, conditions change,... the species finds

in this store genes which giverise to just the variation which will enable it to adapt

itself to the change.

On Fisher’s advice Gosset submitted his paper to the American Naturalist,
but they reacted, as had the Royal Society to Fisher’s 1918 paper on ‘The

correlation between relatives ...’, with rejection. Gosset’s paper appeared in
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the relatively low circulation Eugenics Review. Later, when Fisher became
editor of the Annals of Eugenics, he invited Gosset to ‘produce a paperfor the
Annals’, and Fisher’s mathematical ability greatly assisted Gosset in preparing
his second paper on Winter’s experiment, which appeared in the volumefor
1934. Fisher meanwhile wished to draw wider attention to Gosset’s work

with a letter to Nature, and on 16 January 1933 Gosset wrote to Fisher:

WhenI persuaded you to write up the mathematics of myriad geneselection in
Nature I wasso pleased with the idea of having got it done properly, that I overlooked
the fact that I have put youinto the position of appearing to ‘buttin’.

Gosset suggested a pair of opening paragraphssimilar to those with which

Fisher's letter [CP 106] begins, and went on:

Andhere | think I hear you murmur ‘Damnthe man whydoesn't herefrain from
teaching his granny. He’s as fussy abouthislittle bit of stuff as a hen with onechick’.
To which I reply ‘I am, curse you; for the very good reason thatI'll never have the

chance to incubate an egg which interests me so much’.

Cluck. Cluck. Cluck. Cluck.

Fact is that until just recently I was so much taken up with thefirst part of the
thing, ‘myriad genes’, that I overlooked the fact that the secondis really an essential
cog in the mechanism of Darwinianselection. For at least twenty five years I’ve been

reading that the continued accumulation ofinfinitesimal variations can do nothing

andall the timeI’ve felt in my bones that Darwin wasright.

Cluck. ‘Cluck. Cluck. Cluck.

And now I have been vouchsafed a vision,—and am filled with insufferable .
conceit—for the nonce I too am amongthe prophets, a mere Obadiah,butstill among
the prophets. And if anyone were to offer to make me a Doctor of Divinity on the

strength ofit I'd accept with conscious pride and flaunt a scarlet gown through the

scandalised streets of Oxford without the slightest embarassment.

Bear with me,Fisher, laugh with me tonight: tomorrow—whenI'm sane again—
when I knowthatmylittle bit was discovered in 1896 and putinto better words than
mine often since then and whenI have been shownthat myessential cog will hardly

ever fit into the machine and whenit does is a clog—then I'll laugh with you—at
myself.

Cluck. Cluck.

, Yrs. v. sincerely,

W.S. Gosset.

Fisher's letter drawing attention to Gosset’s work, andin addition giving the

reference to Winter’s paper, appeared in the issue of Nature for 18 March

1933, where it would have cometo the notice of biologists throughout the
world. Gosset’s cog wasindeedanessentialcog, not a clog, though acceptance
of it in the biological world was slow in coming. In Ernst Mayr’s prologue to
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The evolutionary synthesis (Harvard, 1980), referring to the ‘tremendous

impact’ ofDobzhansky’s Genetics and the origin ofspecies—published in 1937—

he writes: |

Dobzhansky devoted the entire sixth chapter to natural selection. His treatment
clearly reflects how strongly naturalselectionstill had to fight for general recognition.

- Dobzhansky’s presentation was particularly effective because he treated selection not

merely as a theory but as a process that can be substantiated experimentally. ... The

results of the Illinois maize selection experiments for high protein and oil content

were particularly impressive.

The importance of natural selection in evolution was one of the few matters

on which K.P. and Fisher were agreed; in Chapter 7 below,it is noted that,

aboutthis time, Fisher wished to join with K.P. in proposing Gosset for

election to Fellowship of the Royal Society. We may conjecture that, had this

occurred, one of the groundsfor his election would have been his contribution

to our understanding of biological evolution.
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6.1 HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION BY E.S. PEARSON

6.1.1 Prefatory remarks

Without doubt the four persons who played the greatest part in shaping

my approachto thediscipline of mathematical statistics were Karl Pearson

(inevitably), R. A. Fisher, W.S. Gosset, and my friend andcollaborator, Jerzy

Neyman. My mathematical powers were only moderate, for my degree in
Mathematics at Cambridge was based on taking Part I of the Mathematical

Tripos in 1915, andthen,after the First World War using warservice at the

Admiralty and Ministry of Shipping, plus attendance during 1919-20 at

selected Part II lectures to complete my course for the B.A. degree.

This weakness in mathematics undoubtedly had certain compensations:it

caused meto thrash out problems with greater thoroughness, and to use an
innate capacity for visual presentation. For both these reasons,I was, perhaps,

the better teacher of many of the students who cameto learn statistics at

University College, and better able to give help later on as an adviser over

industrial quality control problems and during the Second World War to

_ technicalofficers in the Services, when three membersof mystaff and I were
attached to the Ordnance Board, Ministry of Supply.

Myfirst serious study of statistical literature began after the First World

War, when,at the age of 24, I read K. P.’s memoirs published in the 1890s

in the Royal Society’s Philosophical Transactions; I was particularly fascinated

by his developmentof the system offrequency curves which havesince been
associated with his name. In 1921, I completed my post-war (1919-21)
period at Cambridge,during which I had not only continued mystatistical
reading but also attended lectures by Sir Arthur Eddington andF.J. M. Strat-

ton onthetheories of errors and combination of observations. Further, I went

to a short course of lectures on mathematical statistics given by G.U. Yule;

this last I attended along with the later well-known agricultural scientist,
F. L. Engledow.

In October 1921, with J. O. Irwin, I joined the staff of the Biometric Lab-

oratory of K.P.’s Department of Applied Statistics; we were both Junior Lec-

turers receiving salaries of either £300 or £350 p.a. Our first year of

apprenticeship consisted in

(a) attending K.P.’s first- and second-year courses onstatistics;
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(b) ‘demonstrating’, i.e. helping K.P.’s students in tackling the numerical
examples,illustrating the theory of the lectures;

(c) undertaking one or two research problems which K.P. suggested to us.

My developmentfrom an apprenticeship to an independentline of thought
of my own,linked with that of Jerzy Neyman, hadfor its background the

conflict of ideas and techniques between K.P. and R. A. Fisher,between what
it is perhaps not inappropriate to term ‘modern mathematicalstatistics Marks

I and II’. But before trying to summarize the factors which I believe were

most importantin shaping mystatistical philosophy—a blend of Marks I and

II—I must try to set down what seemsto metheessential characteristics of

the MarkI statistical approach.

6.1.2 Large-sample statistical methods

The line of approach wasinfluenced bythefact that the data to be analysed

were collected in ‘large samples’. As K.P. and Weldonhadwritten in the first

editorial notice at the head of Biometrika, 1 (1901), the journal will ‘include

memoirs on variation, inheritance and selection in Animals and Plants,
based upon the examination ofstatistically large numbers of specimens’. In

interpreting ‘large-sample’ data, no very critical study was necessary of
the part played by probability theory in the inferences to be drawn from

observations.

Certainly K.P. hadreadthe nineteenth-century literature quite extensively.

In the introductory lecture whichhe gave in November 1892 (reissued in
Biometrika, 32, 89-100 (1941)) in his Gresham College series of end-of-the-

day lectures, he wrote in the syllabus (see E.S. Pearson 1938: Appendix II):

LAWS OF CHANCE. Being the elements of the theory of probability in its relation to

thoughtandconduct. Definitions and Fundamental Concepts. Importanceof Definition.

Relationbetweenthe present course and the two earlier ones on Fundamental Concepts

of Science and on Statistics. Statistics andthe laws of chance intimately. associated

with the foundations of knowledge. Controversies, Laplace, Quetelet, De Morgan,

Stanley Jevons, Boole, Venn, Edgeworth. Books which may be consulted: Stanley

Jevons’ Principles of science, chaps x—xii; Venn’s Logic of chance, chaps vi—-xii; Edge-

worth’s ‘Philosophy of chance’, in Mind, 1884; De Morgan's Formal logic, chaps ix—
xi, and Essays on probabilities; Whitworth’s Choice and chance; Westergaard’s Die

Grundziige der Theorie der Statistik. |

It is noteworthy that, when K.P. was away‘sick in April 1893 and could

not give his group of four lectures, he arranged for Venn and Whitworth, as

well as Weldon and Rouse Ball to take his place.

However, when,very shortly afterwards, inspired by Galton and Weldon,

he began to make his own contribution to the mathematical techniques
needed in the field of ‘large-sample’ biometry, so exciting was the chase of
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discovery that he made very little reference to these ‘fundamental concep-
tions’. Indeed, in 1894, when discussing the fit of a normal curve to a series

of dice tossings, we find him writing in a letter to Edgeworth: ‘Probabilities
are very slippery things and I may well be wrong, but I do not clearly follow

your reasoningorillustrations.’ (see the letter of 18 February 1894 of K.P.

to F.Y.E. which I quoted in Biometrika, 52, 14 (1965)).

The biometric investigations involving the analysis of large samples col-

lected in the study of heredity and in the searchfor traces of naturalselection

at work chiefly called for estimates from large ‘field’ samples, of population

parameters. These estimates whether of means, standard deviations, corre-
lation, or regression coefficients were associated with standard (or probable)

errors which were functions of these parameters; but, when dealing with

large samples, the statistician was not let down if he substituted in his

expressions for the standard errors the sample estimate, e.g. used s/n’/? for
af/ni?, s/(2n)'? for of/(2n)¥?, (1—r)/n'/? for (1—p’)/n'?, etc. In his later

lectures to statistical classes, he frequently drew attention to this point.
However, he did not seem to realize that, to establish that a large sample

was not heterogeneous, it was desirable, as Walter Shewhart was later

to emphasize, to break it into rational sub-groups and apply small-sample

techniquesto test for homogeneity.

6.1.3 New theory required to handle small-scale experimental data

It was only when in 1906 W.S. Gosset came to University College withhis —

problemsof interpreting the results of small-scale experiments carriedoutin
chemical analysis or in barley breeding, etc., for Guinness’s Dublin brewery,
that the limitations of the Mark I statistical techniques began to be brought
into the open. When faced with such problems, the fundamental concepts

concerning the part to be played by the theory of probability in drawing

inferences from statistical data needed to be defined on a morelogical basis

than when the samples were large. Gosset himself whose original reading

matter had been Airy’s Theory of errors of observations and Merriman’s The
method of least squares was clearly under the impression that, had it been -

possible, he should introduce into his procedures the prior distributions of

parameters. For example, see the remarks he makesonp.36 of his paper on

the ‘Probable error of a correlation coefficient’ (Biometrika, 6 (1906)), and in

the P.S.of his letter to me of 25 May 1926 (No. 1.5), where he suggests taking
a uniform prior distribution of o. It was only when Fisher took up the story
that prior distributions were pushed out of sight in the development of

‘modern mathematical statistics Mark II’. An excellent account has been

given by B.L. Welch (Journal of the American Statistical Association 53, 777-

8 (1958)) of the relation of Gosset’s, Edgeworth’s, and K.P.’s work to a theory
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of inverse probability. I cannot improve on this and only add that, because
Gosset’s presentation of this subject wasat times little contradictory, in this
respect I did not get muchhelp from him.

The fact was that K.P.’s laboratories were not carrying out small-scale
experiments,and, as far as I can recollect, no external graduate student came
to him (apart from Gosset) asking for help over the interpretation of such
data. In K.P.’s fields of interest, sound conclusions appeared to require the
analysis of large-scale data. Thus, he jokingly remarked: ‘Only naughty

brewers deal in small samples!’

But to put a hypothetical question, had during those five years Student
cometo his Professor, asking him for suggestions as to how to test whetherthe
standard deviations s, and s, in two small samples of observations—say with

n, =n, = 10—drawn independently from two different normal populations
suggested a significant difference between c, and c,, what would have been

the result? Would the latter have said ‘No answeris possible’, or would a

mathematicaltest, analogousto Fisher’s variance ratio F-test, have come out

as the answer? But this question was not raised, probably because in the
brewery work the values of the variances o? and o3 were either known from

accumulated past experience, or could safely be assumedto be equal.

For many purposes, the experimental layout using the differences of

matched pairs served Student’s purpose, and it was only just before Fisher’s

arrival at Rothamsted that Gosset began to realize the need for what was to

become knownasthe analysis of variance. (See the discussion on pp. 382-
90 of myarticle ‘Studentasstatistician’, Biometrika, 30 (1939).)

I have indeed wondered how K.P. dealt statistically with the errors which

his students in the Department of Applied Mathematics must have collected

when taking observations in the two small observatories which he had

succeeded in having built in the early 1900s in the College quadrangle (see

the Plate facing p. 183of the second part of my obituary article, Biometrika,
29 (1937)!)
As a result of this scepticism about the value of small samplesin his lectures

of 1921, K.P. gave Student’s derivation of z=(x—y)/s, but did not lay as

much emphasis on its importance as on that of the distribution of s? and of

Fisher's later multiple-space derivation of the distribution of the correlation
coefficient r.

6.1.4 My apprenticeship at University College, 1921-6

After the First World War, the Department of Applied Statistics, which had

come into existence in 1911, the year after Galton’s death, was nominally
divided into
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(1) a Biometric Laboratory,

(2) a Galton (or Eugenics) Laboratory.

There was no division geographically within the building nor, as far as

research went, between the two laboratories, but, for some years after the

First World War, funds for the Eugenics Laboratory wereadministered by a

Galton Committee of the University, not by the College. There are a number

of documents now lodged in the Galton and Pearson Archives in University
College which set out the history of the division. All that concerns me here

is to say that, for manyyears after 1921, practically no numerical data came

my way, except asstandard class examples for which ample data could be

drawn from past volumes of Biometrika. The nine papers which I published

in Biometrika during the years 1922-7 are given below:

(1) July 1922, 14, 23-102. On the variations in personal equation and

correlation of successive judgments.

(2) July 1922, 14, 127-56 (with K.P.). On polychoric coefficients of cor-

relation. —

(3) March 1923, 14, 261-80. The probable error of a class index cor-
relation.

(4) August 1923, 15, 89-108. Natural selection and the age and area

theory of Dr J.-C. Willis.

(5) May 1924, 16, 196-8. Note on the approximation to the orobable eerror

of a coefficient of correlation.

(6) December 1925, 17, 388-442. Bayes’ theorem examined in thelight
of experimental sampling.

(7) July 1926, 18, 173-94. A further note on the distribution of rangein

samples taken from a normal population.

(8) July 1927, 19, 216-22. The application of the theory of differential

equationsto the solution of problems connected with interdependence
of species. :

(9) July 1927, 19, 223-4. Further note on the linear correlation ratio.

(10) In addition, I was responsible for the compilation of Tracts for Computers

No. VIII (1922), ‘Table of the logarithm of the complete I’-function

for arguments 2 to 1200,i.e. beyond Legendre’s range’.

Of these nine papers, six, namely (1), (2), (3), (5), (8), and (9), and also

No. (10), were on subjects suggested to me, by K.P., as was most of the

research work carried out during those years in the Biometric Laboratory.

Papers (4) and (8) were probably initiated by books given to me by K.P. to

review; in No. (4), I perhaps showed someoriginality, but I was, as it were,

leaping to the defence of my laboratory’s hero, Charles Darwin.
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Paper (6) on Bayes’ Theorem owedits theme to K.P.’s 1920 paper, (Bio-

metrika, 13, 1-6) on ‘The fundamental problem of practical statistics’. In this

paper, K.P.followedBayes’billiard table approach.I refer to the doubts about

the soundnessof this paper below. It must have been in 1922 or 1923 that
I started on the long piece of observational ‘counting’, based on the rather

ingenuousidea of exploring Edgeworth’s statementthathis justification for
assuming a uniform distribution of prior probabilities between 0 and 1 was

his own rough personal experience. Of course, as W. F. Sheppard pointed out

in the oral examination for my London D.Sc. degree held in 1925 or 1926,

_mycollection of several hundredresults, following a U-shaped distribution

in fact ‘proved nothing’, because a subjective element had inevitably entered
into the characters which I chose to count.

In so far as there was theory in these papers,it fell within the category of
‘modern mathematical statistics Mark I’. However, a numberof distracting
thoughts, largely resulting from the study ofR. A. Fisher’s flow ofpublications,

luckily began to stimulate my thinking on problemsofstatistical inference,

coming underthe headingof ‘MarkII’. |

6.1.5 Doubts as to the adequacyof K.P.’s ‘large-sample’ theory

I knew how much I owedto these years of apprenticeship, when I realized

the breadth of K.P.’s vision and received the stimulus of his lectures, both in

1921-2, in personal discussion on my research problemsandin thedrill of
table-making, and, perhaps little indirectly, from his ten or so annual

lectures on the ‘History of statistics in the 17th and 18th centuries’.* But the

time had come whenit was necessary for me to go throughthe painful process

of experiencing growing doubts in myearlier belief in parental infallibility! A

numberof events contributed to this, the chief of which I recall were the
following.

(1) The criticism applied to K.P.’s paper ‘The fundamental problem of

practical statistics’ (Biometrika, 13, 1-16 (October 1920) ). Of this, he had

sent mean offprint while I wasstill at Cambridge and at the time I saw no

flaw. However, when,in thefirst year course in the second term of 1921-2

session, K.P. lectured on this topic, it is clear that there had already been
criticism of the paper, to which herefers without being specific in the Mis-
cellanea Note, pp. 300-1, of a later part of the same volumeissued in July

1921. It was nottill the May issue of Biometrika, 16, 189 (1924), when W.

Burnside setthe criticism on paper, that K.P. (ibid., pp. 190-3) came out in

print in his own defence. However, I rememberthat, after the lectures of

1922, Oscar Irwin and possibly others had discussed this point and concluded

*Published by Chas. Griffin & Co. (1978).
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that K.P. had slipped up in his 1920paper in equating two functions g(¢)

andf(€), which would in generalnot be identical.

(2) In 1922, Fisher’s paper on the ‘Mathematical foundations of theoretical

statistics’ had been published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society, Series A, 222, 309-68. The most disturbing thing in this for me was
the claim that the fitting of frequency curves by moments was‘inefficient’

comparedwithfitting by the method of maximum likelihood. Because Fisher’s
proof depended upon asymptotic theory, it was impossible to tell at what
sample size the loss in efficiency mattered in practice. The problem was made

no simpler becausein those days it wasonly possible to derive the maximum-

likelihood estimates of parameters by applying a long series of hopefully

convergent approximations to the estimates derived from moments! Some

fifty years later, it has transpired that there wasafter all ample justification

for doubts about the validity of this particular asymptotic theory. This has
been shown by a random sampling experiment from a Pearson type III

population and theoretically by Bowman and Shenton (1970, Union Carbide

_ Corporation Report CTC 28). Thus, with samples of n= 200, Fisher’s asymp-

totic variances are completely inadequate, although these variancesarestill

less than the corresponding variancesderivedfrom a momentsolution.

(3) In 1922 and 1924,Fisher published paperscriticizing K.P.’s use of the
chi-squared test for goodnessoffit. Since, when there are k frequency groups,

the continuous density function e*'!? ig only an asymptotic approximation

to discontinuous multinomial frequencies, the degrees offreedom rule could

not be exactly verified.

(4) In 1924, E.C. Rhodes read a paper to the Society of Statisticians and
Biometricians entitled ‘On the problem whether two given samples can be
supposed to have been drawn from the same population’ (Biometrika, 16,

239-48). In this, owing to some confusionin his reference sets, he appeared

to have shownthat there were tests based on degrees of freedom v= 1, 2, and

3, all to be applied to an identical expression for y. K.P. followed this in

Biometrika, 16, 249-52, ‘On the difference and doublet testsfor ascertaining
whether two samples have been drawn from the same population’. In this,

he put forward the suggestion that, ‘if there exist two or more tests which

may be applied with equallogical validity’, e.g. using means or the standard

deviations or third momentcoefficients, the statistician ‘will, I should say,
always be guided in rejecting or accepting common origin by the most

stringent of those tests’. ‘Stringency’ might be interpreted in various ways,
but it appeared that K.P. meant that thestatistician should take the verdict
of the test, whichwhen applied to the given data, gave what could be termed

the smallest ‘P-value’.

It struck me at the time that this guiding rule was not acceptable. Indeed,
though it was two years before I began to look into the matter, I amclear
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from notes which I wrote later, that K.P.’s suggestion played a considerable
part in making melook for a more logical principle to follow in choice among
alternative statistical tests.This led to the introduction of the likelihood ratio
principle a few years later.

(5) In 1925, Fisher published his Statistical methods for research workers. It
was notwritten in a form which made the new approachreadily acceptable
to a mathematician. At the International Mathematical Congress held at
Toronto in 1924, he had read a paper establishing mathematically the
relation between the normal, chi-squared t-, and z- (or varianceratio) dis-
tributions and the tables of percentage points given in this book. But this
paper was notavailable in print until 1926 and I may not have seen an
offprint until a year or two later. Myfirst reference to the Toronto paperis
givenin a footnote to my paper on ‘Some notes on sampling tests with two
variables’ in Biometrika 21, 338 (December 1929).

That I was not alone in finding Statistical methods for research workers
difficult was recently illustrated by G.A. Barnard (Lecture Notes in Bio-
mathematics 18 (Springer, 1977) ). In his last year at school, early in 1933,
Barnardtells us he was seeking advice on howto interpret a smallstatistical
survey; he was put on to Fisher. When he remarked that he was interested
in pursuing the subject further but could find no suitable literature, Fisher
picked up a copy of Statistical methods and told him that, if he readit,
he ‘would find many statements which called for proof’, but that being a
mathematician he ought to be able to work out the proofs by himself: if he
did so, he would have learned mathematical statistics. ‘The next time,’
Barnard remarks,‘that I met Fisher was nearly twenty years later ... I was
able to tellhim that I had just the week before, more or less completed the
task he had set me nearly twenty yearsearlier!’

Forall these reasons,it is hardly surprising that in 1925-6 I wasin a state
of puzzlement, andrealized that, if | was to continue an academic career as
a mathematicalstatistician, I must construct for myself what might be termed
a statistical philosophy, which would have to combine whatI accepted from
K.P.’s large-sample tradition with the newer ideas of Fisher. As K.P. had
given the statistics courses at University College uptill 1926, I had not been
faced with the serious job of putting my conflicting thoughts into order.It
wasonly in the autumnof thatyear, as a result of an operation for cataract
undergone that summer, that K.P. wanted me to undertake some of the
lecturing work onstatistical theory.

Luckily for me I was not unduly worried by the prospect of mastering my
difficulties. At this period, the study of statisticswas not the be all and end
all ofmy activities: I was young enoughto throw myself eagerly into an April
visit to Italy between penning myletter to Gosset of 8 March 1926 and
receiving his reply of 28 May. Also, I had much in my mindthe prospect of
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a five weeks’ sail in my cousin’s schooner yacht amongthe lochs and islands

of the north-west coast of Scotland! .
It was a luckythought which caused meto write myfirst letter to Gosset,

whom of course I knew from his visits to K.P. at University College, latterly

often on his way to Rothamstedorto his father’s house at Watlington.

6.2 DIFFICULTIES ABOUT z AND 7?

This section concernstheletters in Group I, written between 7 April and 27

May 1926.

6.2.1 Editorial introduction

Gosset often called at University College when passing through Londoneither

on business for Guinness or to stay with his father at Watlington. He was the

natural person to approach about Pearson’s difficulties regarding both t and
x’. The earliest letter from Pearson to Gosset which has been preserved

(No.I.1) is dated 7 April 1926 but was not actuallyposteduntil 5 May, after
a holiday in Italy. Pearson began by referring to a recentvisit to the Fruit

Station at East Malling in Kent. While wandering amongtheapple plots, he

was suddenly struck with a doubt as to exactly whatinterpretation can be

laid on z=(xX— y)/s. Here, x is the mean ands the standard deviation of a

sample of size n from a normaldistribution with mean yw and standard
deviation o. His confusion arose because in two samples he might have a
sample point A, with coordinates (X,, s,;) and another A, with coordinates

(x2, S,) such that A, wasless likely to occur than A,, while z; was smaller

than z, and so morelikely to occur. He presented the problem using a diagram

of the joint density function f(x, s| M, a) which wasnecessarily drawn on the
scale of the unknown oa.

Whatis the z distribution telling us? We can hardly use it as a comparativecriterion

it seems to me; given two samples as at A, and A;, we cannot say that A, is more

likely to have come from a population with mean yz than is A,, because z, <z2, unless

we build up some hypothesis as to the a priori possible values of ¢, and a,. This one

naturally shuns attempting.

Of course I am verylikely trying to get something out of the zZ- distribution that I
should not, and you can put meright. But what I am beginningto feel is that you
cannot really apply any test of goodness offit or probability of random sampling
unless you actually know your population constants[i.e. parameters], or are prepared

to take the risk of their differing significantly from certain definite assumed ones. In

small samplesthis risk is very large.
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This wasthe period of the General Strike. Gosset wrote at 12.15 a.m: on

10/11 May(letter No. I.3) to say that ‘between a pusillanimous Government
and a punctilious trades union’ Pearson’s letter had only just arrived, and he
replied in detail on the following day (No.I.4).

Nowin point of fact all you are supposed to know comes under two heads:

1. that the population is normal,

2. that a given unique sample has an S.D. and a mean at a known point in the
scale of s.

Whatweare askedis ‘Whatis the chance that the meanof the population lies at any
given distance z from thismean measuredin this scale?’
When we come to draw thecorrelation surface (corresponding to the population)

that you have drawn myattention toin the scale of o we have nopossible meansof

connecting up a ands at all or even the point x=accurately with the mean of the

sample. All we can do is to find out what happensif the point x=, is at a given

distance in the scale of s from the mean of the sample.

He continued by noting that the positionsof the points A, and A, in Pearson’s
diagram were irrelevant because the positions of the actual samples were

unknown,butthat the volume underthe surface y =f(x, s|u, a) falling beyond

the section along which z was constant could be calculated and used for a

valid test. Gosset then proceededto ‘put the thing round the other way’, and

in doing so he introduced the concept of an alternative hypothesis and
raised the question of sampling non-normaldistributions, both of which were
influential in fixing the direction of Pearson’s future work. An extract from

this part ofGosset’s letter was quoted by Pearson in twopublications (1939:

LetterI; 1966).

Difficulties concerning the chi-squaredtest of goodness offit form the other

themeof letters in Group I. The test was established by K.P. in 1900 for
examining the agreement between observed and expected frequencies in

situations where parameters used to calculate the expected frequencies are

specified by hypothesis. When parameters are estimated from the sample, he

argued that conclusions of acceptance or rejection would be the same as

whenthedistribution is known a priori. This view was challenged by Fisher
in a series of papers published between 1922 and 1924, which modified the
original test using the concept of ‘degrees of freedom’, a number which is

reduced by one for each parameterefficiently estimated. Bartlett (1981)
quoted from letter of Egon Pearson dated 30 March 1979:

I knew long ago that K.P. used the ‘correct’ degrees of freedomfor (a) difference

between two samples and (b) multiple contingency tables. But he could not see that
7’ in curvefitting should be got asymptotically into the samecategory...

Egon Pearson’s letter of 7 April 1926, in which his doubts about the
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interpretation of z were expressed, concluded with an outline of similar

difficulties in regard to 7’.

The same problem seems to me to occur in Fisher’s method of attacking the y?
distribution. He considers the distribution that you would find if you were to take

repeated samples andin each case putinto 7’ the values of constants calculated from

the sample giving, say 73, instead of the true population values, which would give,

say, 77. If his algebra and assumptionsare correct he gets a definite distribution of72,

different from that of y7 which we shouldfind if using the true population constants.

But what value hasthis distribution? I feel very uncertain; just as in yourz distribution
it seems to me thatif the unknown population had actually a certain range of values

for its constants, then there well may be many samples which while giving a greater

73 than other samples, will yet be samples of more frequent occurrence—asthe true

values yj would tell us if we could get them. What the old method of approach does

is to assume that our constants calculated from the sample do notdiffer far from the

population values,so that the constants based on these, will not differ seriously from
the true 7? distribution. I think this may lead to a systematic error, since in general
73. <73 whichis not generally at all serious, except when few groupsare fitted by very

elastic curves. But it seems to me that it would be moresensible to correct 73 by

adding the mean difference yj —3 for samples with n categories, than to use 72 in the

distribution for n—p categories, a distribution which is to be interpreted—well I don’t
know how.

Gosset replied to these queries on 25 May(letter No.1I.5), the delay being

caused by his need to gain some understanding of K.P.’s basic paper.

I have nowread the xr paper in Phil. Mag. (1900) Vol. 50, 157. It may be divided

into three parts, one that I can follow as a man whocould cut a block of wood into
the rough shapeof a boat with his penknife might appreciate a model yacht cut and
rigged to scale, the second I can only compareto a conjuring trick of which I haven’t

got the key (such for example as the transformation to polar coordinates on p. 158)

and lastly quite a small part which I think I canunderstand.

Fortunately, or rather unfortunately, there is a sentence at the bottom of p. 160

whichI includein the third part and which seems to meto justify Fisher; admittedly

there may be somethingin the whole bagoftricks on the next two pages which has
deceived me butI will put it up to you (and suggest that you get hold of the classic

itself):

‘Further if e=m' — m give the error. we have

€, te,+...+@,4,,=0

Hence only n of the n+ errors are variables; the (n+ 1)th is determined when

thefirst n are known andin using formula(ii) we treat only of n variables.’

Nowas | understandit, what Fisher says amountsto this. I will take first the simplest

possible case in which you havefitted, let us say, a Poisson to a set of observations

using, naturally enough, the mean,for that purpose.
In this case you have not only |

e, te,+...+e,,,=0 (a)

but also e, + 2e,;+...+ne,.,=0 (b)
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since you have made the mean value ofrm equal to m’.
By an exactly analogous reasoning only n—1 of the n+1 errors are variables

(should we not say nowadays independent?) the (n+1)th being determined by
equation (a) and nth from equation (b), when the remaining n— 1 are known.

Furtherif the second, third or fourth moments are usedin fitting the curve you get
a third, fourth orfifth equation connecting the e’s and each time restricting the

number that can vary independently by one.
Ifyou allow this the rest of the proof seems to me to follow unaltered (though it is

to me of the conjuring trick variety) and to produce Fisher’sresult.

Pearson’s response on 28 May(letter No. 1.6) was to describe in great detail
the problem andhis difficulties. He distinguished between 7?, calculated from

s specified probabilities and associated with the density function

f(a)cytexp (— 3x7),

and 73, calculated after the estimation of c parameters and—undercarefully

prescribed conditions—associated with the density function

So) ocx252“exp( — 373).

His discussion of the relationship betweenx? and y3 is complex, but two points
seem clear:

(1) he was unconvincedby Fisher’s proofs;

(2) he continued to accept K.P. on the matter of estimation.

In the circumstances, his conclusion was hardly surprising.

I have written this out at length, but it helps to clear my own head and I hope you

will follow. In yourletter, you show you have gotto thefirst stage which I reached
some time ago onfirst casually studying Fisher, when I thought he seemed to be

probably justified. I think a lot of people come to that conclusion at first study, for
certainly the Americans who cameover here have got hold of the idea. That’s the

dangerofit; I can’t say whether those who proceed to the second stage andreadall

through Fisher and reason aboutlogic and probability come to my conclusion or not,

for I have not yet come across anyoneelse who hasdoneso.I wish I could.

6.2.2 Comments by E.S. Pearson

I cannot recall now what was the form of the doubt which struck me at

East Malling, but it would naturally have arisen when discussing there the

‘interpretation of results derived from small experimental plots. I seem to

visualize myself sitting alone on a gate thinking over the basis of ‘small-
sample’ theory and ‘mathematical statistics Mark II’. When, nearly thirty

years later (Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series B, 17, 204 (1955)),

I wrote refuting the suggestion of R.A.F. that the Neyman—Pearson approach -

to testing statistical hypotheses had arisen in industrial acceptance
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procedures,the plot which the gate was overlooking had through the passage
of time becomea blackcurrantone!

It is clear from letter No. I.1 that my approachto the z- (or t-) test wasstill

under the influence of K.P.’s view that significance should basically be judged

by referring a statistic to its distribution in sampling from a completely

specified population, although in large samples the values of the parameters

of the population, if unknown, might be replaced without muchrisk of error
by their estimates from the sample. For this reason, in my state of confused
thought, I first turned to the bivariate sampling distribution f (x, s| yu, 0c)

represented in two dimensions andthen to the distribution f(z) of z=(x— )/s.

I was puzzled because the two tests might rank the significance of two

independent samplesdifferently.

It is relevant to note that a similar criticism of Student’s z-test wasstill
confusing K.P. when in 1931 hecriticized the use by Gosset of this test in

connection with the Lanarkshire milk experiment (Biometrika, 23, 409-15

(1931)).

Gosset’s answeringletter, No. I.4, at once made the obviousand convincing

point that my introduction of the distribution f(x, s| 4, o) was irrelevant since
the essential nature of the problem was that ¢ was unknown.I was almost
certainly not satisfied with the particular presentation which he gave sup-

porting the use of z, but his letter left me with two fundamentalideas:

(a) The rational human mind did not discard a hypothesis unless it could

conceiveat least one plausible alternative hypothesis.

(b) It was desirable to explore the sensitivity of his z-test to departures from

normality in the population,i.e. the question which waslater to be termed

by G.E. P. Box that of robustness.

There was one remark in his reply which I might usefully have taken up but
_ did not: he wrote ‘... but we can bet on the probability that the mean of the

population shall lie within any given distance of the known mean of the
sample ...’. He wasclearly using an inverse probability approach, which, as

already mentioned, had appeared in his 1908 papers on ‘The probable error

of a mean’ and ‘Probable error of a correlation coefficient’. |

Discussion between us on this matter in the summerof 1926 might have

broughtoutthe fact that the probability statements:

Pr {z= (X— yp) /S< —2,2}= 3a and Pr {z=(%—p)/s> — Zq/2} = 30

where 2,;. is the upper 100 x 3a% point of the z-distribution for v=n—1

degrees of freedom, can be inverted into

Pr {X +8 Z/2 = U(X, S) > w} = 4a and Pr {X — $ 24/2 = f2(X, 8) <u} = 3a.

From these, we might havereached the statement

Pr {u,(X, 8)<pw<p)(x,s)}=1—a. 7 (A)
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If the calculation of the variable limits 4; (%,s) and pu. (X,s) could be
regardedas a rule of behaviour to be followed when drawing a sample ofsize
n from any normalpopulation, then (A) would have provided Neyman’s confi-

dence interval for the unknown yz. Of course, redefining s? as X,(x,;— X)7/ (n—1)

= ,(x,—)?/o and substituting t/v'/? for z, the limits t,,. could, in 1926, —
have been obtained from Table IV of Fisher’s 1925 Statistical methods for
research workers, for 1—a=0.90, 0.95, and 0.99. But the underlying phil-
osophy had not yet surfaced: that the consequencesofa ‘rule of behaviour’

applied in the long run could influence judgement when applied to a single

sample of observations. It is possible that it was because this philosophy

was not found acceptable by Fisher that he introduced the idea of fiducial

probability.
A similar line of reasoning could of course have been applied in 1926 to

derive confidence limits for a? based on s?, using Fisher’s Table III of the

percentage points of x7. It is interesting to note that, although the foremost

reason for computing and publishing percentage point tables of t and vy? may

have been the reluctance of K.P. to allow Fisher to reproduce the Biometrika
copyrighttables of the probability integrals of these statistics,* the existence
of such a new form of tables madeit easier to illustrate and follow out in
practice the rule of behaviour concept in deriving confidence limits. Thus,

when in 1932, Waclaw Pitkowski, on the basis of Neyman’s lectures in

Warsaw gave a confidence interval for a mean based on the t-distribution,

he wasable to take t.)., for v= 4 from Fisher’s table of 1925 (or perhaps from
the 1928 edition). Without this table he would have had to interpolate
backwardsin one of Student’s tables ofthe probability integral of z (Biometrika,
1908 and 1917) or of t (Metron, 1925). Whether the availability of Fisher’s

type of tables in any way influenced Neymanin his putting forward his

confidenceinterval ideas in his Warsawlectures, I do not know. | |
- No commentsof minereplying to Gosset’s letter No. I.4 have survived, but
during the summer and autumn of 1926 I must have been turning over in

my mindhis suggestion regarding ‘alternative hypotheses’.
He gave mehis views on the y” degrees of freedom controversyin his letter

No. 1.5, of 25 May, to which I replied three dayslater in No. I.6, a letter which

gave methe opportunity of putting mydifficulties on paper. Clearly, I was in

a state of some puzzlement over this problem also.If, using some hindsight,

I try to summarize thesedifficulties, the position appears as follows.

In the z-test problem my geometrical approach led to my presentation of
the situation in the two-dimensional(xX, s) space. As I was familiar with K.P.’s

1900 paper in which he speaks of y as being constant on hyperellipsoidal

contours in a space of k dimensions, where k is the number of frequency

*Becauseofthecritical financial position of Biometrika, K.P. was afraid thatifsomeofits tables
were published elsewhere, this would affect sales of Tables forstatisticians and biometricians.
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groups, it was inevitable that I should think of the grouped sample as rep-

resented by a point (n,,n2, ..., m,) in this space, subject to the single linear
restriction, &n,= N, the sample size. When the k population expectationsi,

were known,the P usedin the test was therefore the integral of the probability

density falling beyond the hyperellipsoid on which the sample pointfell. But

when the expectations m, were obtained by fitting a curve to the sample

frequencies, what logical reason wasthere,I asked, for using the integral.

| r-| F(x2)dx2 /\ F(x2)dx2

X2 0

as the criterion of goodnessoffit? Here the 7, andf(y.) are defined by(ii) and

(v) of myletter No. I.6. |

Assuming that asymptotically the distribution of7, withits reduceddegrees

of freedom were correct if the m,; were obtained by a method of maximum-

likelihood fit, there would also be a distribution of 7. when the fit was by
moments, though this might be hard to derive, giving say an integral P”.
Except for convenience in reaching the simple integraloff(y.) with its reduced

degrees of freedom, why I wondered instinctively would P’ be a better guide

to judgement than P”? This wasthe ‘second stage’, with its question to which

I had not been able to find an answer.

It wasonly later after my introduction of the likelihood ratio principle that,

in the geometrical terms which appealed tome,I realized that, if the fit was
carried out by minimizing y7, the P” could be shown asymptotically to be an

integral in the k-dimensional space outside the envelope of hyperspheres

whose centres were constrained to move on a k—c dimensional prime.It was

in this way, with Neyman’shelp, in 1927-8 that I obtainedsatisfaction!

Again,I had nofurther correspondence with Gosset on this problem, and

after my letters of May 1926 thereis a six months’ gap when the development.
of my thoughts went, as it were, into a tunnel—no written record Raving
survived.

6.3 ORDER STATISTICS AND RANGE

This section concernstheletters in GroupII, written between 16 April 1926

and 23 March 1927. |

6.3.1 Editorial introduction

Galton’s work on heredity led him to ideas of order statistics and percentiles.
The first volume of Biometrika contains his memoir on ‘The most suitable

proportion between the valuesoffirst and secondprizes’, and, in a note which

immediately follows, K.P. considers the problem offinding an expression for
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the mean difference between the pth and (p+ 1)th orderstatistics in a sample

of size n.
A further investigation of the problem, so as to study the distributions

involved, was madein papers published in Biometrika for 1925 by J. Oscar
Irwin and LeonardH.C. Tippett, who were both working in the Biometric

Laboratory at thetime. On 16 April 1926 (letter No. II.1), Gosset asked Egon

Pearson for advice.

"WhenI wasover the other day I heard that you were lookinginto the distributions

of the range for small samples and, as this seemsto afford one solution of the problem
of rejection or repetition of observations, I am writing in case you could help with my

particular trouble.

I am concerned with the question of whenit is advisable to repeat routine chemical

analyses which have already been donein duplicate, either becauseit is the routine

to do so or because thefirst result appeared to be remarkable. Further than this we

have the same problem with triplets and quadruplets, the latter especially being a

regularly occurring case of certain contract samples which are always analysed four

times, and whenrepetitions are made weget quintets, hextets, etc. We keep in pretty
close touch with the errors of our analysis and for this purpose we may consider that

the Standard Error is known. Thereis, therefore, no great difficulty about the pairs

(assuming normality of the Error distribution) as their difference belongs to a normal

population of known Standard Deviation (a,/2).
- In the case oftriplets Irwin’s (Biom. XVII 241) table gives a means of estimating

the improbability of one analysis lying wide of the other two andif necessary I think

I can calculate the constants of the range of samples of 3 since,if I am not mistaken,*
the three differences x, — x, X, — x; and x,—x,, when takenfor an infinite numberof

samples of 3 give in the aggregate a normal population of differences and between

that and Irwin’s table on page 107 the thing can be got out by simple algebra.

(Incidentally Irwin’s mean value for the difference between Ist and 2nd individual,

whichhe apparently took from yourfather’s early paper as .8458 should, I think, be

8463 (=3/2z'/2), but the difference is not material.) —
But when we cometo samples of 4, or, when further repetitions have been made,

of 5 or 6, there are no published tables giving either the rangedistribution orthat of

the outside interval andif you have calculated any such I should be very glad to have

them.

*As I may be;I should like your opinion asto this.

He wrote again the following day(letter No. I.2) to say that he had ‘stumbled

on a theorem’, connecting 7,,,, the mean difference between the pth and
_(p+1)th order statistics, and r,, the mean range, both for samples of size n.
The remainderofthe correspondencein GroupII established that the theorem

wasuseless for his purpose, and concluded with numerical aspects offitting

Pearson curves. :
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6.3.2 Comments by E.S. Pearson

Gosset always studied papers published in Biometrika with a view to seeing

whether any of the theory or tables which they contained would be of help

to him in the analysis of data which had to be interpreted in the Dublin

brewery. In the three papers(a), (b), and (c) listed on p. 87 below,the theory

assumedthat(i) the population sampled was normaland(ii) that its standard
deviation was known. As explained in his letter II.1 of 16 April, he was
concerned with a problem of routine chemical analysis where it was desirable

to discard what might be termed outlying observations, before estimating a

mean, and also where there was sufficient past evidence to provide what

could be regarded as a sufficiently accurate value of the standard error o of

well-carried-out analyses. The numberof observations in a sample might be
only two or even aslarge as six or more. |
The procedure which he would like to carry out was evidently that which

he was to advocate later on pp. 161-2 of his paper on ‘Errors in routine

analysis’, comparing the range in the complete sample with the assumed

knownstandard deviation and discarding successive observationsas outliers
until the ratio of the range of the remaining n—1, n—2,... to a fell below
the prescribed upperlimit of the distribution of w/c.

Irwin in papers (a) and (b) had given approximate sampling distributions

of the distance between the first two orderstatistics, e.g. of y,,; and y,.>, in

terms of o, but had gone no further. Tippett, in paper (c), had computed the
mean values of w/o to five decimal place accuracy for n=2(1)1000 but—
and only to less accuracy—the standard deviation of w/o and £,(w), B2(w)

for n= 2, 10, 20, 60, 100, 200, 500, 1000.
If his proposed outliers test was to be applied, Gosset needed to know the

distribution of w/o for n=3, 4, 5, at least. In his letter II.2 of 17 April, he
thought that he had found a solution by expressing the mean intervals y,,,
between the pth and (p+ 1)th individuals in terms of the mean rangesr,, ',—1,
... Which Tippett had computed(in a later notation r,, was written as E(w,),

etc.). He determinedtherelationsfor 7,, ;.7,,, 2 and in a typical ‘Student manner’
guessed that these could begeneralized to
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I established this ‘guess’ and at Gosset’s suggestion put it in a note added on

p. 193-4 of my paper(d), referred to below, using the w of Tippett in place

of the r of Gosset’s letter.
As stated in his next letter to me, II.3 of 28 April, Gosset quickly realized
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that the difference equation led him nowhere, as he could not determinefrom
it the higher momentsof the y,,, which he required to estimate distributions |
of 7,,p needed to give the critical limits wanted for his ‘discard’ procedure.
However, by this time, my paper (d) published in the July 1926 issue of

Biometrika was at press, so that Gosset wasableto fill the gap left by Tippett

at n= 3, 4, 5, and 6,to fit Pearson curves using mean w,and the approximate

a(w), B,(w), and f,(w); from these, he obtained the significance levels y for
w/o which he used in the proposed outlier technique of his paper on ‘Errors

in routine analysis’. The attempt described in letters II.1—6 therefore became

irrelevant, but the incident illustrates Gosset’s way of attempting to adapt

published theory and computation of others to a practical brewery problem.

Theletters Nos. II.8, 9 of March 1927 show that I wasalready wanting to
use his empirical curves to get approximationsto the distribution of range in
samples of n=10 (see E.S. Pearson and N.K. Adanthaya, Biometrika

(December 1928), last line of p.357 and Table I for my first account of

experimental sampling work in hand in the Departmentof Statistics during

1927-8).
A moreextendedinvestigation into the distribution of range was published

in a later paper (Biometrika, 24, 404-17 (1932)).

Papers published in Biometrika with which letters I.1—8 are concerned

(a) J.O. Irwin (1925). The further theory of Galton’s Individual Difference

Problem. Biometrika, 17, 100-128. He here derived the moments of the

differences between the pth and qth ‘order statistics’ in samples from a

~ normal population. The unit ofmeasurement wasthe population standard
deviation oc. | |

(b) J. O. Irwin (1925). On a criterion for the rejection of outlying observations.

Biometrika, 17, 238-50.Again o must be known,andhe gave a warning

that in substituting the sample s for o, error would be involvedif the

sample was small. Three numerical examples were provided, the first
being 15 astronomical observations taken from Chauvenet’s Astronomy;

the other two examples contained 17 and 424 observations, respectively.

(c) L.H.C. Tippett (1925). On extreme individuals and the range of samples

taken from a normal population. Biometrika, 17, 364-87. Although this

problem had received some previous consideration, Tippett’s treatment
both in theory andin the use of computational proceduresandin giving
checks by random sampling was more thorough than any previous work.

Besides providing a table of the mean range to five decimal places for

n= 2(1)1000in unitsofthe population standard deviation o, he computed

values of o(w), 8, (w), and £,(w) for n=2, 10, 20, 60, 100, 200, 500,
~~ 1000 to three decimalplaces, remarking that in the case of the £-values

little reliance could be placed on thefinal figure. His table of mean ranges
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opened the wayfor the useof a single range or the mean rangeof several

equal-sized samples, in industrial quality control problems.

A furtherfeature of his work wasthat he prepared the ‘Table ofrandom

numbers’ published in 1927 as the Department’s Tracts for Computers
No. XV, which gave a great spur to research involving simulation sam-

pling. . |

(d) E.S. Pearson (1926). Further note on thedistribution of range in samples

taken from a normal population. Biometrika, 18, 173-94. The main

purposeof this paper was to supplement Tippett’s values of o(w) at n= 3,
4, 5, 6, and to computeestimates of 8,(w) and £,(w) at these four values
of n and also toprovide greater accuracy for these three moment values

at sample sizes for which Tippett had provided results.

(e) Student (1927). Errors in routine analysis. Biometrika, 19, 151-64. On

p. 162 a table of approximate 10, 5, and 2% points of w/o for n=2(1) 10

is given. The points for n=2(1) 6 and 10 were derived by quadrature
applied to Pearson curves having the moments given in paper (d), while

those of n= 7, 8, 9 were obtained by interpolation.

6.4 RANDOM NUMBERS AND SAMPLING EXPERIMENTS

This section concernstheletters in GroupIII, written between 13 May 1927

and 7 December 1928.

6.4.1 Introduction by E.S. Pearson

6.4.1.1 Computation and random numbers

It will be useful to preface a discussion of these Group III letters by giving

somefuller details on the work of the Biometric Laboratory duringthe period

1920-5. The southern half of the Bartlett Building along GowerStreet,

completed in 1914, had been assigned for the use of the newly created
Departmentof Applied Statistics, but when war broke out it was handed over

to the University College Hospital for the use of woundedsoldiers. It was

not until 1920 that it became available to meet its original purpose. Still

maintaining the division between a Galton Eugenics Laboratory and a Bio-

metric Laboratory,it is of interest to record somee of the research output falling
underthe second heading.

Starting from mathematical tables undertaken by K.P. in connection with

work on bomb andanti-aircraft shell trajectories in connection with work

for the Admiralty and Ministry of Munitions, he had the idea of issuing a

series known as Tracts for Computers. Included underthis title were some of
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thepreliminary sections of A.J. Thompson’s immense project of 20-figure
logarithm tables. In addition, some ten to twelve Tracts on a great variety of

subjects had been completed by 1925. TheTables of the incomplete gamma

function, the computation of which had long been in hand, wasfinally

completed and published by H.M.Stationery Office in 1922.*
Work on the computationofthe ‘sister’ Tables of the incomplete beta function

maybesaid to havestarted seriously with H.E. Soper’s exploration of com-
putational methodsin Tractsfor Computers No.VII of 1921, although thefinal

table, involvingmuchcooperative effort was not published until 1934.

Other workundertaken duringthese active years, 1920-5,by the Biometric
Laboratory, its staff, and research students can be traced in the pages of
Biometrika; it included Irwin’s two papers on the distribution of intervals
between ‘orderstatistics’ already referred to onp. 86 above; several papers

attemptingto develop frequency surfaces which were not bivariate normal;
and a good dealof attentionto the sampling moments of moments, reaching

downto results for small samples. In thelatter connection, there were tables

of mathematical functions, but no attempts to apply these results.

It was in the middle of the 1920s that a newline of research was opened
out. Thisis illustrated by the publication of two papers:

(a) A.E. R. Church’s papers in Biometrika, 17, 79-83 (1925) and 18, 321-

94 (1926); in the latter were carried out random sampling experiments

to test whether Pearsoncurveswith the correctfirst four moments would

fit distributions of variance in samplesofsize 10, obtained experimentally

from normal and non-normalpopulations;

(b) L.H.C. Tippett’s paper in Biometrika 17, 364-87 (1925). In this, the

distributions were. tackled of the extreme individuals andof the range

(w= Xn) — X11)) in samples of sizes n= 2,. , 1000from a normal popu-

lation. | Oo |

This work on the distribution of the range was to be of great value in

connection with industrial quality control and for various uses in the appli-

cation of what J.W. Tukey called ‘quick and dirty’ methods. What was
commonto both these lines of research, (a) and (b), was the need for some

relatively speedy method of drawingartificial random samples from a specified

population. Drawing small cardboard tickets had been tried by Studentin
1906, but had not been found altogether successful becauseof thedifficulty
of adequate shuffling between successive draws (with replacement). Both
Church and Tippett found the same thing; the former had thentried using

coloured beads, each colour representing observations from a particular

*For a historical account of the development of this project, planned in 1903 |or 1904, see
pp. vii-ix of K. P.’s Introduction to the Tables.
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population frequency group, but bias was introduced because beadsof differ-

ent colours were notall quite of the samesize.

It was then that K.P. suggested to Tippett the idea of preparing a list of
‘randomnumbers’. These numbers were subsequently published as Tracts for

Computers No. XV in 1927, but had been used by both Tippett and Church

while still in manuscript form. In his foreword to this Tract, K.P. wrote:

A very large amount of labour has been spent in recent years in testing various —

statistical theories by aid ofartificial random samples; in many cases the theory itself
may only be approximate or it may be mathematically correct when Noo, where
Nis the size of the sample. In the former casesit is desirable to have some practical
experience of the degree of approximation and in the latter case to ascertain what

value of N for statistical practice may be considered to approach infinity. Occasionally

the two desirabilities are combined as when we assumea given correlation table to -

be practically a [bivariate] normaldistribution and determine the probable error of |

its coefficient as if that coefficient in small- or even moderate-sized samples followed
a normallawofdistribution.

The second paragraph of the foreword starts:

In order to get over the difficulty of random sampling for experimental purposes in

the Biometric Laboratory, its Director suggested to Mr L.H.C. Tippett, when he was

struggling with ‘ticket’ sampling, that he should replace the whole system of tickets
by a single random system of numbers ranging from 0000 to 9999. These numbers,
if truly random, could be used in a great variety of ways for artificial sampling. In
order to form this table of random numbers 40,000 digits were taken at random from

_ census reports and combined byfours to give 10,000 numbers[offour digits].

To illustrate how the numbers might be used, K.P. gave three examples:

(a) drawing samples of n= 10 from a grouped normaldistribution;

(b) drawing samples of 100 (with replacement) from a 2 x 2 table;

(c) sampling from a 5 x 6 contingencytable.

6.4.1.2 Sampling experiments and studies of robustness: the contribution by
Guinness’s brewers

The existence of these random numbers opened outthe possibility scarcely

dreamed of before, of carrying out a great variety of experimental

programmes, particularly of answering in considerable depth and breadth

the kind of questions about the robustnessof the ‘normal theory’ tests based
on z (or t), s?, r and x? raised by Gossetin his letter to me of 11 May 1926,
(No. 1.4). This programme IJ started on in 1927 and results began to appear,

as they becameavailable, in Biometrika papers published between 1928 and

1931. In the sampling and computation process, I had help from a variety of
workers, but in particular from N.K. Adyanthaya, a postgraduate student
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who combineda two-yearstatistics course (1927-9) with the sampling work

with me.

Theletters between Gosset and myselfputtogether in Group III make many
references to this programme;of particular interest to Gosset was the piece

of research sampling undertaken by G.F.E. Story, to be published.at the end
of 1928 under the pseudonym of ‘Sophister’.

Following the example ofsending Gosset to Londonfor part ofthe University

Session 1906-7 to study statistics under K.P., Arthur Guinness Son & Co.

Ltd., no doubt at Gosset’s suggestion, had sent Edward Somerfield in 1922 to
work with R. A. Fisher at Rothamsted. Then, in 1927, it was suggested that
George F. E. Story be sent to work for a good part of the session 1927-8 under
K.P. at University College. For Story, as in the case of Gosset, it was arranged

that attendanceat lectures and gaining experience from workingout associ-

ated numerical examples should be combined. Probably becausethefirm did

not wish it to be known byrival brewersthat they were training some of

their scientific staff in statistical theory and its application, these men were

only allowed to publish under pseudonyms.Just as Gossethad been ‘Student’,
Somerfield was ‘Mathetes’ and Story was‘Sophister’. Two other membersof
Guinness’sstaff, E. L. Kidd and Launce McMullen attended statistical course

at University College and A.L. Murray worked underFisher. In the 1920s,

very few scientists in industry made use of mathematicalstatistical methods:

there wasthis large group at Guinness’s, L. H. C. Tippett at the Cotton Industry

Research Laboratories, and Bernard Dudding in the Research Laboratory of
the General Electric Co. But no doubt there were others whoseexistence I

have overlooked.

Gosset’s letters to me contain a numberofreferencesto the help he received

from Somerfield in producing certain data for me and in checking numerical

calculations. But, in the case of Story, while the arrangements for his visit
and general supervision of his work were made between K.P. and Guinness’s,
the detailed planning of the research project he was to undertake wasleft for
discussion between Gosset and myself. oo

After first considering whether he should draw random samples from a

symmetric, leptokurtic distribution, probably represented by a Pearson type

VI (or Student) curve, we ultimately agreed on the choice of a skew type III

or gammadistribution, with 8, =0.50 and £, = 3.75. Since, to introduce the
random numbersamplingprocess, it was necessary to break up the population

into a large numberofequally spaced frequency groups, the beta coefficients

of the grouped population actually sampled could not be made to agree

exactly with those of the continuoustype III distribution—in fact, Story’s

population histogram hadvalues of 8, = 0.49 and £,= 3.72.

For one thousand samples of n= and a thousandof n= 20, Story derived
the empirical distributions of means x, variances s? (and s), range w, and

Student’s z= (X— p)/s. |
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6.4.2 Edited version of E.S. Pearson’s comments

In 1927, Pearson had been put on a small committee ofthe British Association
for the Advancementof Science. He then madehisfirst contact with Fisher,
whowasthe secretary. A report was produced entitled ‘Biological measure-

ments; recommendations for the taking and presentation of biological
measurements, and to bring such before persons or bodies concerned’. In
drafting thereport, the question arose of whether the sum of squares about
the mean should be divided by n or n—1. Pearson asked Gosset for his

opinion, and on 13 May 1927 (letter No.III.1) Gosset suggested the following
statementfor the text, notin a footnote.

The Standard Deviation has been defined both as

( ——) “ and as ( —) 12

and both formulae are to be foundin different textbooks. The formeris calculated to

give a mean value which is independent of the size of the sample and so that of the
population. On the other hand with large samples the difference between the formulae

is quite negligible while the arithmetical work in the calculation offurther statistics

is much simplified. On the wholeit is probably better to use N— 1 with small samples

and N with large. The important thing howeveris to state clearly which formulais
being used in each case.

  

Pearson’s presence on the committee had been suggested to Fisher by Gosset,

whoreferred to the question when writing to Fisher on 1 June 1927 (Guinness
Collection, No. 83).

I hope you and E.S.P. have managedto ‘find a formula’. He wrote me quite a nice
letter in which, as it seemedto me, he appreciated your point of view quite as well as

his own, but I have not heard what you thoughtof (his version of) my suggestion.

However the relations between Fisher and Pearson in 1927 might have
developed, harmony wasrudely shattered by Pearson’s 1929 review of Stat-
istical methods for research workers, discussed in § 6.5.
The frequency of the exchange in Group III arose from the fact that a

number of the letters were concerned withtheresearch programme which

Story had in hand. Pearson wrote on 28 July 1927 (letter No. III.2) about
the problem on which Story should be put when he cameto University College

in October, and suggested a studyofthe distribution of Student’s z in samples
from a skew population, later specified bya type II curve. Gossett used the

results coming out of Story’s research to emphasize in several letters (9

November 1927 and 4 January, 14 April, and 21 May 1928; Nos. III.7,9,
13, 15) that z (or Fisher’s t) should be used as a two-tail test. This view was
in accordance withthe table of percentage points oft, published first by Fisher
as Table IV on p. 137 of the 1925 edition of Statistical methods for research
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workers. Gosset’s explanation of his view was based ona folded-over version

of the z-distribution presented as follows on 4 January 1928 (letter No. III.9)

and again on 14 April and 21 May 1928(letters Nos.III.13, 15).

As the population is unknown, skewness can have nodefinite direction with me

andit is reasonable to suppose that in the long run the skewnesswill go one way as

often as theother so that I must consider Story’s population in conjunction with the

corresponding population with the opposite skewness. To do this I merely have to
reverse the sign of the z’s and add the new frequencydistribution to the old andit is

this combined frequency which I want to compare with Student’s integral.

Pearson doubtedat first (12April and 19 April 1928; letters Nos. I.12, 14)
whether this explanation gave an adequate answer to many problems but
eventually agreed (6 October 1928; letter No.III.19) that he had mis-
understood the point.

Story presented an interim report to Gosset on 19 January 1928(letter

No.III.10) and described on 4 July 1928 (letter No. III.16) how his research

was being concluded. The results were published in December 1928 (Bio-

metrika, 20A) under the pseudonym of ‘Sophister’ and put forward Student's

view in the following terms.

So if we use ‘Student’s’ Tables to decide whether a given sample has been drawn

from a population of which we only know the mean,these results suggest that we

shall be right in the long run provided that the skewness of the population does not

exceed that used in this paper.

Karl Pearson added a footnote to this sentence.

Supposing 50% of prisoners tried for murder were acquitted and the remainder
found guilty, should we be right in the long run to drop the trial and toss up for

judgement? Ed.

Gosset’s letter of 18 May 1929 (No.III.24) was partially reproduced as Letter.

II in Pearson (1939). The concluding paragraphrefers to K.P.’s footnote, and

Gosset enclosed a suggested note for Biometrika, reproduced with Letter II,
written in reply to his mistaken criticism. There is no record of whether

Pearson showedthe draft to K.P. but, as Gosset anticipated, the matter was

taken up in a joint paper by Pearson and Adyanthayapublished in December

1929 (Biometrika, 21), which refers to Student’s views on pp. 262 and 274.
During the period of Story’s investigation, work on the robustness of

Student’s z in samples from rectangular and triangular populations was
published by Shewhart and Winters of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in

Journal of the American Statistical Association. Gosset’s letter of 4 July 1928

(No. IfJ.17) drew Pearson’s attention to their results and made brief

comments. This is the first mention of Walter A. Shewhart, who exerted a

friendly influence on Pearson and was invited to lecturein London after
Pearson’s American visit of 1931.
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The correspondence in Group III ran parallel to Pearson’s joint work

with Neyman and so wasnaturally directed towards questionsofstatistical

inference. Pearson’s letter of 28 July 1927 (No.III.2) referred not only to the
robustness of Student’s z but also to the distributions of two criteria provided
by the likelihood ratio approach. They were z’, appropriate for shifts in the

midpoint of a rectangular population, and z”, appropriate for shifts in the

start of an exponential population, in both cases when the parameters meas-

uring the population variability were unknown. Inspired by Gosset’s seminal

letter of 11 May 1926 (No. I.4), Pearson had in mind an ambitious programme

of sampling from skew distributions, but his next letter (1 August 1927,
No.III.3) shows that Gosset had pointed out that the brewers were concerned

in their routine analyses with long-tailed symmetric distributions. A conse-

quence was that Adyanthaya was put on to sampling from type VII (i.e.

symmetrical IV) curves, and Pearson asked (1 November 1927, letter

No. III.4) how large £, should be. Gosset replied on 6 November (letter

No. IlI.5) with information from Somerfield and suggestions about the sam-
pling procedure. On 12 April 1928 (letter No. III.12), Pearson discussed the
distribution of z’ and described Adyanthaya’s samplingresults for symmetrical

populations other than the rectangular. After Neyman and Pearson published

their paper in Biometrika for July 1928, Pearson wrote on 6 October (letter

No.III.19) to acknowledge that Gosset had suggested the idea ofan alternative
hypothesis and took the opportunity of setting out more fully the Neyman
and Pearson approach,as it had been developed at that date.

The derivation of the sampling distribution of z’ provided Pearson with a
lead to the comparison of the sensitivity of alternative tests of a statistical

hypothesisby a study of what Neymanand he afterwards termed their power

functions. He worked onthis line of approach with Adyanthaya’s help using
experimental sampling, and the results were published in their joint paper

mentioned above. Here, Tables V and VII record thefirst, largely empirical,

power functions for z and z’, respectively. Such experimental and visual

approaches came to Pearson naturally and in fact it was only through

them that he could see what were the mathematical problems to solve. The
mathematician Neyman considered that real progress had to be made in
another way, and,in retrospective articles concerned withthedifficultyof
mathematical research, he seems to have overlooked the fact that their joint

work during the years 1927-30 led to ideas that were fundamentalto their

progress, for example

(i) the conceptof thelikelihood ratio principle led to the derivation of ‘good
tests’ in situations where no uniformly most powerful test existed,i.e. it

led to answers wherethe results of the 1933 Philosophical Transactions

paper could not be applied; |

_ (ii) the essential study of the robustness of ‘normal theory’ and othertests;
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(iii) experimentation which alone perhaps made it possible to grasp the

concept of power.

In this way, the contributions of Neyman and Pearson were complementary.

Pearson’sletter of 7 November 1927 (No.III.6) introducedin a crude visual
way a methodby which the problem ofinterval estimation might be tackled.

He made a vague and undefined suggestion of some form of inverse dis-
tribution for the shapecoefficient 8, based on the sample value b,. Themethod
resembles the standard procedure of finding a ‘confidence distribution’ but

wasapplied to a problem which remainsunsolved. Pearson made a cardboard

model representing the visual concept which was used in lectures at Uni-

versity College and in 1931 at the University of Iowa.
Gosset’s letter of 18 May 1929 (No.III.24) has perhaps the widest coverof

any whichhesentto Pearson. It marks the end of GroupII, in the sense that

the discussions regarding Story’s work and Pearson’sexperimental sampling

exploration are wound up. Gosset emerges as a practical man who combined

probability measures derived from application of what were the theoretically

correct methods for testing a statistical hypothesis or for estimation, with

other considerations—vague prior knowledge, economic limitations, and
approximatenessof the mathematical model.

6.5 REVIEW OF‘STATISTICAL METHODS FOR RESEARCH WORKERS’

This section concernsthe letters in Group IV, written between 8 June and 30
September 1929.

6.5.1 Editorial introduction

Statistical methods for research workers wasfirst published in 1925. Twenty-

five years later, Yates (1951) describedthe reception of the book.

As is only to be expected with a book that marks such a fundamental break

with tradition, its full significance was not immediately recognized. Nevertheless the

reviewers of the first edition did perceive that the book was an important one, and

they confined their criticisms mainly to lack of due deference to authority and to

questions on intelligibility and presentation.

One of the reviewers was Egon Pearson, in Science Progress, and when the
second edition appeared in 1928 he reviewed the book again, this time in

Nature. There followed a chain of twenty-eight letters extending over four

months of 1929.
The review (8 June) acknowledged the need for small-sample methods and

pointed to Fisher’s considerable extension of statistical theory in that direc-
tion. However, the book was criticized for not sufficiently emphasizing the
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assumption of normality on which many of the methods were based, and
Pearson questioned thestress on the ‘exactness’ of tests when they became
moreorless inexact for populations which diverged from normality.

That the tests, for example, connected with the analysis of variance are far more

dependent on normality than those involving ‘Student’s’ z (or t) distribution is almost
certain, but noclear indication of the need for caution in their application is given to |
the worker. It would seem wiser in the long run, even in a text-book, to admit the
incompleteness of theory in this direction, rather than risk giving the reader the
impression that the solution of all his problems has been achieved.

Fisher sent a letter of complaint to the Editor of Nature and on 17 Junethis
was forwarded to Pearson for comment. The letter has not survived, but
Fisher seems to have regarded the review as offensive, and to have taken
particular exception to the remarks about‘exactness’. Pearson drafted a reply
(18 June), in the course of which he quoted from an article by Tolley (1929),

_ who hadwarned that standard analyses of economic data were limited by
the fact that most of the frequency distributions were not normal, but that
new methods were nowavailable.

Recently, however, the English schoolofstatisticians has developed formulas and
probability tables to accompany them which,theystate, are applicable regardless of
the form of the frequency distribution. These formulas are given in R. A.Fisher’s book,
Statistical methodsfor research workers, published in 1925.

At this stage, Gosset visited University College, and Pearson showed him
Fisher's letter. Gosset volunteered to write to Fisher, and much of what
followed consisted of exchanges between these two, with Pearson on the
sidelines but kept in touch by Gosset. |
Whenhe opened the exchange (19 June), Gosset expressed profounddis-

appointment that Fisher’s letter to Nature was rather intemperate, drew
attention to Tolley’s article, and took the line that Pearson was regularly
asked about howfar Fisher’s methods applied in non-normal samples, had a
real appreciation for Fisher, and was genuinely trying to work with him in
spite of the delicate position vis-a-vis Karl Pearson. Fisher replied (20 June)
to say that the reason he was annoyed wasnot because the review expressed
doubts concerning the accuracy of his methods when applied to non-normal
data, but becauseof the implication that this accuracy was whatheclaimed,
and he asked whetherthere wasanybasis for Tolley’s statement in Gosset’s
writings. After expressing annoyance at some length, he concluded more
calmly.

I do not think an agreed statement should beat all impossible, but I am not writing
to E.S.P. until I hear from you again, as I want to be sure that you have a glimmer
of what I am drivingat.
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In his second letter (24 June), Gosset brought another character into play,

his assistant Edward Somerfield, who had been a pupil ofFisher at Rothamsted
and had corrected the proofs of his book. Asked to express an opinion,
Somerfield thought the review was good, and was shocked to find how
much he ignored the question of normality. Gosset’s letter transmitted this

information, rebutted Fisher’s charge that Pearson had imputed dishonesty,

noted that Fisher had forgotten to say ‘one word’ about how ‘exactness’

depended on normality, advised Fisher that his business was to solve the
practical problem of how much non-normality mattered, explained that
Gosset was innocent of misleading Tolley, and ended by suggesting how
Fisher’s letter to Nature could be modified so as to put his point of view from

Gosset’s angle. | |
Fisher’s reply (27 June) opened andclosed peacefully.

Why do you not write to Nature and let me withdraw myletter? I imagine you

could say what would be better than nothing from mypoint of view, and harmless

to all others, ... Anyhow see what you can do, if you will. I do not think I like

unpleasantness more than you do.

However, much of the letter was far from peaceful, and the reference to

Somerfield was evidently unwelcome.

What has Somerfield to do with it? As I understandit there is a a-Somerfield who

would not give too hoots for normality, and f-Somerfield who is shocked at his

ignorance and indifference. You think f-Somerfield is the wiser man, so does he; in
the absence of evidence I cannot see any ground for judging between them. But you

are not content with condemning« as thevillain; it appears that I am responsible for

his villainy, which I could not be even if I had nursed him through his teethings.

Fisher répeated his charge that the review indicated he had madea false

claim. He expressed the view that normality wasthe least importantdifficulty
when choosing good examples, and that a change of variate would doall
that was wanted.

- T have fairly often applied a z-test to crude values, and to log values, even when

the translation is a severe strain, as in an early paper on potatoes with Miss Mackenzie,

but have never found it to make any importantdifference. —

Gosset agreed on 28 June to write to Nature. As to Fisher’s remarks on
normality, |

... I think you must for the moment consent to be analysed into a-Fisher the

eminent mathematician and f-Fisher the humble applier of his formulae.
Nowit’s «-Fisher’s business,or I think it is, to supply the world’s needsinstatistical

formulae: true f-Fisher doesn’t think the particular ones that I want are necessary

but between ourselves that’s just his cussedness. In any case I quite agree that what
we are doing with non-normal distributions is no business of either of them;it is
merely empirical whereas «-Fisher is interested in the theoretical side and f-Fisher in

whatever seems good to him. But when f-Fisher says that thedetailed examination
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of the data is his business and proceeds to examine them by meansoftables, which

are strictly true only for normally distributed variables I think I’m entitled to ask him
whatdifference it makesifin fact the samples are not taken from this class ofvariables.

And moreoverheis so far tolerant of the question as to instance cases in which a

violent transformation made butlittle difference. That’s what I believe but what I

don’t feel entitled to assume.

There was something for everyone in the letter which Gosset drafted
(28 June) from Student to Nature. Tolley’s statement was described as the

impression that a careless reader may get; Pearson’s review was moderated

in tone by changing ‘admit’to ‘stress’ in the passage quoted; Fisher’s beliefthat
normality madelittle difference received qualified support; and Gosset hoped

that Fisher would ‘indicate to us’ what changes in the tables were necessary
when non-normality obtained. At the same time, Pearson wrote a friendly

letter to Fisher, blaming himself for failing to appreciate how his review would

be seen from the otherside. |

The Editor of Nature was somewhat taken aback by the intervention of

a third party, but he decided (4 July) to publish Student’s letter in the

correspondence columns, because both Fisher and Pearson agreed to pub-
lication and the letter ‘does not appear to be likelyto open a discussion on

the review itself’. He made thelast point clear by changing ‘indicate to us’

to ‘show uselsewhere’ in the version published on 20 July, but this exercise

of his editorial powers only succeeded in irritating Fisher, who told Gosset

that ‘I ignore your ‘‘elsewhere’”’,if it is yours’ when enclosing his draft reply

on 26 July. Another source of discord was that Student’s address was given
as the Galton Laboratory, University College, London, and, although Pearson

‘wondereda little at the time’, as he told Gosset on 24 July, he took no action.

This was a mistake, because on 3 August Nature printed a letter from K.P.,

who hadwritten to object while away on holiday.

I feel sure that he.[Student] will recognize, on fuller consideration, that the task of

a director of a laboratory would become impossible if anyone could use its address
withoutfirst obtaining the pernsission of the director.

Egon Pearson wentoff to Poland at the end of July, and when he returned

after an absence of two monthshe found that Nature had published Fisher’s
reply on 17 August. Fisher disagreed that modification of his tables for the
analysis of variance, so as to adapt for non-normality, would be a legitimate
extension of his methods. Even if ‘an army of computers had extended the

existing tables some two hundredfold’, so as to providetests for the Pearsonian

system, there wouldstill remain the distributions outside that system, prob-

lems wouldarise from the sampling errors when estimating parameters, and

other statisticswould become more appropriate. He assured the readers of
Nature that biologists need not worry.
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I have never knowndifficulty to arise in biological work from imperfect normality
of the variation, often though I have examined data for this particular cause of
difficulty; nor is there, I believe, any case to the contrary in theliterature.

Pearson drafted a rejoinder, and on 25 September Gosset encouraged him
to sendit to Nature.

_ Fisher is only talking through his hat whenhetalks of his experience; it isn’t so
very extensive andI bet he hasn’t often put the matter to the test; how could he?

Pearson’s response (26 September) acknowledged the influence of their earlier
discussions.

. after all it is a statement of the case largely built up on comments you have

made to me from time to time.

He also gave someresults on testing oj = 03 for independent samples from

leptokurtic distributions, where hefound that agreement with the procedure

based on normal theory was‘absolutely rotten’. His letter to Nature, written
on 30 September, was published on 19 October and wasthelast link in this

long chain. Heasserted that the problem of non-normality wasreal, and that,

although the population would seldom be known,nevertheless the study of

practical examples could provide useful information about the adequacyof
the standardtests.

6.5.2 Comments by E. S. Pearson

The light which the letters throw on the outlook of the three writers brings

out whatin their letters of 27 and 28 June Fisher and Gosset called the ‘a’

and ‘f’ characteristics in all mathematical statisticians. Thefirst, «, is con-
cerned with the theoretical approach which in manysituations had, andstill

has only been developed by assuming either that random variables are

normally distributed or by using asymptotic results. The second, f, concerns

the behaviourofthe statistician when he comesto the analysis andinterpret-

ation of real observational data.

The a-Fisher had derived brilliantly conceived and mathematically based
techniques. He was awareof the difference between his « and f selves, but
by variousinvestigations had satisfied himself that departure from normality

didnot invalidate the conclusions drawn from the interpretation of data with

which he, and most other likely users of his Statistical methods for research

workers, were concerned. Thereferencein his letter to Gosset of 27 Juneis to

his 1923 paper with Miss W. A. Mackenzie (Journal of Agricultural Science,
13, 311-20) on the manurial responseof different potato varieties. Here, the

authors gave analysis of variance tables assumingthatthe yield from a given

variety grown on a different manurial treatmentis (a) the sum and (b) the

product of two factors. The results were almost the same. But, as far as the
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outside reader was concerned, such an investigation by itself hardly provided
an adequate study of the general problem and,asfar as I know,nootherfull

details of such investigations were discussed elsewhere.
Gosset, on the other hand, may have comeinto contact with a wider

variety of univariate data distributions and was anxious for a more thorough »
exploration to be carried out on what we should now term the ‘robustness’
of Fisher's ‘normal theory’ techniques. My owntraining in K.P.’s tradition
had recognized the existenceofreal non-normal frequencydistributions, often
quite well represented by oneof his system of frequency curves. Asa result,
when Gosset, in his letter to me of 11 May 1926, raised the question of
‘robustness’, I had very readily seized on the idea of developing a systematic
attack on the problem, using what could be termed experimental sampling.
Even with the help of Tippett’s Tables of random sampling numbers (published
in 1927) this exploration was inevitably slow and patchy. When I wrote my
review in Nature, the sampling programmewasstill in progress. A first report.
on it had appeared in Biometrika, 20, 356-60 (1928), and subsequently

details were reported uptill my paper in Biometrika, 23, 114-33 (1931),
whereI established in numerical terms that certain tests involvingtheratio
of two estimatesofvariance (using whatFisher called theteststatistic aewere
much moresensitive to non-normality than others.

By June 1929, I had already accumulated enough evidence to convince
me that my warning about the normality assumption given in the review —
wasjustified. I was undoubtedly riled by claims that Fisher’s tests were ‘exact’,
with the implication that long-accepted procedures were incorrect and should
be discarded. However, it was unwise of me to haveinserted in the review
the rather vague reference to ‘the analysis of variance and the z- (and t-)
distributions’. The basis of my statement was derived from experimental

sampling, but not published until 1931.
If z=}log,(s?/s3), then, when the variation is not normal, two situations

must be taken into account.

(i) The two estimators may beessentially independent, e.g. derived from
separate samples; then the varianceratio test is not robust. a

(ii) In problems of the analysis of variance, e.g. when s? is a ‘between group’
and s3 a ‘within group’ estimator of an error variance o?:in this case for
non-normality, there is a correlation between s? and s3, tending to keep
the varianceratio test robust.

Writing in 1929,I had possibly only analysed my sampling results under the
formersituation.

It was in consonancewith Fisher’s temperamentthat he should take offence
at the implication that he had concealed the importance of ‘normality’, but
the long drawn-out discussion shows that Gosset sympathized with my view
that more attention should have been given to this point in Fisher’s book,
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and it also shows how anxioushe wasto prevent controversy betweenFisher,

E.S.P., and K.P., all of whom werein different ways his good friends.
Of course, in most of my more theoretical work with Jerzy Neyman, I was

an ‘a-person’ ready to admire muchofthe ‘«-Fisher’. However, when I came

into contact with Walter Shewhart andwith the British StandardsInstitution, ©

what I wrote and published shows the ‘f-side’ of my approach.It will be

found that, apart from a few references, I never discussed Neyman’s and my
a-approach with Gosset, because he wasnot a sufficient mathematician to

appreciateit.
A fuller and more systematic exploration of this problem of robustness

of ‘normal theory’ tests only became possible many years later with the

introduction of the electronic computer (see e.g. the paper by Pearson &

Please, Biometrika, 62, 223-41 (1975)). |

6.6 EFFECTS OF NON-NORMALITY

This section concernstheletters in Group V, written between 19 July 1929

and 14 April 1931. | | |

6.6.1 Editorial introduction

Pearson wrote on 19 July 1929(letter No. V.1) to put forward, for comment

by Gosset and Somerfield, a schemefor deriving from his univariate samples

a sample containing k arrays drawn from leptokurtic type VII curves.Exactly

oneyearlater, his conclusions were beginning to emerge, and he summarized
them on 6 September 1930 (letter No. V.6).

Some rather interesting things do come out though, and I believe that for the

simplest case of analysis of variance—testing for the presence of a single factor as

well as the random variation—({using 7in other words) for this, the ‘normal theory’

test will hold remarkably well for very wide variations in populations. It comes down

to the fact that the criteria used in the test is a ratio of two estimates, and whenthe

variation ceases to be normal there is +ve correlation between numerator and
denominator, hencedistribution of ratio doesn’t change.

The same point is presented on pp. 129-31 of his paper published in the

November1931 issue of Biometrika, 23. This was the point which he had in

mind in his 1929 Nature review of Fisher’s book, but failed to make evident.
Gosset hadhimself madethe pointabout correlation between numerator and
denominator in 1908. He may have forgotten, but it would be characteristic

of him not to remind Pearson. |

Studies on correlation were also envisaged in the letter of 19 July 1929,

and Pearson referred on 1 November 1930(letter No. V.7) to his results for

the distribution of the sample correlation coefficient when the population
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valueis zero and the variables follow the same leptokurtic curve. Thedetails
were published in his paper ‘The test of significance for the correlation
coefficient’ in Journal of the American Statistical Associationfor June 1931. A
further paper written jointly with Leone Chesire and Elena Oldis was printed
a yearlater in the same journal.
At the end of this period, Pearson turned to the robustness of the analysis

of variance technique when applied to the Latin square. He asked for advice
on 27 March 1931 (letter No.V.11) in regard to a suggested sampling
experiment, and Gosset gave a concise.reply on 1 April (letter No. V.12). _

The Latin Squareproblem in practice departs, I think, from the theoretical conditions
in two ways:(i) The populations tend to be leptokurtic and(ii) The variances are not
really identical. Generally speaking the samples are too small to tell you so but I’m
pretty sureofall the facts.

You propose to deal with (i) but I think that(ii) is equally important, in fact some
of Fisher’s disciples are, I believe, beginning to query the thing from that point of
view.

Personally I expect that the approximations need not be very close for the method
to work pretty well and thatis Fisher’s view but I want to seeit tested.

After another letter from Pearson on 10 April (No. V.14), describing his
proposed sampling scheme in moredetail, Gosset wrote again on 14 April
(letter No. V.15) to explain that his problem was not quite the same.

_ But my problem is this: (a) Allowing that, with normally distributed variates,
Fisher’s z test will allow us.to estimate the significance of any difference in variance
there may be between. the ‘random error’ and the varieties, does this hold with non-
normalvariates? or (b) allowing that, with normalvariates, ‘Student’s’ tables can be
used to judge the significance of any difference between variates, does this hold with
non-normalvariates?
To test this, I should take one quite abnormal population with B, and £, high and

proceed to take a largish number of samples of 25, arrange them in Latin Squares
and draw forplaces, i.e. where the‘letters’ are to go, in the approved fashion, and
then see whatis the distribution of the four variances (total, row, column, variety)
and also the distribution of ‘Student's z’, dividing means of rows, columns and
varieties* by their appropriate ‘random S.D.’. Presumably,if the means work well the
difference between meanswill work better.

* As there will be no real differences between row, column and variety, one mayas well use
all three. |

Another topic under discussion was the distribution of range. Pearson
described on 26 November 1930(letter No. V.8) the difficulties which had
arisenin fitting curves with the correct theoretical moments to form a table
of percentage points, and Gosset sent him on 28 November(letter No. V.9a
book of calculations which Somerfield had carried out in preparing the crude —
table in Gosset’s 1927 paper. The result of Pearson’s computations appeared _
in his paper ‘The percentage limits for the distribution of range in samples
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from a normal population (n< 100)’, not published uuntil the November 1932

issue of Biometrika, 24.
With his letter of 19 July 1929, Pearson enclosed anoffprintof a long Bell

Telephone Report by Shewhart, and pointed out that, in putting forward his

four criteria by which to judge lack ofstatistical control in industrial pro-

duction, Shewhart wasclearly not aware of, or had not understood, Fisher’s

methods of analysis. The criteria were afterwards reproduced in Shewhart’s

book Economic control ofquality in manufactured product. Shewhart had invited

Pearson to comment and these matters werelater discussed between them
on Pearson’s visit to New York in 193 1.

6.6.2 Comments by E.S. Pearson

By the summerof 1929, I haddecided that it was time to extend my robustness
research beyond the study of univariate tests. At that point of time, few
readers of Biometrika would have shifted their approach to that of Fisher’s

MarkII. In so far as they had a mathematical background and wanted to

understand how the Mark II statistical procedure had been developed, they

would have needed to devote much time to deriving for themselves the
theory underlying Statistical methodsfor research workers. As I havesaid, the
mathematical paper which Fisher had read in 1924 at the Toronto Congress

of Mathematicians wasnot printed until 1926; in so far as Fisher would not

know to whom to send offprints,a wide understanding would have been

difficult to come by.
No doubt when I wrote my papers published in Biometrika in 1929 and

1931, it seemed necessary for me to start with the derivation of the dis-
tribution of what wasinfact Fisher’s z= } log, (s?/s3) distribution,for the ratio
of two independent estimates of a common variance. Also, as the users of

MarkI werestill taking the squaredcorrelation ratio 7? to test for linearity

of regression, I expressed Fisher’s test in terms of this statistic, familiar to
those whosetheoretical basis was that of K.P.’s MarkI. |

In readingtheletters of 1, 9, 10, and 14 April 1931 (Nos. V.12~15) to and
from Gosset after a long interval of time, it is clear that I had not yet grasped

Fisher’s practice of randomization, the basis for which has been very fully

described in Joan Fisher Box’s R. A. Fisher: Thelife ofa scientist (Wiley, 1978).
In 1931, I was wanting to investigate the robustness of a model, in which
a random normal ‘error term’ was added to ‘row’ and ‘column’ means in
a Latin square. At Joan Box points out (p. 147), by allocating varieties (say)

to plots at random,Fisher realized that, under the null hypothesis of ‘no

treatment differences’, the distributions of the test criteria F=S2/S or of
=4log F would not exactly follow the normal theory distributions. As she

remarks, ‘this conclusion was difficult to justify theoretically and was for
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years to cause trouble amongstatisticians’. It was nottill. 1933 that Eden
and Yates (Journal ofAgricultural Science, 23, 6-17) demonstrated on a large-

scale uniformity trial that this assumption was approximately justified in

practice. B.L. Welch, working from my Department ofStatistics in 1937
published a paper (Biometrika, 29, 21—52)entitled ‘On the z-test in randomized
blocks and Latin squares’, again studying the randomization distributions,
derived from uniformity trials. His summary and conclusions are given on

his pp.47-8. It may appropriately be noted that Fisher and myself were

Welch’s Ph.D. examiners; I remember that in the discussion at the oral

examination Welch wasable to keep his end up. I think that Fisher regarded

the investigation of value, and incidentally lending support, for practical
purposes, to the randomization assumption; but he never, that I know of,
referredtothis in print. My own views on randomization were given in the

paper which followed that of Welch (pp. 53-64). |

It was only later in the 1930s that I began to realize the meaning and

purpose of randomization. That Student was really warning meoff my pro-

jected experimental sampling project seems to follow from his remark in the
third paragraph ofhis letter of 14 April (No. V.15), where he indicates that

my experiment should involve ‘drawing for places’ to show to which of the

Latin square plots myfive letters A, B, C, D, and E should beallotted. As left

for America a few dayslater, I did not take the investigation further, nor did
I come backto it on my return to England in September.

My long four-year period of testing for robustness was practically
completed, when I sailed to New York. On myreturn, five monthslater my
energies were largely concerned with theoretical work with Neyman, and

also with the introduction ofstatistical techniques into industrial problems.

6.7 DIFFERENCES ON z-TEST AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

This section concerns the letters in Group VI, written between 29 January

1932 and 15 October 1937.

6.7.1 Editorial introduction

Gosset opened his letter of 29 January 1932 (No. VI.1) by suggesting the

calculation of tables of the ‘studentized’ range, and the relevant paragraphs

were reproducedasLetter III in Pearson (1939). Such tables were eventually

published in 1943 with the assistance of H. O. Hartley.
Manyofthe otherletters were written because Gosset came underattack,

first from his old teacher, and then from his former pupil. The issue of
Biometrika for May 1931 carries a paper by K.P. ‘On the nature of the

relationship between two of ‘Student’s’ variates (z; and z,) when samples are
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taken from a normalbivariate population’. His problem was to test the
hypothesis that the population means are equal. But, since matters are

complicated by the existence of correlation, he warned against the use of
Student’s z.

For example,if we test for the relative effectiveness of two drugs or two methodsof

factory production on the same groupsof individuals andfind a significant difference,
we have not obtained evidence that there would be a significant difference had the
drugs or same methodsof production been tested on different groups ofindividuals.

Gosset wrote on 14 July 1931 enclosing a note on the use of z in testing the
significance of the average difference between correlated variables.

T hope you will see your way to putit in as I have always attached considerable
importance to arranging matters so that the correlation should be as high as possible.

In the case of agricultural experiments, it has been mychief criticism of Fisher that

he doesnottakeall possible steps in this direction.

Further letters from Gosset on 23 July and 18 August show that K.P. had

difficulty in grasping Gosset’s comments, but these were published in the
issue of Biometrika for December 1931. Here, Gosset’s two-page response to

K.P.’s criticisms is immediately followed by a seven-page rejoinder from K.P.,

who remarkedthat ‘“‘Student’”’ seems to me to misinterpret the outcome of

his owntest’. The situation was becoming impossible, and Gosset wrote at

length to Egon Pearsoninthe continuationof his letter of 29 January 1932.

As to K.P.’s attack on z I feel that his style is somewhat cramped by his wish not
to make meappeartoo ridiculous, and indeed my ownis to some extent.

It’s rather a pity for naturally his opinion carries the greatest weight and yet, in

this case, heis definitely wrong.

Is it any use making a further reply? It wouldn’t convince him and would perhaps

only convince others ifone let oneself go which I certainly won't do. May I write an

answer to you which I could send him if you thoughtit advisable—evenin an altered
form?
The points I would like to make are...

He received a very sympathetic reply, which advised him to make a case to

K.P. in a private communication. Gosset’s letter, sent on 29 March 1932,

begins with his reaction to the personal remarks published in Biometrika.

While it would not be reasonable for me to expect you to see eye toeye with me in
the matter of Student’s z, it does seem to me that you do not quiterealise just how

we do use it in practice.

He encloseda five-page analysis of questions which arise when working with

correlated material ‘for your own perusal & not for publication’, and there
the episode ended.

Fisher had advocated randomization in field experiments since 1926, but

Gosset was alwaysin favour of systematic designs. The last of Gosset’s letters
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to survive from his correspondence with K.P. is dated 19 February 1935, and

shows that he was working on a paper for Biometrika about experimental
design while recovering from his car accident in the summerof 1934.

I am sorry to say that the work on the Half Drill Strip paper is only about half done

owingto the fact that my leg got sufficiently well to allow meto get back to work—

in irons—bythe beginning of October.

A meeting to discuss ‘Co-operation in large-scale experiments’ was arranged

_ by the Industrial and Agricultural Research Station of the Royal Statistical
Society, and held on 26 March 1936. Gosset opened the discussion, and

urged the merits of the half-drill strip, whereas Fisher, who spoke next, voiced

strongly opposing views. Beaven wasthere to support his old friend, and

Fisher's criticism of the half-drill strip system left him unmoved.

He was not sure whether Professor Fisher had damnedit with faint praise, or

unqualified censure, but in either case his withers would be unwrung. |

The meeting was soon followed by Fisher’s paper with Barbacki on ‘A test of

the supposedprecision of systematic arrangements’ [CP 139], and bya further
exchange with Gosset in the correspondence columnsof Nature. Meanwhile,

Gosset continued to prepare his last paper, which was almost completeat his

death and required only minimal editing by Pearson and Neyman before
being published. He sent an appendix on 30 March 1937 (letter No. VI.8)

and explained that he was finding it rather hard to describe Fisher’s paper

adequately and simply, more especially the latter.

He hastaken advantageof the fact that Beaven proposed to determine the error of

plots by finding the error of sections of them as if they were independent whereas
they are of course correlated to discredit Balanced arrangements although(i) I at

once pointed out the fallacy and(ii) it could equally fallaciously be used to determine

the error of the most randomised arrangements. Andthree out of the four conclusions

depend on this: anyone could have foreseen the sort of results that would follow

though not, I admit, their extent which depends on faulty technique on the part of

the cultivatorofthe uniformity experiment whichresults in certain of the drills having

periodically systematically higher yields than the others: every eighth* giving the
highest yield of its eight in twelve out of the 15 eights and secondin the other three.
As he took six together and then missed onehis‘half drill strips’ were high or low

throughouttheir length according as they contained moreorless of the high yielding

drills and the correlation between sections of them was much higher than would be

usual. But enoughofthis.

*Doubtless his seed drill had eight tines and they were badly spaced so that onedrill had more
room. \

‘Another letter on the same topic, dated 19 April 1937 (No. VI.10), was

reproduced as letter VI in Pearson (1939).

Karl Pearson died on 29 April 1936,and in preparationfor his biographical
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essay, Egon Pearson asked Gosset whether any lecture notes from 1906-7
had survived. None wasenclosed with Gosset’s letter of 11 May 1936
(No. VI.5), but he supplieda variety of recollections which continue those in
§ 3.2.

[ also learned from him howto eat seed cake for at about 5 0.c. he wouldalways

come roundwith a cup of tea and either a slice of seed cake or a petit beurre biscuit

and expect us to carry ontill about half past six.... During the war I ran in one day

and wasput on to bomb dropping tables which were unfortunately inaccurate owing
to. may interpolation and had to be done again. I remember going out to 7 Well |
Road .. |

Gosset’s letter of 13 October 1937 (No.VI.13) mentions thrombosis and he
died three days|later. |

6.8 FINAL COMMENTSBY E.S.PEARSON

In the five years from April 1926 to April 1931, Gosset and I had exchanged

83 letters; in contrast, during the six years from January 1932 to October

1937, only fifteen letters, all from Gosset to E.S.P., have survived. Eight of
these were written in the last year of his life whenhe was putting together

the draft of his paper ‘A comparison between balanced and random arrange-

ments in field plots’, published posthumously in 1938 (Biometrika, 29, 363-

79). The explanation of this change in the tempo of our correspondenceis

not hard to find. I shall take this opportunity to summarize what I owed to

Student and how ourrelationship changedoverthefive years Precedingmy
visit to the USA in 1931.

In the two months covered by thesix letters of Group I, he had given me

criticism and enlightenment which enabled me to embark on statistical

philosophy which bridged the gap between modern mathematicalstatistics

Marks I and II. I came upon ideas and problems justifying my seeking

cooperation with Jerzy Neyman.In the nineletters of Group II, just over-

lapping those of Group I, Gosset and I were jointly discussing the use of
sample range, to which both made somecontributions. This discussion led

to his proposal.to use rangeas a practical tool, illustrated in his 1927 paper

‘Errors in routineanalysis’. The 25 letters of GroupIII covered a period of

two years, May 1927 to May 1929, when I discussed with him how to carry

out his suggestion of exploring the robustness of univariate, normal theory

tests. In this period, our discussion of G.F.E. Story’s research left me with
manyvaluable ideas, greatly broadening myknowledge ofhow small-sample _

statistical analysis was carried out in the Dublin brewery and howit might

be applied elsewhere in industry. This was a great help to me in the years

which followed, when I was in contact with W.A. Shewhart of the Bell

Laboratories, with industry in England, with the British StandardsInstitution,
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and with the formation of the Industrial and Agricultural Research Section

of the Royal Statistical Society. Whereas Neymanhad a gooddealof practical

experience in handling of data in Warsaw, in an advisory capacity, my

claim to be more than an academicstatistician was largely due to Student's
guidance.

The 28 letters of Group IV, all written between June and September of

1929, arose directly from my Nature review of the 1928 second edition of

Statistical methodsfor research workers. Again, by his remarks, Gosset gave me

confidence to stand by myviewsin so far as they differed from Fisher’s. Also,
I obtained a warningas to the way in which Fisher could not compromise.

There were 15 letters in Group V written between July 1929 and April

1931 when I waspreparing to go by sea to the USA. While rounding off for

publication my experimental study of robustness of univariate normal theory

tests, on which Student made a few encouraging comments, I had begun to

consider tests involving two or more variables. I was also trying to master

the analysis of variance and the concept of randomization; he sent me to read

his article on ‘Field trials’ in Hunter’s Encyclopedia ofagriculture. The majority
of these letters are from E.S.P. to Gosset. I was reporting the progress of my

work; at this time, perhaps the most useful thing which hedid for me was to

warn meofthe difficulties that would be involvedifI tried to devise a sampling

experiment based on a model representing the different factors influencing

the result of a Latin square arrangement. As I havesaid, in this he was
successful.

It seems that neither Student nor Mathetes thought that I should gain

much from my Americanvisit, but in this they were wrong. Thevisit widened

my outlook and gave me confidence and experience in teaching. Through

W.A. Shewhart, it put me into touch with quality control problems in

industry and because Sam Wilks attended my seminars at the University of
Iowait introduced into America an outlook on modern mathematicalstat-
istics Mark II which was not solely subservient to the diktats of the Fisher
School. |

Gosset’s letters of 1937 (Nos. VI.8-15) had as their main subject his advo-

cacy of the use of balanced rather than randomized designs in plot exper-
imentation. The conclusions were based on his own practical experience. His
viewswere printed in the posthumouspaperpublished in the February 1938

issue of Biometrika. As Jerzy and I had been discussing his ideas with him

shortly before his death—indeed visited him in the nursing home where he

was for some weeks—weadded a note after the paper(ibid., pp. 381-8). Of

course, these views werein directcontradiction to the teaching and practice

of the ‘Fisher School’; a correction from that quarter was inevitable. After
this, Gosset’s case seems to have gone by default, as far as the printed word

is concerned, but it is impossible to say how far the experimenters amonghis

many correspondents continued to believe and practise balance in their
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designs. Just as Gosset had five years before, in 1932, beenmost unwilling
to enter into controversy with K.P. in regard to the t-test, so now when
preparing his last paper he had written that thepaper. was some monthsin

preparation ‘not so much owingto lack of .time asto lack of inclination to

controversy’.-

Yates’s paper. in reply, ‘The comparative advantages of systematic and

random arrangements in the designof agricultural and biological exper-

iments’, was published in January 1939 (Biometrika, 30, 440-66). It is a

carefully written paper with much informative tabled evidence. If Student
had not died in 1937, there is little doubt, knowing his character, that the
views of these doughty opponents would have gradually got closer; but, as it

was, there wasnoreply given to Yates and war came in September 1939.

The whole controversy was dropped; I never discovered what were the views

of field experimenters like C.E. Lane Poole, the Inspector General of Forests

in Australia. Having myself no practical experience in design of experiments,
I could not attempt an answer,even ifin 1939-45Ihad had.time to examine
the matter.

Speaking from outside I should judge that neither Fisher nor Yates would

have attempted to find fault with the advice which Student gaveto his

breweryor to the Irish Department of Agriculture. In his capacity .as an
adviser, he had to take into account many other considerations besides the
probability measures resulting from the analysis of a single experiment by so-
called ‘valid’ techniques. As he wrote to me in oneofhis illuminating letters
(No. VI.10 of 19 April 1937),

But, in fact experiments at a single station are almost always valueless: you can

say ‘In heavy soils like Rabbitsbury potatoes cannot utilise potash manures’. But

when youare asked ‘Whatare heavysoils like Rabbitsbury?’ you have to admit until

you havetried elsewhere— that what you mean is ‘At Rabbitsbury etc.’. And that,
according to X may mean ‘In the old cowfield at Rabbitsbury’. What you really want

to find out is ‘In whatsoils and under what conditions of weather do potatoes utilise

the addition of potash manures?’

To do that, you haveto tryit out at a representative sample of farms of the country

and correlate with the character of the soil and weather...

Few practising statisticians have the ability anil ¢experience of a Gosset,

Fisher, or Yates, and therefore to safeguard against blunders it is no doubt

important to teach would-be applied statisticians the value of randomization
where it is. possible in design of experiments. But this does not prove that

Fisher was‘right’ and Gosset ‘wrong’. It is perhaps too often forgotten that
mathematical models using probability theory are there to provide an aid to
human judgement. Their derivation gives intriguing exercises to math-

ematically trained minds; when used, they help to clarify the ideas of the
applied statistician in reaching his conclusions leading to action.

Long ago, I was much struck by a remark made by Tippett, another
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distinguished applied statistician; he pointed out that the summarizing
arrangement of data in an analysis of variance table provides illumination
on the sources of component variation, even without the introduction of

‘valid’ probability measures. In the recent history of mathematicalstatistics,

there are manyinstances of the development of these mathematical models,
which putprobability theory into gear with our process of thought. They are
helpful, even when only approximately representing that illusive thing—

reality. For example:

(a) There are asymptotic expressions for the variance of maximum-likelihood

estimators, based on sufficientstatistics; these are suggestive but in some
cases manifestly inadequate even in moderate-sized samples.

(b) There is the theory of fiducial inference, which seems nowto be univ-
ersally suffering replacement by Neyman’s simpler confidence interval

theory.

(c) Whatpracticalstatistician nowadays often makesuseofthe mathematical

concept of ‘amountof information’?

(d) The whole of Neyman’s and my approach to thetesting of statistical
hypotheses was, as Tippett recently remarked,illuminating in the way in

which it sorted out the shakyintellectual basis for many samplingtests

current in the late 1920s. But it was just one approach—neither wrong

norright.

(e) Today in manycircles the current vogueis a neo-Bayesian one, whichis
of value becauseit calls attention to the fact that, in decision making,
prior information must not be neglected. |

And so things go on. Suddenly there cameinto my head a canto from

Dante’s Purgatorio, which, on reflection, strikes me as having a certain
relevance:

In thecircle of the Proud:thefickleness of fame

Oh vanagloria dell’umane posse!
com’ poco verde in su la cima dura,

se non é giunta dall’etati grosse!

Credette Cimabuenella pittura

tener lo campo,e ora ha Giottoil grido,
si che la famadi colui é scura.

(Canto XI, lines 91-6)
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Gosset went to Dublin in the autumn of 1899 to take up the post of a Brewer

with Arthur Guinness, Son & Co. Ltd. He was twenty-three years old, and his

ability had been shownby the scholarships which took him to Winchester
College and Oxford University, where he had been trained in mathematics
and science. Guinness was a long-established and important business, the
managementof which had decided on the greater use of scientific methods
in the brewing of stout. This policy was implemented by a series of appoint-
ments of men from Oxford or Cambridge with science degrees, so that Gosset

joined a group of colleagues with the samesocial background, among whom

hefoundthoseofa similar age whosharedhis interest in the outdooractivities _
offered by the Irish coast and countryside. Within a few years, he was married,
and his home near Dublin soon becamethe centre of his family life and a
widening circle offriends.

During his early years with Guinness, Gosset was presented with problems

in the analysis ofexperimental data from brewery work. He had no knowledge

of statistical methods, and turnedfor assistance to standard textbooks on the

combination of observations. There he discovered the law of error, later

known as the normal distribution, the concept of probable error, the dis-
tribution of the mean of a sample from a normal population, the difficulties

arising from ‘entangled measures’, Airy’s treatment ofthe question ofwhether

or not meansare discordant when judged by probable errors, and Merriman’s

account—following Gauss—of the precision of estimates of error in large

samples. However, Airy’s and Merriman’s treatments were of limited use
because they were concerned with observations made understable conditions
in astronomy and geodesy, respectively, whereas brewery data arose from

short runs and were greatly affected by variability of materials and changes

in the laboratory environment. Gosset’s attention was thus directed towards

the need for methods which could be applied with small samples to assess

the discordance between means and the relationship between variables.
Statistical inference as presented by Merriman was firmly based on the

principles of inverse probability, so that, when Gosset reported to the Board

of Guinness in 1904 on the desirability of professional advice, his rec-

ommendation was couchedin that form. |

We have met with the difficulty that none of our books mentions the odds, which are
conveniently accepted as being sufficient to establish any conclusion, and it might be

of assistance to us to consult some mathematical physicist on the matter.
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Contact with Karl Pearson waseffected through intermediaries in Oxford,
with the result that Gosset and Pearson metfor the first time about eight
monthsafter the appearanceof the report. Pearson wasforty-eight yearsold,
a man with tremendous energy, great determination, and clear objectives.
He was in charge of the only university department in Great Britain and
Ireland wherestatistics was taught to any depth and wheregraduate students
worked on an integrated programmeof research. The publications of the
Biometric School, which he and Weldon created, appeared in the journal
Biometrika,which they founded and he edited, and in memoirscollected in
special series,‘for. all of which he obtained the necessary funds. He had the
overpowering enthusiasm requiredto drive forward the studyofstatistics in
relation to evolution and heredity, and the strength ofcharacter to accomplish

__ whatthe solitary and reserved Edgeworth, despite his outstanding ability,
could never have achieved. But Pearson’s dominating personality meantthat
mistakes could be acknowledged only with reluctance, anddifferences of
opinion couldleadto openhostility, so there wasa cost in respect ofdamaged

- feelings and brokenfriendships.
Through his association with Pearson, Gosset encountered topics which

had not then reached textbook level: the idea of correlation and large-sample
properties of the correlation coefficient, the Pearson system of frequency
curves, and the chi-squared test for goodness of fit; and, in the Biometric
Laboratory, he founda practical outlook with which he deeply sympathized.
Thus Gosset’s early work marks the point at which the long-established
methods used to combineobservations in astronomy and geodesy, concerned
with the normaldistribution and the estimation of parameters, joined the
new stream of techniques devised in the Biometric School, concerned with
association, non-normaldistributions, and testing for agreement. The union
is bestillustrated by his investigation of the probable error of a mean. This
called for the distribution of the variance in normal samples,which he found
by calculating moments and-fitting a Pearson curve, unaware that the
geodesist Helmert had in 1876 used mathematical analysis to obtain the
distribution, as K.P. made known in 1931. Gosset’s paper presented thefirst
table of Student’s z-distribution and is a goodexample of an important
discovery made on the boundary between twofields of enquiry with quite
different objectives. When accountis also taken of the background to his
work, namely the pioneering useof statistical methods in: an industrial
research laboratory, the combination.ofcircumstances is so exceptionalasto
go some way to answer the questionwhich Fisher posed in his obituary
notice. :

How didit come aboutthat a man of‘Student's’ interests and training should have
made an advance of fundamental mathematical importance, the possibility of which
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had been overlooked by the very brilliant mathematicians who have studied the

Theory of Errors?

Gosset’s stay in London wasthebeginningofa lifelong friendship with Karl
and Egon Pearson,and he alwaysretaineda stronginterestin their statistical
activities, whether in the Biometric Laboratory or in the successor Department
of Applied Statistics, usually calling at University College when passing
through London. His employment meant that he waslocated in Dublin for

almost the whole of his career, during which time the journey to London by
boat and train typically began late in the evening and ended early in the
following afternoon. He was therefore somewhatisolated within a small
English community which endured a period of violent civil disturbances
between the Easter Rebellion of 1916 and the Civil War of 1922. Gosset was

clearly keen to see more of his friends on the mainland, as he explained to

Fisher on 27 June 1923.

The worstofliving in this beastly country is that one hasn’t been able to ask Christian

people to stay with one for years and years and that consequently one must spend

one’s Easter holidays at home.

However, the postal service then was much superior to what is available

now,andlike all his contemporaries he was an enthusiastic correspondent—

although not in the same class as K.P., where the archives contain over

sixteen thousandletters.
Gosset’s statistical correspondence was not only a means of keeping in

touch with developments in methodology at a time when there were few

professional meetings to attend but also a way in which he could participate

by adding comments, suggesting topics for research, and making offers of

help. He was always courteous and considerate, never solemn or offended.

His dislike of controversy did not imply a willingness to compromise. He

tended to describe his own achievements with extreme modesty, which
sometimes took the form of self-disparagement, and he madelight-hearted

analyses of his supposed shortcomings. Nearly all the letters were written by

hand at home,and nearly all those addressed from St James’s Gate dealt with

the business of the Guinness brewery. Enquiries were usually answered on

the day of receipt, sometimeslate in the evening, and often with an appendix
of further thoughts on the following day. The correspondencereflects Gosset’s
integrity, and amply confirms the personal characteristics recalled by those

whoknew him well.

Mostof the statistical interest in the letters to K.P. arises from the period

between 1907 and 1919. Gosset’s work on the probable error of a mean was

followed up with a larger table of Student’s z-distribution. His discoveries on

correlation were extended from thefirst test procedure for small samples to
the estimation of the coefficient from simultaneous timeseries and the treat-

ment of ties in ranking, while his rediscovery of the exponential limit of a
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binomial led him to examine the assumptionsfor a Poisson distribution, study

the concept of a mixture, and almost complete the circuit back to the negative
binomial distribution. Pearson recognized Gosset’s originality, accepted his

adviceon estimation, and sought his opinion on experimental design, but

they soon cameto differ in respect of the application of Bayes’ theorem.

Pearson was willing to apply a non-uniform prior to the likelihood for a

parameter suchas a correlation coefficient, on the basis of past experience in
cognate fields. Gosset perceived that such a practice could easily result in
failure to notice specific features of the data set giving rise to the estimate,

and urged that uniform priors alone should be used in thefirst place. The

First World War imposed a huge burden of extra work on K.P., which Gosset

wasverywilling to lighten. This shift of emphasis coincided with a gradual

change in the focus of Gosset’s attention away from laboratory and pilot-
plant experiments towards agriculturalfield trials, and most of the early

themes wereleft for others to explore, so that his interests drifted away from

those ofK.P. The correspondence surviving from the 1920sis largely personal,

with family photographs and schoolresults butlittle further comment on the

workof the Department of Applied Statistics. By this time, K.P. was ‘perhaps

a little intolerant of criticism’, and Gosset had more than enough to occupy
his evenings at home. Notwithstandinghis eventual realization that K.P. had

becomecrusty and remote, the devotion of Student to his old professor was

lifelong, and the tone of the letters is respectful and affectionate even when

Gosset must have beensorelytried.

WhenFisher attended a course on the combination of observations ggiven

by his tutor Stratton, he meta tradition which had also contributed to Gosset’s
paper on the probable error of a mean. Thus, the background which Gosset

andFisher shared helps to explain how theyfirst became acquainted. Gosset’s

paper profoundly influenced Fisher, and led to his remarkable development

of normal sampling theory, culminating in 1928 with the general sampling

distribution of the multiple correlation coefficients in the multivariate case.

Whenmentioning Gosset’s work at intervals between 1915 and 1938,Fisher
nearly always referred to the 1908 paper on Student’s z-distribution, which

also forms a major theme of his obituary notice. These comments are uni-

formly favourable, and expressed using phrases such as‘brilliant researches’

and‘revolutionary step’. While the main thrust of the paper is towardsdirect

probabilities, Gosset accepted contemporary ideasof statistical inference in

using inverse probability to express his conclusions. By 1916, K.P. had
decided that, whenusing Bayes’ theorem, the choice of a uniform prior

distribution is arbitrary. Fisher’s statement that his absolutecriterion, known

later as the method of maximumlikelihood, is derived from the principle of

inverse probability, was thus the source of much confusion. K.P. criticized

the supposed use by Fisher of inverse probability in estimating acorrelation
coefficient, while Gosset welcomed his supposed adherenceto classical tenets.
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However, Gosset’s work actually strengthened the reaction against inverse
probability and Fisher explicitly rejected prior distributions after 1916.

From the point of view of the foundationsof statistical inference, it is a

great pity that Gosset’s modesty led him to avoid leaving behind more than
a series of highly insightful remarks bearing on the subject. In discussing
examples in his 1908 paper, Gosset translated his P-value into a multiple of
the probable error of a normal distribution, thus relating his inference to a

form which had become standard in astronomy and surveying in the pre-

ceding century. In those sciences, the ‘probable error’ (p.e.) of a given

measurement was defined as that deviation from the true value such that the
error wasaslikely to exceed as to fall short of it. Deviations up to twice the
p.e. were not unreasonable, therefore, and only when deviations exceeded
three times the p.e. were there good groundsfor suspicion, while the rapidity

with which the normaldistribution fell away in the tails meant that four

times the p.e. was regardedas conclusive evidence that something was wrong.

This usage of the p.e. could be given an interpretation related to a Bayesian

posterior relative to a uniform prior distribution, but could equally well

sustain a non-Bayesian interpretation, based on the transference of the
improbability of large deviations from a normal meanto the improbability of

the assumptions implying such a deviation. K.P. was wont to interpret the

P-values derived from his chi-squared test as odds for or against the adequacy

of his fitted curves; but it would seem that neither he nor Gossetfelt the need
to attempt much morein the wayoflogical precision. Indeed, when Gosset

learned from Fisher that he would have to enter the 7’ tables with fewer
degrees of freedom than Pearson’s rules had suggested, his comment was

that he would haveto get used to higher P-values—asif a given P-value had

no absolute meaning. In the light of more recent studies of the difficulties

people have in assessing the precise import of probabilities, Gosset’s view has

moreto be said for it than might appear. At the sametime, it is amusing to

reflect that the stated reason for Gosset’s first contact with K.P. was to learn
what odds ‘are conveniently accepted as being sufficient to establish any

conclusion’. |

A concept of the ‘rigorous specification of uncertainty’ was introduced

when Fisher tabulated the t-, z-, and chi-squared distributions in terms of

their percentage points. His emphasis on the exactnessof these distributions,
and his disparagement of the probable error (whose ‘common use ... is
its only recommendation’) all served to tighten up the logic of statistical

procedures—a process which, in a sense, reached a peak with Neyman and

Egon Pearson’s classic paper of 1933. Combined with Fisher’s insistence on

the distinction between the two forms of measurable uncertainty which he

called ‘mathematical probability’ and ‘likelihood’, reference to prior dis-
tribution of parameters almost disappeared from the literature of math-
ematical statistics for some twenty years after 1930. For his part, Gosset, as
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late as 1922, appeared willing to regard thelikelihood as an ‘inverse pro-

bability’ arising from a uniform prior for the parameter being estimated. As
has been noted in Chapter 5, he perceived the important fact—not always

attended to by latter day users of Bayesian methods—that inferences about
a given parameter @ from different sources can be directly compared or

combined only if each inference is based ona uniform priorfor @.

Gosset was evidently muchless impressed than wasFisher by the argument

that, if @ is unknown, then so also is 6?, and a uniform prior for @ is

incompatible with a uniform prior for 6*. This maybe related to the fact that
the parameters with which Gosset was concerned were usually ‘dimensional’

quantities such as the yield of a crop, whereas in his genetical investigations

Fisher had to deal with quantities such as recombination fractions, where
dimensionality was muchless well defined. If Gosset had been asked why he

was prepared to assume that an unknowngainin cropyield, rather than the

cube of such a gain, should be taken as uniformly distributed a priori, he
would probably have enquired what meaningcould possibly be given to the

cubeof a yield per acre.

After Fisher went to Rothamsted, his interests were inevitably enlarged to

include agricultural field experiments, and, since Gosset by then had much
experienceto offer, his advice was naturally sought. But Gosset had acquired

from Beaven a deep knowledge of the practical advantages of systematic
designs and from Pearson theview that much could be explained in termsof

correlation. These were the twin pillars on which his ideas aboutagricultural

experiments were founded, whereasthe ideas which Fisher presently intro-

duced, notably the use of randomized designs, were bound to conflict in

correspondenceor in public sooner or later. Meanwhile, Gosset assisted the

preparation of Statistical methods for research workers with much tedious
calculation performed on a hand-operated machine, helpful suggestions

which modified the text, and proof-reading which expedited publication. As

one edition succeeded another, the most important of his early discoveries

was accorded a recognition more general than the pages of Biometrika could

possibly give. The presentationofthe tables of Karl Pearson's y? and Student’s
t was a consequence of copyright problems, but marked a change from the
previous system of calculating P-values and interpreting them as inverse

probabilities. Instead, fixed significance levels were recommended as ‘more

convenient’, and they formedthe basis of the Neyman—Pearson theory which

soon followed. However,thirty years later, Fisher wrote in Statistical methods
andscientific inference that ‘no scientific worker hasa fixed level of significance
at which from yearto year, andin all circumstances, he rejects hypotheses’.

At present,fixed levels are slowly being abandonedin favourofa system where

P-values broadly assess the weight of evidence against the null hypothesis,

indicating a return to the view that K.P. held in 1900.

The correspondence between Gosset and Fisher was a well-balanced and
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generally good-tempered exchange, supported by mutual help and esteem,
which began with Gosset encouraging the promising young man and ended

with Fisher advising the busy senior manager. Common interestsled to
differences of opinion, but Gosset’s dislike of controversy, gift for diplomacy,

and good humour, were invaluable assets. The lines of communication
between K.P. and Fishereventually passed through Gosset, but he never

compromised in the event of disagreement with either of these mighty
opposites. Although Fisher’s gift for words was used mainly in the service of
science, he was a master of polemics in which half-truths were skilfully
deployed. Gosset was bound to respond when at last he became a public

target for Fisher’s animadversion, and their clash on experimental design was

more serious because the contestants were by this time set in their views.

However, Fisher paid warm tribute to a loyal and generousfriend in his

obituary notice, although even here the account is peppered with polemical

allusions to K.P., Egon Pearson, and Neyman.

Egon Pearson joined K.P.’s department in 1921 as an Assistant Lecturer,
after contributing to the wareffort and completing his mathematical studies.

Fisher’s early work on normal sampling theory and the analysis of variance,

together with the concept of likelihood and the new theory of estimation,

made a tremendous impact and led Egon to think about fundamentalideas

in statistical inference. By 1926, he was convinced that there was a marked
divergence betweenhis statistical outlook and that of K.P., but this was not

an easy matter to resolve when the son had been brought up to hold the

father in great respect, while the father had a strong personality combined

with a distaste for criticism. At this crisis in his professional career, Egon

turned for guidance to Gosset and for collaboration to Neyman. Gosset was _
a familiar figure in K.P.’s department, twenty years Egon’s senior, and could
provide sound advice, practical experience, and warm encouragement, in

effect filling the place which K.P. was unable to occupy. Neyman was much

the same age as himself, a romantic figure whose fascinating life history
captured Egon’s imagination, and who had a mathematical expertise which

wasthe ideal complement to Egon’s good sense and visual appreciation. The
associations with Gosset and Neyman wereinfluential on Egon’s statistical

activities until the early 1930s, and thereafter his contributions assumed an

individual shape, concerned notably with statistical methods in industry,

statistical inference in practice, the history of statistics, and the editing of

Biometrika. |
_ During this latter period, Egon Pearson never forgot the debt whichhe
owedto Gosset. His 1939 essay on Studentasstatistician is the major section
of a long obituary notice, and represents a careful examination of Gosset’s

early activities in the Guinness brewery and subsequent papersin Biometrika.

There followed, in the 1960s, a series of historical articles, some concerned

to place Gosset’s work in perspective as part of the British contribution to
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modernstatistical methods. After retirement, Egon Pearson’s time wasfirst
occupied in producing an edited version of the huge amount of material

accumulated by K.P. for a course of lectures on the history of statistics in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Finally, he turned to reconsider with

understanding andinsight the part played by Studentin his pre-warstatistical
career, and the earlier relationship between Gosset and K.P. This last and
almost completed tribute, consisting of about two hundred pagesoftypescript,

expresses his deep appreciation of the generosity of an older friend, and is

where the present book began.

Aspects of the characters of K.P. and Gosset iin maturity, and of Fisher and
Egon Pearson at earlier stages in their careers, are well brought out by the
episode arising from Egon’s review of Statistical methods for research workers.

Fair comment produced a Fisherian rage of a type which later came to mar

Fisher’s relations with many even of his relatives and friends. Egon’s lack

of self-confidence, combined with the awe which Fisher inspired among

contemporaries, was a serious impediment to adequate response, and Gosset’s
recognition of these factors led him to intervene. As Fisher gradually became
more reasonable, Gosset’s search for a peaceful outcome drew within visible

distance of success, but just at the crucial moment he addressed a letter from

the Galton Laboratory. Egon was aware that the director might object, but

shyness meantsilence, and K.P.’s objection came swiftly, notwithstanding
the fact that Gosset was a friend of twenty years standing. Matters were

eventually resolved by Gosset’s unrecorded peacemaking with K.P. and his
robust estimate of Fisher’s pretensions. Nobody could have done more than

he with people who wereso intransigent, and whosefires were merely banked

before breaking out at other times in other places. However, even during

these sharp exchanges, there weresigns of mutualrespect, if not of affection.

In his letter, K.P. indicated some regret that Gosset had no right to the Galton
Laboratory address, while Fisher suggested an approachto the problem which

Student had proposed which,hesaid, a student of Student might naturally

think of. Further aspects of relationships of that period were recorded by Egon

Pearson in a postscript to the account of his correspondence with Gosset.

There occurred an incident some time in 1933 or 1934 which I have neverbefore

put on record. It is interesting because it illuminates the relationship then existing
between K.P., R.A.F., E.S.P. and W.S.G. R.A.F. asked me whether I would approach

K.P. suggesting that K.P. and he should combine in putting forward Gosset as a

candidate for a Fellowship of the Royal Society. I fear that I took no action on this; I

had no standing in the matter and wasafraid of a rebuff which would make matters
between us worse. I was aware how much K.P. had been hurt by R.A.F.’s scattering

the contents of his treasured Museum; I remember that in 1931 K.P. had written
three papers criticizing Student’s t-test work; I was also at the momentin K.P.’s bad
books for advocating many of R.A.F.’s methods. After all it was not my business to

act in the matter; if he would not write himself to K.P. he could have got Yule or
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Greenwood,long established Fellows, to join with him.However whether K.P. would
have agreed or not, it is clear that if K.P. and R.A.F. had together sponsored Gosset

he would have been elected. He might therefore be described as an F.R.S. manqué!

Gosset’s research publications andhis professional correspondence together

show that his contribution to the progress of statistical methods in industry

and agriculture far exceeds the t-test with which his pseudonym will always
be associated. Although told in 1909 to consider himself ‘a brewerfirst &

only secondly statistician’, he continued to write statistical papers for the

rest of his career, and those concerned with the relative advantages of

balanced and random arrangements in experimental design still command

attention. Gossetcriticized the Lanarkshire milk experiment because a.ran-
domized allocation of children to treatments was modified, but in his last
paper he gave the arguments in favour of systematic designsfor field trials.

Egon Pearson expected in 1939 that the debate on randomization would be

resolved within ten or twenty years, but in 1979 he pointed out that the

controversy was dropped when the Second World War came. Research on

randomization has continuedsteadily since about 1950 and is now focused

on two major aspects, namely the construction of optimal designs whenthe
errors are assumedto be correlated, and restricted randomization, where the

choice of design is made from a subsetofall possible arrangements. A Fisher-

Gosset compromise seems thus to have been achieved by a dispassionate

examination, from a strictly mathematical viewpoint of the ideas which both

men so strongly advocated.
Since about 1970, interest in the economic andsocial aspects of science

has greatly increased, the use ofcollective biography has been introduced,

and science has been described as a joint enterprise directed towards specified

goals. In his book Statistics in Britain 1865-1930, MacKenzie has explained

Gosset’s work on the probableerror of a mean in terms of enhanced profits

for Guinness, and sees his motive as a desire to achieve promotion. The

developmentof the theory of small samples may well have broughtfinancial
rewards for Guinness, but Gosset’s extension of existing theory most likely
arose from the sheerintellectual attraction of the problem. As for motivation,
this is always a hazardousfield in which to speculate. Gosset was typicalof

his age in being a loyal servant of the firm. His alleged desire for promotion
is unsupported by factual evidence, although there can be few employeesin

any organization who object to advancement. A brief reflection on thelife
and work of this remarkable man is enough to make clear his commitment

to scientific advance often quite distant from the work of the brewery, and

his invariable wish to help friends in circumstances where the consequences

for his career were non-existent.
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CHAPTER 1

The biographical memoir ofEgon Sharpe Pearson by Bartlett (1981) contains
a personal history and reviews the statistical publications. There are also
appreciations by Bartlett and Tippett (1981), obituary notices by David (1981)

and Johnson (1981), and a tribute by Moore (1975). Personal recollections

are gathered by Reid (1982).

CHAPTER 2

The development of statistical methods during the nineteenth century is

studied in several books (Cullen 1975; MacKenzie 1981; Porter 1986;Stigler

1986) and reviews (Mairesse 1989), and is the subject of a systematic
examination by Sheynin (1980, 1982, 1984a, b, 1985, 1986). Twoarticles
by E.S. Pearson entitled ‘Karl Pearson: An appreciation of some aspects of

his life and work’ were published in the volumes of Biometrika for 1936 and

1937 andreissued in book form in 1938. Theobituary notice of K. P. by Yule
and Filon (1936) and thescientific biography by Eisenhart (1974) are also

important sources. Specific aspects ofK. P.’s career and outlook are considered
by Norton (1978) and Kevles (1985). A bibliography ofhis statistical and
other writings was compiled by G.M. Morant with the assistance of B.L.

Welch, and issued in 1939. E.S. Pearson made selection of K.P.’s early

statistical papers which was published in 1948. Appendices to E.S. Pearson

(1938) contain the syllabusesoflectures delivered by K. P. at Gresham College .

andUniversity College London, together with Yule’s summaryof the lectures
he attended (also in Yule 1938). The lecture of 1 November 1892 has been
printed (K. Pearson 1941). Papers and correspondence of K.P. held in the

manuscripts room of the library of University College London are listed by

Merringtonet al. (1983), and contain all the surviving letters from Gosset to

K.P.

1. Various aspects of De Morgan’s career are reviewed by Neumann (1984),
whoappeals for a modern biographer.

2. Ellis was an able mathematician with wideinterests, which extended to

the best way of constructing a Chinese dictionary; but his health was never
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good, and after years of suffering from rheumatism hedied at the ageofforty-

two. His papers were edited by William Walton and published in 1863.

3. Herschel’s anonymous essay in the Edinburgh Review was reprinted in
1857.

4. Glaisher wrote many papers on definite integrals; he enjoyed the cal-

culation of mathematical tables; and he was interested in the history of

mathematics (Forsyth 1929).

5. The term ‘minimum squares’ was used byHarvey (1822) andin thefirst
Reportof the British Association, but Ivory (1825-6), Ellis (1844), Galloway
(1846), and Donkin (1857) all used ‘least squares’. |

6. Airy’s book would have been reviewed in Nature, had that periodical been

issued before 1870.

CHAPTER 3

The main sources for Gosset’s life and work are the accounts by Launce

McMullen and E. S. Pearson, published in the issue of Biometrika for January

1939, together with Pearson’s typescript already described and Gosset’s

correspondence. A slightly modified version of McMullen’s account con-

stitutes the foreword to the collection of Student’s papers edited by Pearson
and John Wishart which appeared in 1942.Most of the obituary notice by
Fisher (1939) [CP 165] is concerned with the t-distribution and Gosset’s

interest in the theory of evolution. Letters from Gosset to Fisher between

1915 and 1936, with some of the correspondingletters from Fisher to Gosset,

were collected in four volumes, plus a volume of summaries by Fisher and a

foreword by McMullen. They were reproduced by Arthur Guinness Son & Co.
(Dublin) Ltd. in 1962, and circulated privately with the permission of Mrs

Gosset: The originals of Gosset’s letters, and Fisher’s carbon copies of his own

letters, are held in the library of University College London, classmark MS

ADD 274. Personal reminiscences ofGosset’s nephew George Philpotts are

quoted by Cunliffe (1976), who writes about Guinness from the viewpoint

of a former employee. Boland (1984) gives a biographical glimpse. The
environment in which Gosset worked at the Guinness brewery is described

byJoan Fisher Box (1987).

1. Gosset compared (a) the mean deviation and (b) the mean-square deviation

as estimators of the modulus of a normaldistribution, and hestated that (b)

gives a better value ‘in proportion 114/100’. This ratio is doubtless taken
from Merriman’s book on the methodof least squares, and originates from
Gauss (1816), as explained in §2.4 When Fisher wrote his 1920 paper in.

whichtheidea of sufficiency is introduced [CP 12], he was unawarethat his

~ comparison of estimates of precision derived from the mean square and the
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meandeviation had been anticipated by Gauss over a century earlier, in the
sense that posterior variances for uniform priors are asymptotically equal to
sampling variances. ©

2. The quotations are from a letter written by Gosset to Egon Pearson on 1 1

May 1936.

3. This beginning to Gosset’s interest in the exponential limit of the binomial
distribution is identified by Joan Fisher Box.

4. Letters from H.G. Lane Poole in 1912 and G. Udny Yule in 1913 asking

for Gosset’s advice survive in the Pearson papers, list number 284. A long

letter from C.E. Lane Poole to E.S. Pearson in 1938 expresses deep appreci-
ation of how greatly Gosset helped him with his difficulties in laying out

experiments for forest crops. Perhaps Gosset’s most regular correspondent
was Edwin S. Beaven,a friend for thirty years, whose papers are kept in the

library of the Institute of Agricultural History at the University of Reading.

5. The data on average annual salaries are quoted from Halsey and Trow

(1971).

6. Minutes, which include summaries of the papers read at the meetings,
and correspondencerelating to the dissolution of the society, are preserved

in the Pearson papers, list number 254.

7. Maurice G. Kendall (1952) ends his biographical memoir ofG. Udny Yule

with random extracts from correspondence, one of which follows.

Gosset came in to see me the other day. He is a very pleasant chap. Not at all the
autocrat of the t-table..

The autocrat of the breakfast table by Oliver Wendell Holmes was famousfor

muchof the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

CHAPTER 4

1. The life and work of William Fleetwood Sheppard are described by N.F.

Sheppard et al. (1937). His correspondence with Galton is discussed by

MacKenzie (1981).

2. Herbert Edward Soper wasa statistician of ability and character, to both
of which Greenwood (1931) doesfull justice. A contemporary view of Soper
(1913) is expressed in a letter from Yule to Gosset dated 13 May 1913

(Pearson papers, list number 284). Gosset had written to say that Soper’s

article gavelittle help for the inverse problem, and Yule suggested that the

prior distribution of R could.be determined empirically in preference to the

assumption of a uniform distribution.

3. Pearson’s collaborators, often unpaid workers, were mostly women.
Beatrice Mabel Cave and Frances Evelyn Cave-Browne-Cave were daughters
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of Sir Thomas Cave-Brown-Cave (Who was who, Burke’s peerage, baronetage

and knightage). Alice Lee played an important part in work for K.P.,

accompanied the Pearson family on holidays, and contributed ballads to

E.S.P.’s youthful journal Biochronicle. Her scientific career is examined by

Love (1979).

4, In 1896, Pearson derived his ‘best value’ of the correlation coefficient by
maximizingthe posterior distribution whenall prior distributions are uniform.

Helater decided that this ‘Gaussian rule’ was‘logically at fault’ because the

choice of a uniform prior distribution was arbitrary. When Kirstine Smith

compared methodsof estimating parameters in her paper of May 1916, she
favoured minimum 7?in preference to the Gaussian principle on the grounds
that finite probabilities were used instead of probability densities. Fisher

argued that the value of 7? depends on the way in which the data are
grouped, andthat his absolute criterion ‘derived from the Principle of Inverse

Probability’ eliminated the need for arbitrary grouping. Pearson replied that

the logic of the ‘Gaussian rule’ had to be demonstrated, and he disagreed

with Fisher’s arguments about the grouping. Although Fisher submitted a

further justification of his criticism, K.P. rejected the paper, which he
described as controversial. While the advantages ofmaximum likelihood have

since 1922 been made abundantly clear, the theory of estimation in 1916

rested on a much less secure foundation, and was prone to confusion and
misunderstanding. The details of this controversy between K.P. and Fisher

are discussed by Egon Pearson (1968) and Edwards (1974).

5. Karl Pearson’s lectures on Condorcet, delivered in the autumn of 1927

and published in 1978, include the following remarks on the subject of

uniform prior distributions (pp. 499-500).

.. G(x) represents our past experience of the distribution of x’s and is not a constant,

i.e. we distribute our ignorance not equally but according to past experience ofx.
I know I have been preaching this doctrine vainly in the wilderness for manyyears,

and made a distinguished statistician a permanent enemy by suggestingit, but I

believe it to be correct.

6. The history of the variate difference method is reviewed by Yule (1921)
and Tintner (1940). Obituary notices of Reginald Hawthorn Hooker (Yule

1944)and Oskar Johann Victor von Anderson (Wold 1961) give details of

their careers. Chuprov’s papers at Moscow University contain a letter from
Anderson(in Russian) dated 17 June 1914 about the submission of his paper

to Biometrika, also a copy of K. P.’s reply. We thank Oscar B. Sheyninforthis

information.

7. Later, Sir Daniel Hall, Principal of WyeCollege, Director of Rothamsted |
Experimental Station (Russell 1966).
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8. There is a brief biography of Edward Gordon Peake in Alumni Can-

tabrigiensis (Venn 1953).

9. Siméon Denis Poisson (1837) considered a sequence of independenttrials

with probability p for success and q for failure. He expressed the uppertail of

a binomial distribution for the number of successes in yz trials as the lower

tail of a negative binomial distributionfor the numberoftrials to attain m

successes, and from the latter derived the cumulative exponential limit when

q—6 and z-« such that gu=«. Simon Newcomb (1860) suggested the limit
distribution as a fit to data, and Ernst Abbe (1878) applied it to haema-

cytometer counts of blood corpuscles. The exponential limit of the binomial

distribution was credited to Poisson by von Bortkiewicz (1898), who fitted

the Poisson distribution to suicides of German women anddeathsof Prussian
soldiers from the kick of a horse. These results were unknownto eitherGosset
or Pearson in 1907, or to Bateman in 1910. An accusation of censoring in

von Bortkiewicz’s illustrations, implictly made by Whitaker under K.P.’s

influence, wasrefuted in 1915.

10. In 1898, von Bortkiewicz asserted that a set ofobservations from different

Poisson distributions behaveslike a sample from a single Poisson distribution,
and hecalled this discovery the law of small numbers. Further details con-
cerning Poisson’s distribution and the law of small numbers are given by

Haight (1967), Stigler (1982), Seneta (1983), and Quine and Seneta (1987).

11. Ethel Mary Elderton wassister to William P. Elderton, the actuary. She

contributed much to the work of the Eugenics Laboratory. Her career is

summarized in Who was whoandassessed by Love (1979).

12. Kirstine Smith was born 1878 in a small town in Jutland, and graduated

in mathematics from the University ofCopenhagen in 1903. Private secretary

to T.N. Thiele 1903-4. Assistant at Bureau internationale pourl’exploration

de la mer 1904-15. Studied at University College under K.P. 1915-17,

awarded degree January 1918. Employed during 1918-24 in Copenhagen
by the Committee for Marine Investigations and by the Carlsberg Laboratory,
a research organization financed by the breweries. Her career ends as a

teacher: 1925-30 Master of Mathematics at the High School in Tender,

Southern Jutland; 1930—9 Senior Master at Aurehoj High School, in a suburb

of Copenhagen. Died 1939. We thank AndersHald for this information. Her
letters to K.P. (Pearson papers, list number 857/6) show that (i) when she

returned to Englandin the winter of 1916, she stayed mostly in the English
Lake District, because the London climate had an adverseeffect on her nose

and throat, and(ii) he offered her a job in 1920.Kiefer (1959) acknowledged

her contribution to optimal design.

13. The correspondence between Leonard Darwin and Fisheris printed with
explanatory notes by Bennett (1983).
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CHAPTER 5

A selection of what Fisher considered to be his most outstandingstatistical
papers waspublished in 1950, with an index prepared by John Tukey.All
Fisher’s papers are collected in five volumes edited by Bennett (1971-4), and

each paper has a CP number. The accountof Fisher’s life and work by Joan

Fisher Box (1978) is essential reading, and covers both Fisher’s statistical

work and his contributions to evolutionary biology. Among the reviewsof

this book, perhaps the most thoroughis by William Kruskal (1980), although
he confines himself to the statistical side of Fisher’s work. Other general
commentators include: Yates and Mather (1963), Savage (1976), Fienberg

and Hinkley (1980), and MacKenzie (1981). Both Churchill Eisenhart (1979)

and Joan Fisher Box (1981) study the developmentofthe t-test from Student’s

z-test. Aspects of Fisher’s early career are considered by E. S. Pearson (1968,

1974), and Joan Fisher Box (1980) traces his work on the design of exper-

iments between 1922 and 1926. The history of agricultural science by
Russell (1966) can be supplemented by the reviews of Cochran (1976) for

comparative experimentation, and Gower(1988)for the relationship.between

statistics and agricultural research.

1. Fisher warmly acknowledged in the preface the notes and corrections

Gosset made during proof-reading, but the wording varies from one edition
to another.

{First edition, 1925]

I owe more than I can say to Mr W.S. Gosset, Mr E. Somerfield and Miss W.A.

Mackenzie, who have read the proofs and made valuable suggestions. Many small

but troublesomeerrors have been removed; .... |

[Ninth edition, 1944]

With the encouragement of my colleagues, and the valued help of the late W.S.

Gosset (‘Student’), his assistant Mr E. Somerfield, and Miss W. A. Mackenzie,thefirst

edition was prepared and weatheredthe hostile criticisms inevitable to such a venture.

Section 5, originally a list of mathematical tables, later became a ‘Historical

Note’, and ended with a review of Gosset’s work on exact sampling dis-
tributions.

- [Thirteenth edition, 1958]

‘Student’s work was not quickly appreciated (it had, in fact, been totally ignored

in the journal in which it had appeared), and from thefirst edition it has been one of

the chief purposes of this book to make better knowntheeffect of his researches,...

The sentence in parentheses does not appear in the ninth edition, otherwise

the wording is the same. In fact, the lead which Student had given was
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acknowledged in Biometrika, both in the contents of Soper (1913), and in the
subtitles of K.P. (1915) and the ‘Cooperative Study’ (1917). Egon Pearson ©

madethe following comment on 20 October 1979.

But as far as I can see nowhere says how muchhe,the great mathematician, owed
to the experimenter ‘Student’, whoin turn had learnt from E. S. Beaven.

2. Thefirst edition of Statistical methods for research workers was reviewed by
E.S. Pearson in Science Progress. Harold Hotelling reviewed the first seven

editions with enthusiasm in Journal of the American Statistical Association.

3. By modern standards, the analysis of variance in this paper is open to

criticism (Yates and Mather 1963; Cochran 1980). The nested design called

for two estimates of error but they were combined. Dung and potash were

not distinguished as separate factors. No randomization wasused.

4. What constitutes analysis of variance is a question not yet satisfactorily

resolved (Speed 1987), and so the detection of examples in the past is a

hazardous occupation. There is no continuous line of development prior to

Fisher’s work, but some achievements are worth recording. Airy (1861)

described a model similar to one with two components of variance. Lexis
worked on thestability of statistical series from 1876, and the dispersion
theory whichheoriginated anticipates the analysis of one-wayclassifications

(Heyde and Seneta 1977: §3.4; Stigler 1986). Edgeworth’s results for two-

way Classifications were presented in 1885 (Stigler 1978, 1986). Thiele’s

work waspublished in Danish from 1889 onwards, and he analysed a general
form of two-wayclassification. The poor English translation (1903) of his
book on the theory of observations only discussed a simpler model (Hald
1981: §7). Agricultural field experiments provided a suitable medium for

strong growth andtransplantation elsewhere.

5. Balanced viewsofthe controversy between Gosset andFisherare presented
by Yates and Mather (1963) and Cochran (1976). The debate remains
inconclusive. Some éxperimenters continue to recommend randomization
(Pearce 1983), while others still prefer systematic arrangements (Hurlbert
1984). As a compromise, methods of restricted randomization have been

devised which exclude undesirable experimental layouts (Bailey 1987).

Optimal experimental designs have been developedfor situations where the
errors are assumedto be correlated (Kunert 1985; Azzalini and Giovagnoli
1987).
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